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The volume will investigate textual relations of cohesion and coherence in trans-
lation and multilingual text production with a strong focus on innovative meth-
ods of empirical analysis as well as technology and computation. Given the
amount of multilingual computation that is taking place, this topic is important
for both human and machine translation and further multilingual studies.
Coherence and cohesion, the two concepts addressed by the papers in this
book, are closely connected and are sometimes even regarded as synonymous
(see e.g. Brinker 2010). We draw a distinction concerning the realization by lin-
guistic means.
Coherence first of all is a cognitive phenomenon. Its recognition is rather
subjective as it involves text- and reader-based features and refers to the logical
flow of interrelated topics (or experiential domains) in a text, thus establishing
a mental textual world. Cohesion can be regarded as an explicit indicator of
relations between topics in a text. It refers to the text-internal relationship of
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linguistic elements that are overtly linked via lexical and grammatical devices
across sentence boundaries. The main types of cohesion generally stated in the
literature are coreference, substitution/ ellipsis, conjunction and lexical cohesion
(Halliday &Hasan (1976)). They create relations of identity or comparison, logico-
semantic relations or similarity. In the case of coreference and lexical cohesion,
cohesive chainsmay contain two ormore elements andmay span local or global
stretches of a text (Halliday & Hasan 1976; Widdowson 1979).
There is another linguistic phenomenon dealt with in several studies of this
book, which interacts with cohesion and which also contributes to the overall
coherence and topic continuity of a text: Information structure concerns the
linguistic marking of textual information as new/ relevant/ salient or old/ less
relevant/ less salient (Krifka 2007; Lambrecht 1994). The information in ques-
tion is presented through linear arrangement of syntactic constituents as either
theme or theme, topic or focus or, more generally speaking, in sentence-initial
or sentence-final position.
Hence, coherence may or may not be signaled by linguistic markers at the text
surface, while cohesion and information structure are explicit linguistic strate-
gies which enhance the recognition of conceptual continuity and the logical flow
of topics in texts (Louwerse & Graesser 2007; Halliday & Matthiessen 2004).
One major task involved in the process of translation is to identify the lin-
guistic triggers employed in the source text to develop, relate and change topics.
Moreover, the conceptual relations in the mental textual world have to be trans-
ferred into the target text by using strategies of cohesion and information struc-
ture that conform to target-language conventions. Empirical knowledge about
language contrasts in the use of these explicit means and about adequate/ pre-
ferred translation strategies is one essential key to systematize the logical flow of
topics in human and machine translation. The aim of this volume is to bring to-
gether scholars analyzing the cohesion and information structure from different
research perspectives that cover translation-relevant topics: language contrast,
translationese and machine translation. What these approaches share is that
they investigate instantiations of discourse phenomena in multilingual contexts.
Moreover, language comparison in the contributions of this volume is based on
empirical data. The challenges here can be identified with respect to the follow-
ing methodological questions:
1. What is the best way to arrive at a cost-effective operationalization of the
annotation process when dealing with a broader range of discourse phe-
nomena?
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2. Which statistical techniques are needed and are adequate for the analysis?
And which methods can be combined for data interpretation?
3. Which applications of the knowledge acquired are possible in multilingual
computation, especially in machine translation?
The contributions of different scholars and research groups involved in our vol-
ume reflect these questions. All contributions have undergone a rigorous double
blind peer reviewing process, each being assessed by two external reviewers. On
the one hand, some contributionswill concentrate on procedures to analyse cohe-
sion and coherence from a corpus-linguistic perspective (M. Rysová; K. Rysová).
On the other hand, our volume will include papers with a particular focus on tex-
tual cohesion in parallel corpora that include both originals and translated texts
(Kerremans; Kutuzov, Kunilovskaya). Finally, the papers in the volume will also
include discussions on the nature of cohesion and coherence with implications
for human and machine translation (Lapshinova-Koltunski; Sim Smith, Specia).
Targeting the questions raised above and addressing them together from dif-
ferent research angles, the present volume will contribute to moving empirical
translation studies ahead.
2 Phenomena under analysis: Cohesion and coherence
What unifies all of the studies gathered in this volume is that they deal with ex-
plicit means of coherence: some works are concerned with particular types of co-
hesion (M. Rysová; Lapshinova-Koltunski; Sim Smith, Specia), some of them look
into the interplay of these different types (Kerremans; Lapshinova-Koltunksi),
and some investigate their interaction with information structure (K. Rysová;
Kunilovskaya, Kutuzov; Sim Smith, Specia) In most studies, the focus is on the co-
hesive devices triggering a cohesive relation (M. Rysová; Lapshinova-Koltunski;
Kunilovskaya, Kutuzov), others also take account of the relations between cohe-
sive elements (K. Rysová; Kerremans; Sim Smith, Specia).
M. Rysová considers discourse connectives from an etymological perspective
in order to set up a structural classification of different connective types for her
corpus-linguistic analysis of the Prague Discourse Treebank. Taking account of
their degree of grammaticalization, she draws a main distinction between pri-
mary and secondary discourse connectives. While both types share their tex-
tual function of signaling logico-semantic relations between different textual pas-
sages (clauses, clause complexes and larger chunks), they differ in terms of their
internal structure as well as their syntactic function.
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K. Rysová looks into the interplay of coreference and information structure.
She analyses whether different types of coreferential expressions occur in the
topic or the focus of a sentence. More precisely, coreferential anaphors or an-
tecedents may collide with syntactic elements that are non-contrastive contextu-
ally bound (typically given information), contrastive contextually bound (infor-
mation on some alternative that can be derived from the context but may not be
explicitly given), or non-contextually bound (textually new information).
Kerremans focuses on the interaction of coreference and lexical cohesion in
order to determine terminological variants of the same conceptual entity. He
groups all nominal elements referring to the same entity in coreference chains
and merges these chains with corresponding chains in other texts of the same
language. Assigning the coreference chains in the English source texts to the
corresponding chains in the Dutch and French target texts eventually permits
enriching a terminological database.
Kunilovskaya, Kutuzov consider the mapping of given and new information
onto syntactic structure. They train machine learning models to compare origi-
nals and translations in terms of (a-) typical patterns at sentence boundaries. For
this purpose, they analyze a set of cohesive devices (e.g. pronouns and conjunc-
tions) and other features (e.g. parts of speech, word length) in Russian transla-
tions from English and in Russian original texts. Contrasts are identified in terms
of where and in which linear order these features occur before and after sentence
starts.
Lapshinova compares the distribution of various types of cohesion in human
and machine translation. Her focus is on cohesive devices indicating identity
of reference (coreference) and logico-semantic relations (conjunction). Within
coreference, she distinguishes devices serving as nominal heads (e.g. personal
and demonstrative pronouns) and those functioning asmodifiers (e.g. the definite
article, demonstrative determiners). Conjunctions are classified in terms of their
syntactic function (e.g. subordinating or coordinating conjunction and the logico-
semantic relation they indicate (e.g. additive or temporal). Translations from
English into German and original texts of the two languages.
Sim Smith, Specia investigate the textual distribution of lexical cohesion for
improving statistical machine translation. They apply two statistical techniques
in order to assess the lexical coherence of texts in a multilingual parallel corpus
(English, French and German). Contrasts between languages and between trans-
lations and originals are identified by analyzing nominal elements contained in
lexical chains of one and the same document. The criteria of comparison included
in the research are a) in which sentences these elements appear and b) in which
syntactic function (subject vs. other).
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3 Corpora and languages
This volume has much to offer to the reader interested in electronic corpora as
language resources. It provides information on current research into textual
characteristics and discourse structures in different types of language corpora
and suggests solutions to questions related to annotation procedures, the quan-
titative analysis and interpretation of data and machine translation for various
languages.
Several types of corpora were used for the studies in this volume. Some con-
tributions focus on large-scale monolingual corpora with the purpose of analyz-
ing a particular language and developing methods that can be applied to other
languages as well where similar corpora are available. Some researchers demon-
strate the pedagogical and scientific value of native and learner corpora that help
to reveal differences between native speakers of a given language and non-native
speakers in their ways of creating textuality. Finally, some contributions use bi-
or multilingual parallel or comparable corpora consisting either of texts in a lan-
guage and their translations in another language or of original texts in several
languages that are similar with regard to their sampling frame, balance and rep-
resentativeness.
The annotation of discourse relations and the frequency of discourse connec-
tives in large monolingual corpora such as the the Prague Discourse Treebank
2.0 (PDiT) consisting of Czech newspaper texts as a particular type of written
texts are discussed in the chapter by M. Rysová. She examines the historical
origin of prototypical discourse connectives in Czech, English and German and
demonstrates how these findings can help translators to produce more accurate
translations of connectives in these languages. Furthermore, her observations
are helpful for the annotation of connectives in large corpora of these languages.
Discourse connectives arose from various parts of speech in Czech, English and
German and display different stages of grammaticalization. In corpus data for
modern stages of the languages investigated in this chapter, they can occur, for
instance, in the form of conjunctions, particles, prepositional phrases or fixed
collocations. Her chapter provides an angle to address such challenges to an-
notators of discourse connectives as groups of expressions that may not seem
straightforward to define in various languages.
K. Rysová’s chapter also addresses the analysis of texts from the Prague De-
pendency Treebank as a large monolingual corpus and focuses on coreferential
relations and information structure in Czech. Her chapter demonstrates that the
complexity of text coherence demands extensive language resources of authentic
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texts from a given language. Large monolingual corpora with multilayer annota-
tion are still relatively rare for many languages. K. Rysová’s analysis encourages
research into other languages and recommends applying the methodology she
used for the annotation and analysis of coreferential relation and information
structure to other languages for which similar resources exist.
Kerremans’ chapter demonstrates the invaluable contribution of multilingual
parallel corpora including both originals and translated texts as a resource for
comparative linguistics and translation studies. The corpus created for Kerre-
mans’ study is comprised of written English original texts and their translations
into French and Dutch. Terminological variants and coreferential relations from
the English source texts have been analyzed from a contrastive perspective. The
translation equivalents of these phenomena were retrieved from the French and
Dutch target texts in order to create a useful terminological database of transla-
tion units and their target-language equivalents for the English-French and the
English-Dutch language pairs.
The chapter by Kunilovskaya, Kutuzov deals with the benefits which can be
gained from the conjoined use of native and learner corpus data. It compares
native and learner varieties of the Russian language with regard to the use of sen-
tence boundaries in a subcorpus of mass media texts from the Russian Learner
Translator Corpus. The corpus includes English-Russian learner translations and
a genre-comparable subcorpus of the Russian National Corpus, aiming at uncov-
ering differences between native Russian and its learner translated variant.
The chapter by Sim Smith, Specia provides a compelling example of how mul-
tilingual corpus data can be used to improve the translation quality in machine-
translation models. In this study, original and translated news excerpts in En-
glish, French and German from a parallel corpus from the Workshop on Statisti-
cal Machine Translation (WMT) were used as well as translations of from French
into English from the LIG corpus, which contains news excerpts drawn from var-
ious WMT years. The translations that were used for the analysis were provided
by human professional translators. They were analyzed with regard to the re-
alisation of lexical coherence, and a multilingual comparative entity-based grid
was developed that consists of various types of documents covering the three
languages under comparison.
The chapter by Lapshinova-Koltunski describes innovative corpus-basedmeth-
ods to analyze the frequencies and distributions of cohesive devices in multilin-
gual data. Her bilingual corpus contains comparable English and German data
for various written text types as well as multiple translations into German which
were produced by human translators with different levels of expertise and by
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different machine translation systems. This contribution has its focus on the
analysis of cohesion in texts from different languages which vary along dimen-
sions such as text-production type, translation method involved and systemic
contrasts between source and target language.
4 Methods of investigation
The contributions to this volume cover a wide range of different methods of
analysis, starting frommanual investigation of previously annotated data, across
semi-automatic procedures supporting manual analysis towards fully computa-
tional approaches such as entity-grid calculation and automatic sentence seg-
mentation with machine-learning techniques.
Annotation of corpora with information on cohesion- or coherence-related
phenomena play a significant role in various descriptive studies based on corpora.
They receive particular attention in chapters 2, 3 and 4, in which research design
relies to a large extent on annotation. In chapters 5, 6 and partly 7, automatic
procedures are used to identify cohesion and coherence phenomena.
Issues of annotation of explicit discourse relations (i.e. relations expressed by
concrete language means) in the PDiT are addressed in the study by M. Rysová.
She uses the data from PDiT for her analysis to illustrate the difficulty of delin-
eating the boundaries between connectives and non-connectives. For instance,
she discusses if frozen lexical forms are a sufficient argument for excluding mul-
tiword phrases from discourse connectives and their annotation in the corpus.
These phrases clearly signal discourse relations within a text, but they signifi-
cantly differ from the “prototypical”, lexical connectives. The author provides an
analysis of historical formation of discourse connectives, justifying their claim
that discourse connectives are not a closed class of expressions but rather a scale
mapping the grammaticalization of the individual connective expressions. The
author believes that this justification may help with the annotation of discourse
in large corpora, as was done for PDiT.
The Prague Dependency Treebank was used in the analyses by K. Rysová, who
demonstrates how different annotation layers can be used to examine text co-
herence. The author concentrates on the interplay of two annotation layers: text
coreference and sentence information structure. The annotation of sentence in-
formation structure is related to contextual boundness, whereas text coreference
is understood as the use of different language means for marking the same ob-
ject of textual reference (the antecedent and the anaphor referents are identical).
The author defines all mutual possibilities of coreference relations among con-
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textually bound and contextually non-bound sentence items, and analyzes their
corpus occurrences. The client-server PML Tree Query (Štěpánek & Pajas 2010)
was used to extract the frequency information. The client part is an extension of
the tree editor TrEd2 (Pajas & Štěpánek 2008). K. Rysová analyzes the proportion
of various mutual possibilities on the basis of corpus occurrences in PDT.
Kerremans uses coreference analysis to study inter- and intralingual terminol-
ogy variation in a parallel corpus. He proposes a semi-automatic method to an-
notate terminological patterns that belong to the same coreference chain (called
coreferential terminological variants) as an alternative to fully manual labeling,
which turns out to be a labour-intensive process. Kerremans method is aimed at
supporting manual identification of coreferential terminological variants in the
English source texts, annotating these variants according to a common cluster
label, extracting them from the text and storing them in a separate database. The
automated procedures are implemented in a Perl script ensuring completeness,
accuracy and consistency in the data obtained.
Kunilovskaya, Kutuzov also apply semi-automatic procedures to a multilin-
gual corpus that contains both parallel and comparable texts. These semi-auto-
matic procedures are applied to detect divergences in sentence structures be-
tween translations into Russian and Russian non-translations. The authors de-
ploy statistical techniques from machine learning: they train a decision-tree
model to describe the contextual features of sentence boundaries in the refer-
ence corpus of Russian texts, which are considered to be an approximation of the
standard language variety. The model is then applied to the translation learner
corpus, and translated sentences that are different from the standard language
variety are identified through the evaluation of predictors and their combina-
tions. Kunilovskaya, Kutuzov use a number of contextual features in sentence-
boundary environments for evaluation. The initial set of 82 features was reduced
to 48 with the help of feature selection procedures, allowing them to keep only
predictive ones. The results of their analysis permit, on the one hand, to manu-
ally inspect cases of the model failing to predict sentence boundaries and possi-
bly find the route causes, and on the other hand, to train another model which
predicts not sentence boundaries, but inconsistencies between the first-model
decisions and what a translator did in a particular context.
Sim Smith, Specia perform an exploratory analysis of lexical coherence in a
multilingual context with a view to identifying patterns that could later be used
to improve overall translation quality in machine translation models. They use
an entity-grid model and an entity-graph metric – two entity-based frameworks
that have previously been used for assessing coherence in a monolingual setting.
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The authors try to understand how lexical coherence is realized across different
languages and apply these techniques in a multilingual setting for the first time.
The entity-grid approach is applied to a parallel corpus. Simply tracking the
existence or absence of entities allows for direct comparison across languages.
However, entity transition patterns may vary from language to language, while
retaining an overall degree of coherence. In order to illustrate the differences
between the distributions of entity transitions over the different languages, the
authors compute divergence scores. They also analyze the reasons for the ob-
served divergence by taking a closer look at their data.
Lapshinova-Koltunski uses a number of visualisation and statistical techniques
to investigate the distributional characteristics of subcorpora in terms of occur-
rences of cohesive devices in human and machine translation. The cohesive fea-
tures chosen for the comparative analysis were obtained on the basis of auto-
matic linguistic annotation: tokenisation, lemmatisation, part-of-speech tags and
segmentation into syntactic chunks and sentences. Cohesive features are oper-
ationalized with the Corpus Query Processor (CQP) queries (Evert 2010). This
tool allows definition of language patterns in the form of regular expressions
that can integrate string, part-of-speech and chunk tags, as well as further con-
straints, e.g. position in a sentence. With the help of CQP queries, frequencies
of various cohesive features are extracted from a corpus containing translation
varieties. Then, various descriptive techniques are used to observe and explore
differences between groups of texts and subcorpora under analysis.
5 Conclusion
The contributors to this volume are experts on discourse phenomena and textu-
ality who address these issues from an empirical perspective. We hope that this
volume provides an innovative and useful contribution to the advancement of
linguistic theory and discourse-oriented corpus studies. This volume also aims
at addressing the challenges for human and machine translation arising from
the interplay of grammatical and lexical indicators of textual cohesion and co-
herence.
The chapters in this volume are written in an accessible style. They epitomize
the latest research, thus making this book useful to both experts of discourse
studies and computational linguistics, as well as advanced students with an in-
terest in these disciplines. We hope that this volume will serve as a catalyst to
other researchers and will facilitate further advances in the development of cost-
effective annotation procedures, in the application of statistical techniques for
9
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the analysis of linguistic phenomena, the elaboration of new methods for data
interpretation in multilingual corpus linguistics and machine translation.
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Discourse connectives: From historical
origin to present-day development
Magdaléna Rysová
Charles University, Faculty of Mathematics and Physics
The paper focuses on the description and delimitation of discourse connectives, i.e.
linguistic expressions significantly contributing to text coherence and generally
helping the reader to better understand semantic relations within a text. The paper
discusses the historical origin of discourse connectives viewed from the perspec-
tive of present-day linguistics. Its aim is to define present-day discourse connec-
tives according to their historical origin through which we see what is happening
in discourse in contemporary language. The paper analyzes the historical origin
of the most frequent connectives in Czech, English and German (which could be
useful for more accurate translations of connectives in these languages) and point
out that they underwent a similar process to gain a status of present-day discourse
connectives. The paper argues that this historical origin or process of rising dis-
course connectives might be language universal. Finally, the paper demonstrates
how these observations may be helpful for annotations of discourse in large cor-
pora.
1 Introduction and motivation
Currently, linguistic research focuses often on creating and analyzing big lan-
guage data. One of the frequently discussed topics of corpus linguistics is the an-
notation of discourse carried out especially through detection of discourse con-
nectives. However, discourse connectives are not an easily definable group of
expressions. Linguistic means signaling discourse relations may be conjunctions
like but, or etc., prepositional phrases like for this reason, fixed collocations like
Magdaléna Rysová. 2017. Discourse connectives: From historical origin to present-
day development. In Katrin Menzel, Ekaterina Lapshinova-Koltunski & Kerstin Kunz
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as seen, simply speaking etc., i.e. expressions with a different degree of lexicaliza-
tion, syntactic integration or grammaticalization. Therefore, the paper concen-
trates on formulating clear boundaries of discourse connectives based on a deep
linguistic research.
The paper analyzes the historical origin of the most frequent present-day con-
nectives (mainly in Czech in comparison to other languages like English and Ger-
man) to observe their tendencies or typical behaviour from a diachronic point of
view, which may help us in annotation of connectives in large corpora (mainly in
answering the question where to state the boundaries between connectives and
non-connectives that could significantly facilitate the decisionwhich expressions
to capture in the annotation and which not). In other words, the paper tries to
answer what we can learn from discourse connective formation and historical de-
velopment and what this may tell us about present-day structuring of discourse.
The need for a clearly defined category of discourse connectives in Czech arose
mainly during the annotation of discourse relations in the Prague Discourse Tree-
bank (PDiT) pointing out several problematic issues. One of the most crucial was
where and according to which general criteria to state the boundaries between
connectives and non-connectives as well as between explicitness and implicit-
ness of discourse relations. An explicit discourse relation is usually defined as a
relation between two segments of text that is signaled by a particular language
expression (discourse connective), typically by conjunctions like a ‘and’, ale ‘but’,
nebo ‘or’ etc. However, during the annotations, we had to deal with examples
of clear discourse relations expressed by explicit language means that, however,
significantly differed from those typical examples of connectives. Such means
included multiword phrases often having the function of sentence elements (like
kvůli tomu ‘due to this’, z tohoto důvodu ‘for this reason’, hlavní podmínkou bylo
‘the main condition was’, stejným dechem ‘in the same breath’ etc.). Therefore,
it was necessary to answer the question whether such expressions may be also
considered discourse connectives and therefore included into the annotation of
the PDiT or not.
It appeared that it is very helpful to look for the answer in the historical origin
of the present-day typical connectives, i.e. expressions that would be without
doubt classified as discourse connectives by most of the authors (like the men-
tioned conjunctions a ‘and’, ale ‘but’, nebo ‘or’ and many others). The results of
such research (combined with the analysis of the present-day corpus data) are
presented in this paper.
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2 Theoretical discussions on discourse connectives
Discourse connectives are in various linguistic approaches defined very differ-
ently, which is mainly due to their complexity and hardly definable boundaries.
There are several definitions highlighting different language aspects of discourse
connectives – concerning their part-of-speech membership, lexical stability, pho-
nological behaviour, position in the sentence etc. Most of the authors agree on
defining the prototypical examples of connectives, i.e. expressions like but, while,
when, because etc. and differ especially in multiword collocations like for this
reason, generally speaking etc. The prototypical connectives are usually defined
as monomorphemic, prosodically independent, phonologically short or reduced
words (see Zwicky 1985; Urgelles-Coll 2010) that are syntactically separated from
the rest of the sentence (see Schiffrin 1987; Zwicky 1985), not integrated into the
clause structure (see Urgelles-Coll 2010) and that usually occupy the first position
in the sentence (see Schiffrin 1987; Zwicky 1985; Schourup 1999; Fischer 2006).
Considering part-of-speechmembership, some authors classify connectives as
conjunctions (both subordinating and coordinating), prepositional phrases and
adverbs (see Prasad et al. 2008; Prasad, Joshi & Webber 2010), others also as
particles and nominal phrases (see Hansen 1998; Aijmer 2002), others include
also some types of idioms (like all things considered, see Fraser 1999).
However, some of the mentioned syntactic classes (like prepositional phrases
or nominal phrases) do not correspond to the definitions of discourse connectives
stated above, i.e., for example, that connectives are usually short, not integrated
into clause structure etc. Some of the authors define discourse connectives in a
narrow sense (see e.g. Shloush 1998; Hakulinen 1998; Maschler 2000 who limit
connectives only to synsemantic, i.e. grammatical words), some in a broader
sense (e.g. according to Schiffrin 1987, discourse relations may be realized even
through paralinguistic features and non-verbal gestures).
This paper contributes to these discussions on discourse connectives and looks
at them from the diachronic point of view. It argues that the historical develop-
ment of discourse connectives may point out many things about general tenden-
cies in present-day structuring of discourse.
3 Methods and material
The analysis of discourse connectives in Czech is carried out on the data of the
Prague Discourse Treebank 2.0 (PDiT; Rysová et al. 2016), i.e. on almost 50 thou-
sand annotated sentences from Czech newspaper texts. The PDiT is a multilayer
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annotated corpus containing annotation on three levels at once: the morpholog-
ical level, the surface syntactic level (called analytical) and the deep syntactico-
semantic level (called tectogrammatic). At the same time, the PDiT texts are
enriched by the annotation of sentence information structure1 and various dis-
course phenomena like coreference and anaphora and especially by the annota-
tion of explicit discourse relations (i.e. relations expressed by concrete language
means, not implicitly).
The annotation of discourse relations in the PDiT (based on a detection of dis-
course connectives within a text) does not use any pre-defined list of discourse
connectives (as some similar projects – see, e.g., Prasad et al. 2008). The hu-
man annotators themselves were asked to recognize discourse connectives in
authentic texts. Therefore, a need for an accurate delimitation of discourse con-
nectives arose, especially for stating the boundaries between connectives and
non-connectives.
The most problematic issue appeared to be the multiword phrases like to zna-
mená ‘this means’, výsledkem bylo ‘the result was’, v důsledku toho ‘in conse-
quence’, podmínkou je ‘the condition is’ etc. These phrases clearly signal dis-
course relations within a text (e.g. podmínkou je ‘the condition is’ expresses a
relation of condition), but they significantly differ (in lexico-syntactic as well
as semantic aspect – see Rysová 2012) from the “prototypical”, lexically frozen
connectives like ale ‘but’ or a ‘and’ (these phrases may be inflected, appear in
several variants2 in the text etc. – see e.g. za této podmínky ‘under this condi-
tion’ vs. za těchto podmínek ‘under these conditions’, závěrem je ‘the conclusion
is’ vs. závěrem bylo ‘the conclusion was’).
At the same time, some typical Czech connectives like proto ‘therefore’, přesto
‘in spite of this’ etc. were historically also multiword – they are frozen prepo-
sitional phrases (raised from the combination of preposition pro ‘for’ with the
pronoun to ‘this’ and the preposition přes ‘in spite of’ with the pronoun to ‘this’),
so the main difference between them and present-day phrases like kvůli tomu
‘due to this’ is that they are now used as one-word expressions. This idea raises
many questions – e.g. is the frozen lexical form (that appears in most of the
typical present-day connectives in Czech) a sufficient argument to exclude the
multiword phrases from discourse connectives and their annotation in the cor-
pus? Would not the annotation without them be incomplete?
This led us to the idea to examine the historical origin of other ‘prototypical’
discourse connectives in Czech, which could tell us something about the men-
1 To sentence information structure in Czech see, e.g., Hajičová, Partee & Sgall (2013) or Rysová
(2014a).
2 See also a study on reformulation markers by Cuenca (2003).
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tioned multiword phrases in general and could suggest their uniform annotation
in the corpus. In this respect, the paper concentrates on where to put the bound-
aries of discourse connectives so that the annotations of large corpus data are
not incomplete and at the same time follow an adequate theoretical background.
4 Results and evaluation
4.1 Historical origin of the most frequent connectives in Czech
In these subsections, the paper presents the results of the analysis of discourse
connectives with emphasis on their historical origin and development towards
their present-day position in language. In this way, the paper introduces a com-
parative study of Czech, English and partly German.
Table 1: Most frequent Czech connectives in the PDiT










aby ‘so that’ 305
For the analysis, the ten most frequent discourse connectives in Czech (pre-
sented in Table 1) have been selected and their historical origin have been ana-
lyzed – see Table 23.
Table 2 demonstrates that none of the selected connectives was a connective
from its origin. All of them arose from other parts of speech than conjunctions
or structuring particles or from a combination of several words. At a certain
2 The Czech connective totiž does not have an exact English counterpart; a similar meaning is
carried by the German nämlich.
3 The etymology of Czech connectives is adopted from the Czech etymological dictionaries and
papers (see Holub & Kopečný (1952); Rejzek (2001); Bauer (1962); Bauer (1963)).
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moment, this word or words began to be used in a connecting function, which
started the process of their grammaticalization (cf. related works by Claridge &
Arnovick 2010; Degand & Vandenbergen 2011; Claridge 2013 or Degand & Evers-
Vermeul 2015).
This process began for the individual connectives in different periods (one of
the oldest seems to be the rise of a ‘and’ in Czech as similarly and in English
and und ‘and’ in German – see below). Sometimes the grammaticalization is
not fully completed, which causes the discrepancies within some parts of speech
(in Czech mainly within adverbs, particles and conjunctions). The unfinished
grammaticalization is seen, e.g., on connectives that are still written as twowords
(like Czech a tak ‘and so’, i když ‘even though’ etc.) in contrast to already one-
word connectives containing historically the same component a ‘and’ – ale ‘but’,
ač ‘although’, aby ‘so that’.
Table 2 shows that Czech present-day most frequent connectives originally
arose from other parts of speech than, e.g., conjunctions, i.e. they are not con-
nectives from their origin, but they gained a status of connectives during the
historical development. Some of the Czech connectives arose from interjections
(e.g. a ‘and’), adverbs (e.g. však ‘however’) or adjectives (e.g. také ‘too’). Most of
them are originally compounds of two components (mainly interjections, parti-
cles, adverbs or prepositions). Some of the combinations even repeat – see com-
binations of preposition and pronoun (pro-to ‘therefore’, při-tom ‘yet’, o-všem
‘nevertheless’), pronoun and particle (te-dy ‘so’, co-ž ‘which’) or preposition and
adverb (po-kud ‘if’, na-víc ‘moreover’).
Some of the connectives are even combinations of three components – like
preposition, pronoun and particle (pro-to-že ‘because’) or preposition and two
pronouns (za-tím-co ‘while’). Therefore, it is evident that the most frequent
Czech connectives were (before they became one-word expressions) very sim-
ilar to the present-day multiword phrases like kvůli tomu ‘due to this’ or z tohoto
důvodu ‘for this reason’. The origin of some of them is rather transparent even to-
day (e.g. most native speakers are probably able to recognize that the connective
proto ‘therefore’ is a compound of preposition pro ‘for’ and a pronoun to ‘this’)
while some of them have (synchronically) lost motivation (see mainly the oldest
connectives like ale ‘but’, nebo ‘or’ etc.). This fact is depending on the degree of
their grammaticalization – the more grammaticalized the connective is, the less
bonds remain to its historical origin. In this respect, discourse connectives are
not a closed class of expressions, but rather a scale representing the process of
connective grammaticalization.
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Table 2: Historical origin of most frequent discourse connectives in
Czech
Czech present-day connectives Historical origin
a ‘and’ from a deictic interjection meaning hle ‘be-
hold’
však ‘however’ adverbial origin meaning ‘always’
ale ‘but’ combination of a ‘and’ (with interjectional
origin) and particle -le (with the adverbial
meaning jen ‘only’)
když ‘when’ combination of adverb kdy ‘when’ and par-
ticle -ž (že) (today’s conjunction ‘that’)
protože ‘because’ combination of three components: preposi-
tion pro ‘for’, pronoun to ‘this’ and particle
-ž (že) (today’s conjunction ‘that’)
totiž ‘that is’ unclear origin: either combination of three
components: pronoun to ‘this’, particle -ť
(ti) and particle -ž (že) (today’s conjunction
‘that’) or grammaticalized verbal phrase
točúš/točíš [lit. (you) it know] coming from
the composition of a demonstrative pro-
noun to ‘this’ and a verb čúti/číti
pokud ‘if’ combination of preposition po ‘after’ and ad-
verb kudy ‘from where’
proto ‘therefore’ combination of preposition pro ‘for’ and
pronoun to ‘this’
tedy ‘so’ combination of pronoun to ‘this’ and parti-
cle -dy (-da)
aby ‘so that’ combination of a ‘and’ and verbal compo-
nent bych (derived from the verb být ‘be’)
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The given expressions in certain combinations and in certain forms begun to
be used as connectives and they underwent the process of grammaticalization
(in different time period) – thus, the individual present-day connectives lay in
different parts of the scale according to the degree of their grammaticalization.
4.2 Historical origin of the most frequent connectives across
languages
We have compared the results of analysis of Czech connectives with their coun-
terparts in English4 to see whether the connectives in another language exhibit
similar behaviour – see Table 3.
Table 35 demonstrates that the origin of given English connectives is very
comparable to their Czech counterparts. Also English connectives are not con-
nectives from their origin. They arose also from other parts of speech (mainly
from combinations of pronouns, prepositions and adverbs) or other multiword
phrases. Many of them (not only presented in Table 3) have a pronominal ori-
gin (like when, if, so, then, which), many come from the whole phrases that may
have two or more components – see the combination of an adverb and pronoun
(how-ever) or adverb and preposition (there-fore).
Similar connective formation may be seen also in German.6 For example, the
connective dass ‘so that, that’ arose from a demonstrative pronoun das ‘this’,
jedoch ‘however’ from the combination of two words: je ‘sometimes’ and con-
junction doch ‘however’.
The connective nämlich ‘that is’ (a counterpart to Czech totiž) is historically
an unstressed variant of an adverb name(nt)lich ‘namely’ derived from the noun
Name ‘name’; the original meaning of nämlich is ‘the same’ but it shifted to
present-day more often adverbial meaning of ‘it means, more specifically’. The
semantic shift is seen also in other German present-day connectives like weil
‘because’ (today, with a causal meaning, but originally expressing a temporal
relation – cf. the German noun Weile ‘moment’ or English temporal conjunc-
tion while), aber ‘but’ (originally expressing multiple repetition like ‘once again,
again’), wenn ‘when, if’ (originally an unstressed variant of wann ‘when’ with
4 Apart from the Czech connectivetotiž that does not have an appropriate counterpart in English
(but it roughly corresponds to German connective nämlich).
5 The etymology of English connectives is adopted from the English etymological dictionary –
Harper (2001). The aim of this paper is not to discuss the etymology of English connectives in
general (which is in detail in Lenker & Meurman-Solin (2007)), but to compare the origin of
some of them with their Czech counterparts.
6 The etymology of German connectives is adopted from Klein & Geyken (2010).
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Table 3: Historical origin of selected discourse connectives in English
English present-day connectives Historical origin
and Old English and, ond, originally meaning
‘thereupon, next’ from Proto-Germanic
*unda
however combination of how and ever (late 14th cen-
tury)
but combination of West Germanic *be- ‘by’
and *utana ‘out, outside, from without’;
not used as conjunction in Old English
when from pronominal stem *hwa-, from PIE in-
terrogative base *kwo
because combination of preposition bi and noun
cause: bi cause ‘by cause’, often followed
by a subordinate clause introduced by that
or why; one word from around 1400
if coming from Proto Indo-European
pronominal stem *i-
therefore combination of there and a preposition fore
(an Old English and Middle English collat-
eral form of the preposition for) meaning
‘in consequence of that’
so from Proto Indo-European reflexive
pronominal stem *swo-, pronoun of the
third person and reflexive
so that unmerged conjunction of two components
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temporal meaning; today, it expresses both temporal as well as conditional rela-
tions) etc.
A large group of present-day connectives arose from combination of preposi-
tions and a deictic component da – see the so called anaphoric connectives like
dafür lit. ‘for this/that’, davor ‘previously’, danach ‘then’, darum ‘therefore’ etc.
We see that the general principle of discourse connectives development was
very similar in Czech, English as well as German. Therefore, it may be supposed
that formation of discourse connectives is not language specific but language
universal.
5 Formation of discourse connectives
5.1 General tendencies
In this part, the paper summarizes the most frequent formations for present-day
discourse connectives (with more examples as well as from other languages) to
demonstrate that there are some productive connective formations across the
languages’ development.
Firstly, the paper summarizes the general tendencies for connective formation
in Czech. During the analysis above, we could observe that many of the Czech
connectives follow similar principles and in some cases, they are formed even by
the same components – see the following five points.
1. One of the most productive components (forming the final part of many
Czech connectives) is the particle -ž(e)7 occurring in the grammaticalized
one-word connectives as well as in unmergedmultiword phrases – see one-
word examples like což ‘which’, protože ‘because’, když ‘when’, též ‘too’,
než ‘than’, nýbrž ‘but’, tudíž ‘thus’, až ‘until’, poněvadž ‘because’, jelikož
‘because’, jestliže ‘if’.
This fact may help us in annotating the multiword phrases in large corpora
like the Prague Discourse Treebank, specifically with the annotation of the
extent of multiword phrases. In other words, we may better answer the
questions like whether to annotate the whole phrases like s podmínkou,
že ‘with the condition that’ or only s podmínkou ‘with the condition’ as a
connective in examples like Example 1:
7 Today’s conjunction že ‘that’.
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(1) Rodiče mi dovolili koupit si psa s podmínkou, že úspěšně dodělám
školu.
‘My parents allowed me to buy a dog with the condition that I will
successfully finish my school.’
Since we know that -ž(e) is a part of many one-word connectives in Czech
(from a diachronic point of view), it is very likely also the part of yet non-
grammaticalized phrases (that are, at the same time, replaceable by one-
word connectives – e.g. the whole s podmínkou, že ‘with the condition
that’ in Example 1 is replaceable by one-word když ‘if’, historically also
containing the particle -ž(e)). In this respect, it may be expected that some
of the similar multiword phrases will give rise to a new primary connec-
tive in the future, i.e. that že ‘that’ will become part of a new one-word
connective as it happened in several cases in the past.
2. The conjunction (former interjection) a ‘and’ is a part of many present-
day one-word connectives like ale ‘but’, avšak ‘however’, ač ‘although’,
anebo ‘or’, až ‘untill’, aby ‘so that’ or unmerged a tak ‘and so’, a proto
‘and therefore’. The tendency to combine with a ‘and’ is visible also in
present-day multiword phrases (in intra-sentential usage) – see very often
phrases like a z tohoto důvodu ‘and for this reason’, a to znamená ‘and this
means’ etc.
3. Another productive formation of connectives is by the negative particle ne
‘not’ – see nebo ‘or’, neboť ‘for’, nýbrž8 ‘but’ or než ‘than’.
4. Very frequent is also the combination with the former particle -le (with the
meaning similar to ‘only’) – see connectives like ale ‘but’, leč ‘however’,
leda ‘unless’or alespoň ‘at least’.
5. One of the most productive and also transparent means is the formation
of discourse connectives in Czech by combination of prepositions (like pro
‘for’, přes ‘over’, po ‘after’, za ‘behind’, před ‘before’, při ‘by’, na ‘on, at’,
bez ‘without’, v ‘in’, nad ‘over’ etc.) and pronouns (especially the demon-
strative pronoun to ‘this’ in the whole paradigm) – see one-word exam-
ples like proto ‘therefore’, přesto ‘yet, inspite of this’, potom ‘then’, zatím
‘meanwhile’, předtím ‘before’, přitom ‘yet, at the same time’, zato ‘how-
ever’, nato ‘then, after that’, beztoho ‘in any case’, vtom ‘suddenly’, nadto
8 Originally also néberž(e), niebrž.
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‘moreover’. Literally, proto means ‘for this’, přesto ‘in spite of this’, potom
‘after this’ etc.
Moreover, there are several present-day prepositional phrases (with discourse
connective function) having exactly the same structure like the mentioned one-
word connectives (i.e. they consist of a preposition and a demonstrative pronoun
to ‘this’; the only difference is that they have not merged into one-word expres-
sion) – see e.g. kvůli tomu ‘because of this’, navzdory tomu ‘despite this’, kromě
toho ‘besides this’ etc. signaling discourse relations within a text. Therefore, we
consider such prepositional phrases discourse connectives because they express
discourse relations within a text and have a similar structure as some one-word
connectives – the only difference is that their grammaticalization is not yet com-
pleted and that they are not merged into one-word expressions. So it seems that
such formation of connectives from prepositional phrases is very productive (not
only) in Czech.
A very similar process of discourse connective formation (i.e. from preposi-
tional phrases) may be seen also in other languages, which supports its produc-
tivity across languages. The paper demonstrates this on the foreign counterparts
of the Czech connective proto ‘therefore’ (that arose from the combination of the
preposition pro ‘for’ and pronoun to ‘this’ as mentioned above). English therefore
arose from the combination of there and fore (that was an Old English andMiddle
English collateral form of the preposition for) with the meaning ‘in consequence
of that’. Similar process may be seen in German dafür (from the preposition für
‘for’ and deictic component da) or parallelly Danish derfor. Moreover, there are
many other English connectives with similar structure like thereafter (meaning
‘after that’), thereupon, therein, thereby, thereof, thereto etc. or in German the
productive anaphoric connectives like davor ‘previously’, danach ‘then’ etc. (see
Section 4.2). All of these connectives follow the same formation principle (i.e.
the anaphoric reference to the previous context plus the given preposition) that
seems to be, therefore, language universal. There are similar unmerged phrases
in English like because of this, due to this etc. as potential candidates for gram-
maticalization, i.e. as potential one-word fixed connectives.
We view the whole structures because of this, due to this as discourse connec-
tives. As demonstrated above, there are some present-day primary connectives
that historically arose from similar combination of a preposition and demonstra-
tive pronoun (e.g. Czech connective proto ‘therefore’ etc.). At the same time,
*because of, *due to themselves are ungrammatical structures (i.e. we cannot say
The weather is nice. *Due to, I will go to the beach.) and need to combine with an
anaphoric expression to gain a discourse connecting function. For these reasons,
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we consider the full structures to be the discourse connectives, i.e. including the
demonstrative pronoun this.
5.2 Primary connectives and the process of grammaticalization
On the basis of previous analysis, the paper characterizes the most frequent (or
prototypical) discourse connectives in the following way.
We use the term primary connectives (firstly introduced by Rysová&Rysová
2014) for expressions with primary connective function (i.e. from part-of-speech
membership, they are mainly conjunctions and structuring particles) that are
mainly one-word and lexically frozen (from present-day perspective). Primary
connectives are synsemantic (or functional) words so they are not integrated
into clause structure as sentence elements. The primary connectives mostly do
not allow modification (cf. *generally but, *only and etc., with some exceptions
like mainly because). The most crucial aspect of primary connectives is that they
underwent the process of grammaticalization, i.e. they arose from other parts of
speech (cf., e.g., the connective too as the stressed variant of the preposition to)
or combination of words (cf. English phrases by cause → because, for the reason
that → for, never the less → nevertheless etc.), but they merged into a one-word
expression during their historical development. Therefore, they underwent the
gradual weakening or change of their original lexical meaning and fixing of the
new form and function.
At the same time, primary connectives are not a strictly closed class of expres-
sions. They are rather a scale mapping the process of their grammaticalization.
This process is sometimes not fully completed so the primary connectives do not
have to fulfill all the characteristics stated above – e.g. some of them are still
written as two words (like Czech i když ‘although’ or English as if, so that etc.).
The main argument here is that they fulfill most of the aspects and that their
primary function in discourse is to connect two pieces of a text.
6 Multiword connecting phrases
6.1 Secondary connectives: Potential candidates for primary
connectives?
Apart from primary connectives, also another specific group among discourse
connectivesmay be distinguished – the secondary connectives (the termfirstly
used by Rysová & Rysová 2014). The reason is (as discussed above) that primary
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connectives are not the only expressions with the ability to signal discourse re-
lations. There are also multiword phrases like this is the reason why, generally
speaking, the result is, it was caused by, this means that etc. These phrases also
express discourse relations within a text (e.g. generally speaking signals a rela-
tion of generalization), but they significantly differ from primary connectives –
mostly, they may be inflected (for this reason – for these reasons), modified (the
main/important/only condition is) and they exhibit a high degree of variation in
authentic texts (the variation is better seen in inflected Czech – see, e.g., sec-
ondary connectives příkladem je vs. příklad je both meaning ‘the example is’,
firstly used in instrumental, secondly in nominative). Therefore, secondary con-
nectives may be defined as an open class of expressions.
Generally, secondary connectives are multiword phrases (forming open or
fixed collocations) containing an autosemantic (i.e. lexical) component or com-
ponents. Secondary connectives function as sentence elements (e.g. due to this),
clause modifiers (simply speaking) or even as separate sentences (the result was
clear). Concerning part-of-speechmembership, secondary connectives are a very
heterogeneous group of expressions – very often, they contain nouns like differ-
ence, reason, condition, cause, exception, result, consequence, conclusion etc. (i.e.
nouns that directly indicate the semantic type of discourse relations), similarly
verbs like to mean, to contrast, to explain, to cause, to justify, to precede, to follow
etc. and prepositions like due to, because of, in spite of, in addition to, unlike, on
the basis of (functioning as secondary connectives only in combination with an
anaphoric reference to the previous unit of text realized mostly by the pronoun
this – cf. due to this, because of this etc.).9
All of these aspects indicate that secondary connectives have not yet under-
gone the process of grammaticalization although they exhibit some of its features
– e.g. gradual stabilization or preference of one form or gradual weakening of
the original lexical meaning (see Section 6.3).
Within the secondary connectives, the most frequent structures occurring in
the PDiT have also been analyzed – see Table 4 (the analysis was done on the an-
notation of secondary connectives in the PDiT – see Rysová & Rysová 2014; 2015).
Table 4 presents the tokens for the individual forms of the secondary connectives,
i.e. not lemmas. The aim was to see which concrete form of the same secondary
connective is the most frequent and has the biggest chance to become fixed or
stable in the future. For example, the PDiT contains the secondary connective to
znamená, že ‘this means that’, but also the similar variants like znamená to, že [lit.
9 This type of secondary connectives may be detected in the corpus automatically – see Rysová
& Mírovský (2014).
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means this that] ‘this means that’. In this case, the most frequent is the variant
to znamená, že ‘this means that’ with 22 tokens in the PDiT (see Table 4). A high
degree of variability is also one of the reasons why secondary connectives are
very difficult to annotate in large corpora.
We see that the frequency of the individual secondary connectives is much
lower than of the primary connectives (presented in Table 1). The most frequent
secondary connective in the PDiT is the verbal phrase dodal ‘(he) added’10 with
121 tokens. Very frequent secondary connectives are also represented by prepo-
sitional phrases (like v případě, že ‘in case that’, v této souvislosti ‘in this regard’),
often in the combination with the demonstrative pronoun to ‘this’ (like kromě
toho ‘besides this’ or naproti tomu ‘in contrast to this’), which is historically a
very productive formation of primary connectives (see Section 5.1). One of the
most frequent secondary connectives in Czech (in the PDiT) is also the prepo-
sitional phrase z tohoto důvodu ‘for this reason’ that is very similar to the Old
English phrases such as for þon þy literally ‘for the (reason) that’ giving proba-
bly the rise of the present-day English connective for.
So it may be observed that the present-day secondary connectives have very
similar structures as the former ones and that the process of connective forma-
tion thus repeats across the historical development. In very simple terms, the
secondary connectives often become primary through the long process of gram-
maticalization; simultaneously, some new secondary connectives are rising, as
well as some old primary connectives are disappearing – cf., e.g., the Old Czech
expressions an, ana, ano (lit. ‘and he’, ‘and she’, ‘and it’) being used as connec-
tives for different semantic relations (e.g. conjunction, opposition or reason and
result). These expressions were used still in the first half of the 19th century but
then they gradually lost their position in language and completely disappeared
(see Grepl 1956). In this respect, discourse connectives represent a dynamic com-
plex or set of expressionswith stable centre (containing grammaticalized primary
connectives) and variable periphery (containing non-grammaticalized secondary
connectives).
6.2 Other connecting phrases
During the analysis of the PDiT data, it have been observed that there are also
big differences among the multiword connecting phrases themselves – cf. the
phrases like navzdory tomu ‘despite this’, navzdory tomuto faktu ‘despite this
fact’, navzdory této situaci ‘despite this situation’, navzdory této myšlence ‘despite
10 For more details to verbs of saying functioning as secondary connectives see Rysová (2014b).
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Table 4: Most frequent secondary connectives in the PDiT
Secondary connectives Tokens in the PDiT
dodal ‘(he) added’ 121
podobně ‘similarly’ 60
v případě, že ‘in case that’ 40
vzhledem k tomu, že ‘concerning the fact that’ 40
dodává ‘(he) adds’ 36
kromě toho ‘besides this’ 30
naproti tomu ‘in contrast to this’ 23
to znamená, že ‘this means that’ 22
v této souvislosti ‘in this regard’ 17
případně ‘possibly’ 13
příkladem je ‘the example is’ 12
upřesnil ‘(he) specified’ 12
znamená to, že [lit. means this that] ‘this means that’ 12
z tohoto důvodu ‘for this reason’ 11
this idea’, etc. (all occurring in the authentic Czech texts). All of these phrases
clearly signal a discourse relation of concession, but they do not have the same
function in structuring of discourse. The difference is that the phrases like navz-
dory tomu ‘despite this’ may function as discourse connectives in many various
contexts (with the relation of concession), i.e. their status of discourse connec-
tives is almost universal or context independent. On the other hand, phrases
like navzdory této myšlence ‘despite this idea’ fit only into certain contexts, i.e.
they function as indicators of discourse relations only occasionally, not univer-
sally (although they contribute to the whole compositional structure of text and
participate in text coherence) – see Examples 2 and 3:
(2) Vše začalo nemilým ranním probuzením, všude byla mlha. Navzdory
tomu jsem sedl do vlaku a odjel.
‘Everything started with unpleasant morning awakening, the fog was
everywhere. Despite this, I sat on the train and left.’
(3) Uvažovali jsme o modernizaci školy a knihovny. Navzdory této
myšlence došlo z finančních důvodů pouze k rozvoji knihovny.
‘We considered modernization of our school and library. Despite this
idea, we have developed only the library for financial reasons.’
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The expression navzdory tomu ‘despite this’ in Example 2 expresses a discourse
relation of concession and may be used also in Example 3 (cf. Despite this, we
have developed only the library for financial reasons.). On the other hand, the
expression navzdory této myšlence ‘despite this idea’ is more context dependent,
i.e. it signals a discourse relation of concession in Example 3 but it cannot be used
in Example 2 (cf. Everything started with unpleasant morning awakening, the fog
was everywhere. *Despite this idea, I sat on the train and left.).
This universality (or context independency) is considered a crucial feature of
discourse connectives (both primary and secondary) and the boundary between
connectives and non-connectives may be put right here, i.e. according to the uni-
versality principle.11 Discourse connectives are thus expressions with (almost)
universal connective function, i.e. the author may choose them for signaling
given semantic type of discourse relations almost in any context.12 We do not
consider the other phrases (also signaling discourse relations, but only in cer-
tain contexts) to be discourse connectives and we call them (non-universal) free
connecting phrases.
This paper has tried to demonstrate the heterogeneity of connective means in
general (going from grammaticalized primary connectives to variable secondary
connectives and free connecting phrases).
6.3 Annotations of discourse connectives and other connecting
phrases in large corpora
Webelieve that the detailed linguistic analysis of discourse connectives and other
phrasesmay help in processing these expressions in large corpora like the Prague
Discourse Treebank. As demonstrated above, there are many possibilities to ex-
press discourse relations in a language – by one-word, monomorphematic ex-
pressions as well as variable multiword phrases. So the annotation in the corpora
should react to their variability and different linguistic nature.
At the same time, the annotation of discourse connectives and other connect-
ing phrases in large corpora may significantly help their further examination in
terms of how these expressions usually behave in authentic texts.
11 Universality principle evaluates linguistic expressions from very lexical point of view (i.e. their
degree of concreteness and abstractness). It does not reflect, e.g., the differences in register, the
degree of subjectivity (cf. the differences between since and because in English) etc., see Rysová
& Rysová 2015.
12 We are aware that expressions like and, but, on the other hand etc. have also other (non-
connective)meanings (cf. girls and boys). However, these othermeanings are not in our interest
– we evaluate the expressions only in their connective function.
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The Prague Discourse Treebank contains the annotation of primary connec-
tives (finished in 2012 as PDiT 1.0, see Poláková et al. 2012) and newly also of sec-
ondary connectives and other free connecting phrases (published in 2016 as PDiT
2.0, see Rysová et al. 2016); for more information see Rysová & Rysová 2014).13
Altogether, primary connectives represent 94.6% (20,255 tokens) and secondary
connectives 5.4% (1,161 tokens) within all discourse connectives in the PDiT (i.e.
altogether 21,416 tokens). So the terms primary and secondary connectives cor-
respond also to their frequency in large corpora. In addition to discourse connec-
tives, the PDiT contains also the annotation of the free connecting phrases (like
despite this idea etc.) with altogether 151 tokens.
In the current stage, the PDiT thus contains the annotation of explicit dis-
course relations based on a deep linguistic research, i.e. reflecting all the differ-
ences among the individual connective expressions.
The results of the annotation in the PDiT demonstrate that the authors of
authentic texts mostly use the grammaticalized primary connectives, then non-
grammaticalized secondary connectives and lastly the contextually dependent
free connecting phrases. The reasons may be that primary connectives are lexi-
cally frozen, short, very often one-word expressions that are not (as functional
words) integrated into clause structure. Their usage in texts may thus be related
to economy in language, i.e. the author chooses the easiest (or the most econom-
ical) solution.
6.4 Secondary connectives in the PDiT vs. alternative lexicalizations
of discourse connectives in the PDTB
In the last section, this paper shortly compares the above mentioned approach to
discourse connectives in the Prague Discourse Treebank (PDiT) with discourse
connectives in the Penn Discourse Treebank (PDTB, see Prasad, Webber & Joshi
2014). The PDTB is one of the richest corpora with discourse annotation and
it inspired also the annotation of connectives in the PDiT. Therefore, the paper
introduces here where the PDTB and PDiT annotations meet as well as differ
with emphasis on multiword discourse phrases (called secondary connectives in
the PDiT and alternative lexicalizations of discourse connectives, i.e. AltLexes,
in the PDTB).
13 The inter-annotator agreement on the existence of discourse relations expressed by secondary
connectives reached 0.70 F1, agreement of semantic types of relations expressed by secondary
connectives is 0.82 (i.e. 0.78 Cohen’s κ, see Rysová & Rysová 2015).
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The difference in terminology is given by the different approach to discourse
connectives in both projects. The terminology reflects especially the annotation
strategies of the PDiT and the PDTB that may be briefly described in the follow-
ing points.
PDTB:
• Explicit connectives (18,459 annotated tokens) – established according
to a list of connectives collected from various sources (cf. e.g. Halliday &
Hasan 1976; Martin 1992) and updated during the annotations of authen-
tic Wall Street Journal texts; explicit connectives are here restricted to the
following syntactic classes: subordinating and coordinating conjunctions,
prepositional phrases, adverbs; examples: so, when, and, while, in compari-
son, on the other hand, as a result (see Prasad, Joshi & Webber 2010);
• AltLexes (624 annotated tokens) – discovered during the annotation of
implicit relations; the emphasis is placed on the redundancy of AltLexes
and explicit connectives in signaling one discourse relation in the same sen-
tence; there are no grammatical restrictions on AltLexes except for they do
not belong to explicit connectives – AltLexes are thus viewed as alterna-
tives to explicit connectives; annotation was carried out only between two
adjacent sentences; examples: for one thing, one reason is, never mind that,
adding to that speculation, the increase was due mainly to, a consequence of
their departure could be (see Prasad, Joshi & Webber 2010).
PDiT:
• Primary connectives (20,255 annotated tokens) – the emphasis is placed
on the origin and general characteristics of connectives; primary connec-
tives are mostly grammaticalized synsemantics (grammatical words) with-
out the function of sentence elements; lexically, they are context indepen-
dent, i.e. they function as primary connectives in many contexts; the an-
notators were not provided by the list of connectives but acquainted with
the general definition; examples: so, when, and, while;
• Secondary connectives (1,161 annotated tokens) – they are non-gram-
maticalized expressions or phrases with the function of sentence elements
or sentence modifiers containing lexical (autosemantic) element; lexically,
they are context independent, i.e. they function as secondary connectives
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in many contexts; they are annotated as a separate group on the whole
PDiT data; examples: in comparison, on the other hand, as a result, for one
thing, one reason is, never mind that;
• Other connective means: free connecting phrases (151 annotated to-
kens) – they are mainly multiword phrases with a high degree of concrete-
ness or lexicality that are highly dependent on context; their annotation is
carried out on the whole PDiT data; examples: adding to that speculation,
the increase was due mainly to, a consequence of their departure could be.
As we see, both projects look at discourse connectives from slightly different
perspective or different point of view, which is reflected both in terminology as
well as annotation principles.
7 Conclusion
The paper introduced the analysis of historical formation of discourse connec-
tives especially in Czech. It supports the idea that present-day lexically frozen
connectives (called primary) arose from other parts of speech (especially from
particles, adverbs and prepositions) or combinations of two or more words. In
other words, primary connectives were not primary connectives from their ori-
gin but they gained this status during their historical development – through
the process of grammaticalization. In this respect, we do not define discourse
connectives as a closed class of expressions but rather a scale mapping the gram-
maticalization of the individual connective expressions.
At the same time, there are two specific groups of discourse connectives: pri-
mary and secondary. They differ mainly in the fact in which place on the scale
they occur, i.e. whether the process of grammaticalization is already completed
(or is in its final phase) or whether this process has just started. In this respect,
primary connectives are mainly one-word, lexically frozen, grammatical expres-
sions with primary connecting function and secondary connectives are mainly
multiword structures containing lexical (autosemantic) word or words, function-
ing as sentence elements, clause modifiers or even separate sentences. Both pri-
mary and secondary connectives are defined on the basis of their context inde-
pendency (i.e. on their suitability to function as connectives for given semantic
relation in many various contexts).
Since the present-day primary connectives arose from similar phrases or parts
of speech like secondary connectives (and very often from combination of several
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words that gradually merged together – with some possible losses), we look at
the secondary connectives as at the potential primary connectives in the future.
The paper has also analyzed another group of connective expressions – the free
connecting phrases (like despite this idea, because of these activities etc.) function-
ing as discourse indicators only occasionally, depending on certain contexts, i.e.
these phrases do not have a universal status of discourse connectives (as both
primary and secondary) and they exhibit a high degree of variation.
The paper has shown the etymology and historical origin of the most frequent
discourse connectives especially in Czech, English and German. It was found out
that the examined connectives exhibit a similar behaviour and that they under-
went a similar process of formation. In this respect, tha paper suggests that the
rise and ways of formation of discourse connectives is (to large extent) language
universal.
The analysis may help with the annotation of discourse in large corpora, as the
annotation principles should react to the differences among the individual con-
nective expressions and should be based on a detailed theoretical research. We
have carried out such annotation in the Prague Discourse Treebank (on almost
50 thousand sentences) to observe how these expressions behave in authentic
texts and what is their frequency in the large corpus data. We found out that pri-
mary connectives represent 94.6% and secondary connectives 5.4% within all dis-
course connectives in the PDiT. The most frequent secondary connectives have
very similar structures that gave rise to present-day primary connectives.
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Chapter 3
Possibilities of text coherence analysis
in the Prague Dependency Treebank
Kateřina Rysová
Charles University, Faculty of Mathematics and Physics
The aim of this paper is to examine the interplay of text coreference and sentence
information structure and its role in text coherence. The study is based on the
analysis of authentic Czech texts from the Prague Dependency Treebank 3.0 (PDT;
i.e. on almost 50 thousand sentences). The corpus contains manual annotation of
both text coreference and information structure – the paper tries to demonstrate
how these two different corpus annotations may be used in examination of text
coherence. In other words, the paper tries to describe where these two language
phenomena meet and how important the interplay is in making text well compre-
hensible for the reader. Our results may be used not only in a theoretical way but
also practically in automatic corpus annotations, as they may give us an answer to
the general question whether it is possible to annotate the sentence information
structure automatically in large corpora on the basis of text coreference.
1 Introduction and theoretical background
Studying text coherence is dependent on studying several individual language
phenomena like coreference, anaphora, sentence information structure or dis-
course (mainly in terms of semantico-pragmatic discourse relations). In other
words, a text may be imagined as a net of many different kinds of relations that
are mutually interconnected and possibly influence each other.
So far, these phenomena have been studied primarily in isolation but recently,
there is a growing need formore complex studies focusing on interaction (see, for
example, Hajičová, Hladká & Kučová 2006; Hajičová 2011; Eckert & Strube 2000;
Kateřina Rysová. 2017. Possibilities of text coherence analysis in the Prague Depen-
dency Treebank. In Katrin Menzel, Ekaterina Lapshinova-Koltunski & Kerstin Kunz
(eds.), New perspectives on cohesion and coherence, 33–45. Berlin: Language Science
Press. DOI:10.5281/zenodo.814462
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Rysová & Rysová 2015). In other words, if we want to analyze text coherence
deeply (i.e. to help to answer the question what are the general properties of
a text), we have to pay closer attention to the interactions of several individual
phenomena at once (operating both inter- and intra-sententially).1
The theme of interplay between coreference or anaphoric relations and sen-
tence information structure has been studied recently especially in Nedoluzhko
& Hajičová (2015) and Nedoluzhko (2015) who linguistically investigated contex-
tually bound nominal expressions (explicitly present in the sentence) that do
not have an anaphoric (bridging, coreference or segment) link to a previous
(con)text. They draw the conclusion that three cases may be found when con-
textually bound expressions may not be linked by any coreference or anaphoric
relation: (i) contextually bound nominal groups related to previous context (se-
mantically or pragmatically) but not specified as bridging relations in the Prague
Dependency Treebank (PDT); (ii) noun groups referring to secondary circum-
stances (like temporal, local, etc.) and (iii) nominal groups having low referential
potential.
In this respect, this paper follows their work. It investigates a narrower data
sample (only expressions interlinked by text coreference) with the aim to bring
an overview of density of text coreference relations according to the sentence
information structure values of the interlinked expressions.
The complex analysis of text coherence demands extensive language material
of authentic texts, i.e. large language corpora with multilayer annotation. Such
corpora are rather rare (cf., for example, Komen 2012; Stede & Neumann 2014;
Chiarcos 2014). The corpus with one of the richest (i.e. multilayer) annotation
is the Prague Dependency Treebank (PDT) for Czech (see Bejček et al. 2013).
The PDT contains detailed annotation on morphological, analytical (surface syn-
tactic) and tectogrammatical (deep syntactic) level as well as the annotation of
sentence information structure, coreference and anaphoric relations, discourse
relations and text genres. The PDT thus offers suitable language material for
studies focusing on the annotated language phenomena in interaction.
The paper concentrates on the interplay of two of them – text coreference and
sentence information structure (mainly in terms of contextual boundness) – as
well as on the fact how and to what extent this interplay is projected into text
coherence.
1 For complex studying of coherence phenomena, see Accessibility Theory (Ariel 1988) or Cen-
tering Theory (Joshi & Weinstein 1981; Grosz & Sidner 1986).
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2 Main objectives
Generally, as said above, the paper focuses on the relation between text corefer-
ence and sentence information structure. It describes where and in which aspects
these two phenomena meet in the text and how they influence each other. It also
presents methods that may be used for analyzing language interplays in general
(demonstrated using the PDT data). Finally, the paper demonstrates whether and
how the present (manual) annotation of text coreference in the PDTmay be used
for improving automatic annotation of sentence information structure.
To meet the goals, the paper focuses on the specific tasks concerning the re-
lation of text coreference and sentence information structure (in sense of con-
textual boundness – see §3.1). The paper explores whether the text coreference
relations (in the PDT texts) connect rather contextually bound or non-bound sen-
tence members (mutually) or both of them in the same way, see Examples 1 and
2 and Figure 1 below.
Since the contextually bound sentence items usually carry information that is
deducible from the previous (con)text (in contrast to the contextually non-bound
items), we assume the higher number of text coreference links leading right from
them. In other words, the assumption is that text coreference and sentence in-
formation structure meet especially in sentence items related somehow to the
previous (con)text.
3 Methods and material
3.1 Sentence information structure in the PDT
The analysis uses the language data of the Prague Dependency Treebank. The
PDT contains almost 50,000 sentences (833,195 word tokens in 3,165 documents)
of Czech newspaper texts that are (mostly manually) annotated on several lan-
guage levels at once.
The theoretical framework for sentence information structure in the PDT is
based on Functional Generative Description (FGD) introduced by Sgall (1967)
and further developed especially by Hajičová, Partee & Sgall (1998).
The annotation is carried out on tectogrammatical trees. Each relevant node of
the tree is labeled with one of the three values of contextual boundness.2 Contex-
tual boundness has the following possible values: non-contrastive contextually




bound nodes (marked as “t”), contrastive contextually bound nodes (marked as
“c”) and contextually non-bound nodes (marked as “f”).
Non-contrastive contextually bound nodes represent units that are considered
deducible from the broad (not necessarily verbatim) context and are known for
the reader (or presented as known for him or her). Contrastive contextually
bound nodes also are expressions related to the broad context and moreover,
they usually represent a choice from a set of alternatives. They often occur at the
beginning of paragraphs, in enumerations etc. In spoken language, such units
carry an optional contrastive stress. Contextually non-bound expressions are
not presented as known and are not deducible from the previous context – on
the contrary, they represent new facts (or known facts in new relations). The
particular occurrences of contextual boundness values can be found in (1).
(1) [Jane is my friend.] She.t is.f very.f fine.f. However, her.t brother.c is.t
boring.f. I.t like.f rather.f her.f.
On the basis of contextual boundness, the division of the sentence into Topic
and Focus is realized (Topic is formed especially by contextually bound items and
Focus typically by non-bound items). In the first sentence, the Topic is she and
the Focus is very fine. In the second sentence, the Topic part includes however,
her brother is and the Focus part boring. The participant I is the Topic of the third
sentence and the part like rather her is the Focus.3
For further examples of “t”, “c” and “f” nodes, see (2) in §3.3. For more details
about Topic-Focus Articulation, see Hajičová, Partee & Sgall (1998).
3.2 Text coreference in the PDT
Annotation principles of text coreference in the PDT were done according to
Nedoluzhko (2011). In this concept, the text coreference is understood as the use
of different language means for marking the same object of textual reference.
The basic principle of text coreference is that the antecedent and the anaphor
referents are identical (e.g. a house – the house; Jane – she – her ; Jane – 0; problem
– this – that).
The general aspect of text coreference is that the coreferential relation is sym-
metric (if A is coreferential with B, B is coreferential with A) and transitive (if
A is coreferential with B and B is coreferential with C, then A is coreferential
with C).
3 For more details about annotation of sentence information structure in English texts, see
Rysová, Rysová & Hajičová (2015).
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Text coreference relations in the PDT are represented especially by personal or
possessive pronouns (Jane – she – her), ellipsis (Jane – 0), demonstratives (prob-
lem – this – that) or by referential nominal phrases (concerning mainly nouns
with specific, abstract or generic reference – for more details see Nedoluzhko
(2011)) and they operate both inter- and intra-sententially.
3.3 Example of a dependency tree from the Prague Dependency
Treebank
(2) illustrates the most common corpus occurrence – the text coreference con-
nection leading from a non-contrastive contextually bound node to another non-
contrastive contextually bound node (i.e. from “t” to “t”).
(2) [Jestliže ve státě New Hampshire začne geometricky narůstat kriminalita
mladistvých, veřejnost ocení svou přízní vládní akt zvýšení výdajů na boj
se zločinností.] ] Takové dobré opatření nakonec udělá každá druhá
vláda, zvlášť půjde-li o opatření předvolební.
[If the juvenile delinquency will increase in the state of New Hampshire,
the public will appreciate the government act to increase spending on the
fight against crime.] Every other government eventually makes such
good measure, regarding especially a pre-election measure.
Figure 1 represents the sentence from (2). The text coreference arrow leads
from the second occurrence of the word measure (non-contrastive contextually
bound (“t”)) to the first occurrence of the word measure (that is also non-contras-
tive contextually bound (“t”), i.e. deducible from the previous context).
Another coreference relation is between the nodes government (Figure 1) and
government (act) from the previous sentence, see (2). In Figure 1, only the start-
ing position of this coreference relation can be seen. The final position of the
coreference arrow is in the previous tree in the treebank and it is not displayed
in Figure 1.
3.4 PML Tree Query
Our analysis of the interaction between information structure and text corefer-
ence was carried out with the client-server PML Tree Query (PML-TQ; the pri-
mary format of the PDT is called Prague Markup Language) (Štěpánek & Pajas
2010). The client part has been implemented as an extension to the tree editor
TrEd (Pajas & Štěpánek 2008) that may be used also for editing data.
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Figure 1: Dependency tree from the Prague Dependency Treebank de-
picting the sentence Takové dobré opatření nakonec udělá každá druhá
vláda, zvlášť půjde-li o opatření předvolební. – Every other government
eventually makes such good measure, regarding especially a pre-election
measure.
Using PML-TQ engine, all the occurrences of text coreference relations in the
PDT (annotated as arrows – see Figure 1) have been collected and we have ex-
amined the information structure of the sentence items (nodes in dependency
trees) where the text coreference relations start and where they lead to. In other
words, identifying whether the items participating in text coreference are rather
contextually bound or non-bound.
4 Results and evaluation
Table 1 shows text coreference relations connecting contextually bound and non-
bound sentence items (nodes) in the PDT.4
From the comparison of Figure 2 and 3, we may observe that among all the
86,590 text coreference relations marked in the PDT, mainly the non-contrastive
4 The distributions of “f”, “t” and “c” nodes in the PDT are presented below.
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Table 1: Contextually bound and non-bound sentence items intercon-
nected with text coreference relation in the Prague Dependency Tree-
bank
f (from) t (from) c (from) To (in total)
f (to) 19,571 20,354 2,754 42,679
t (to) 7,980 27,109 1,762 36,851
c (to) 2,322 3,671 1,067 7,060







Figure 2: Percentage of individual node types participating in text coref-







Figure 3: Percentage of individual node types participating in text coref-
erence as the recipient of the coreference arrow (its ending point)
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contextually bound sentence items (“t” nodes) (60%) are referring to the previous
text (51,134 within 86,590). On the contrary, mainly the contextually non-bound
sentence items (“f” nodes) (49%) serve as recipients of text coreference relations
(42,679 within 86,590), see Figure 2. More specifically, if there is the coreference
text relation between the words Jane and she (i.e. from she to Jane), she is mostly
(in 60%) “t” node (i.e. non-contrastive contextually bound sentence item) and
Jane, on the other hand, “f” node (i.e. contextually non-bound sentence item) in
49%, see Figure 3.
The particular “c”, “t” and “f” node types are not distributed with the same
frequency in the PDT, see Table 2 reflecting the ratio of occurrences of partic-
ular node types in the data (the PDT contains 354,841 contextually non-bound
nodes (“f”), 176,225 non-contrastive contextually bound nodes (“t”) and 30,312
contrastive contextually bound nodes (“c”)).
Table 2: The PDT distribution of “f”, “t” and “c” interconnected with a
text coreference relation
% f (from) t (from) c (from)
f (to) 5.52 11.55 9.09
t (to) 2.25 15.38 5.81










Figure 4: The PDT distribution of “f”, “t” and “c” interconnected with a
text coreference relation
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3 Text coherence in the PDT
The contextually bound nodes (“t” and “c” nodes) generally have higher prob-
ability that the text coreference arrow will lead from them and also to them than
contextually non-bound nodes (“f” nodes). Based on this, the most typical text
coreference connection leads from a non-contrastive contextually bound node
to another non-contrastive contextually bound node (i.e. from “t” to “t”), see (2)
in §3.3. The second most typical text coreference connection leads from a non-
contrastive contextually bound node to a contextually non-bound node (i.e. from
“t” to “f”). The third most typical text coreference connection leads from a con-
trastive contextually bound node to a contextually non-bound node (from “c” to
“f”). Generally, the most favored “starting” position for a text coreference arrow
is a non-contrastive contextually bound sentence item (“t”).
Table 3: Percentage of all “f” or “t+c” nodes interlinked with a text
coreference relation in the PDT
% (from) t+c (from)
f (to) 5.52 11.19






f (from) t+c (from)
f (to)
t+c (to)
Figure 5: Percentage of all “f” or “t+c” nodes interlinked with a text
coreference relation in the PDT
Contextually bound sentence items (both contrastive and non-contrastive that
are mostly part of sentence Topic) are interlinked with text coreference relations
more often than contextually non-bound (i.e. from the context non-deducible)
items that are mostly part of sentence Focus, see Table 3 and Figure 5. Thus, the
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two described language phenomena, text coreference and sentence information
structure, mutually cooperate in building the text coherence.
The individual node types differ in the fact where they find their parts of coref-
erence chains. While the non-contrastive contextually bound nodes (“t”) most
likely are interconnected with contextually bound nodes, the contextually non-
bound nodes (“f”) mostly interconnected with contextually non-bound nodes (in
terms of text coreference). The contrastive contextually bound nodes stand be-
tween these two tendencies – they are connected both with contextually bound
and non-bound nodes (in relatively equal way). Such inclinations also demon-
strate that it is worth distinguishing two different kinds of contextually bound
nodes (contrastive and non-contrastive) because they contribute to the text co-
herence in different ways.
The individual node types (“t”, “c” and “f”) have in common that they all refer
to the contrastive contextually bound nodes (“c”) in the slightest degree (among
them, the “c” nodes have the highest tendency to be interlinked with other “c”
nodes).
Table 4: Percentage of “f”, “t”, “c” or “t+c” nodes interlinked with a text
coreference relation in the PDT
% f t c t+c
from 8.42 29.02 18.42 27.46
to 12.03 20.91 23.29 21.26
Table 4 and Figure 5 shows a percentage of bound vs. non-bound nodes par-
ticipating in text coherence relations (either as “recipients” or “senders”). The
biggest text coreference “recipient” and “sender” are contextually bound nodes
(without further distinguishing between contrast and non-contrast) – 27.46 %
within all of them (i.e. 56,717 within 206,537) serve as a “text coreference sender”
and 21.26 % of them (i.e. 43,911 within 206,537) as a “text coreference recipient”.
Based on the presented analysis, the following conclusions can be drawn:
• Generally, a text coreference arrow (i) starts in every 5th–6th and leads to
every 4th contrastive contextually bound sentence item (“c” node);
(ii) starts in every 3rd–4th and to every 5th non-contrastive contextually
bound sentence item (“t” node) and (iii) starts in every 12th and to every
8th contextually non-bound sentence item (“f” node).
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Figure 6: Percentage of “f”, “t”, “c” or “t+c” nodes interlinked with a text
coreference relation in the PDT
• The contextually non-bound nodes (“f”) as well as contrastive contextually
bound (“c”) nodes serve more often as text coreference “recipient” than
“sender”.
• Conversely, the non-contrastive contextually bound nodes (“t”) servemore
often as a text coreference “sender” than “recipient”.
5 Conclusions
The paper has examined the correlation between sentence information structure
and text coreference on the data of the Prague Dependency Treebank. Altogether,
the PDT contains 86,590 text coreference relations interconnecting contextually
bound or non-bound sentence items. The analysis shows that the text corefer-
ence relations operate rather within contextually bound nodes, i.e. if a sentence
item is contextually bound (in terms of sentence information structure), it has a
relatively high probability to be interconnected with another sentence item in a
text coreference relation.
On the other hand, there is also a relatively significant part of contextually
non-bound sentence items interconnected with another part of text through text
coreference. The text coreference arrow leads from every 12th contextually non-
bound sentence item (“f” node). It means that every 12th contextually non-bound
sentence item clearly refers to the previous language context (in terms of text
coreference). However, these two facts are not in contradiction. It is well known
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that entities mentioned in the previous text can be used in a new perspective
(i.e. as contextually non-bound items) and they can bring new and unknown
information to the text addressee (cf. Do you want tea or coffee? – Tea, please.).
In this context, contextually bound sentence items cannot be defined simply
as coreferentially referring to the previous language context. They refer to the
previous text (through text coreference) clearly more often than the contextu-
ally non-bound items. However, such kind of text referring is also not rare –
according to the PDT, the contextually non-bound items participate in the text
coreference in about 35%, non-contrastive contextually bound items in 60% and
contrastive contextually bound items in 5%.
In this respect, the corpus-based research also demonstrates that the annota-
tion of text coreference cannot be (without further specification) a reliable basis
for the automatic annotation of sentence information structure in large corpora.
If every sentence item annotated as referring to the previous context (in terms
of text coreference) were automatically annotated also as contextually bound, it
would constitute a large degree of error (based on the data from the PDT, the
error rate would be about 35%).
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coreferential analysis to a study of




Coreferential analysis involves identifying linguistic items (usually both lexical and
grammatical items) that denote the same referent in a given text. To be able to study
such coreferential items, each item first needs to be indexed or annotated accord-
ing to a referent’s corresponding identification code or label. Linguistic items that
are identified as ‘coreferential’ can be represented in a coreferential chain, i.e. a
list of coreferential items extracted from the text in which the order of the items in
the text is retained. We will discuss some of the benefits of applying coreferential
analysis to a study of intra- and interlingual terminological variation in multilin-
gual parallel corpora. Intralingual terminological variation refers to the different
ways in which specialised knowledge can be expressed by means of terminological
units (both single and multiword units) in a collection of source texts. Interlingual
variation pertains to the different ways in which these source language terms are
translated into the languages of the target texts. In this contribution, I will focus
on how the method of coreferential analysis was used in a comparative study of
(intra- and interlingual) terminological variation in original texts (i.e. the source
texts) and their translations (i.e. the target texts). I will present a semi-automatic
method to support themanual identification of intralingual terminological variants
based on coreferential analysis. We will discuss how data resulting from corefer-
ential analysis can be used to quantitatively compare terminological variation in
source and target texts. Finally, I will present a new type of translation resource in
which terminological variants in the source language are represented as a network
of coreferential links.
Koen Kerremans. 2017. Applying computer-assisted coreferential analysis to a study
of terminological variation in multilingual parallel corpora. In Katrin Menzel, Eka-
terina Lapshinova-Koltunski & Kerstin Kunz (eds.), New perspectives on cohesion and
coherence, 45–68. Berlin: Language Science Press. DOI:10.5281/zenodo.814464
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1 Introduction
The work presented in this contribution further builds on a research study that
focused on how terms and equivalents recorded in multilingual terminological
databases can be extended with terminological variants and their translations re-
trieved from English source texts and their translations into French and Dutch
(Kerremans 2012). First, a distinction needs to be made between intralingual (ter-
minological) variation and interlingual variation. The former refers to different
ways inwhich specialised knowledge can be expressed bymeans of terms in a col-
lection of source texts. Interlingual variation pertains to a study of the different
ways in which these source language terms were translated into the languages
of the target texts.
In many terminology approaches, terminological variants within and across
languages are identified on the basis of semantic and/or linguistic criteria (Car-
reño Cruz 2008; Fernández Silva 2010). Given the fact that the general aim of
the study reported by Kerremans (2012) was to examine how and to what extent
patterns of variation in source texts are reflected in the translations, I decided
to apply coreferential analysis to the study of (intralingual) terminological vari-
ation in the source texts and contrastive analysis to the study of interlingual
variation. Our approach based on these perspectives of analysis is motivated by
the fact that in order to acquire an understanding about the unit of specialised
knowledge or ‘unit of understanding’ (Temmerman 2000)1 that needs to be trans-
lated, translators first analyse the different ways in which this unit is expressed
in the source text, how its meaning is developed in the text (i.e. the textual per-
spective) and how it can be rendered in the target language (i.e. the contrastive
perspective). The combination of coreferential and contrastive methods of analy-
sis allows us to retrieve a list of terminological units for a preselected set of units
of understanding in the source texts and to compare this list to the equivalents
of each terminological unit in the target texts.
In text-linguistic approaches to the study of terminology (Collet 2004), it has
been advocated that terms function as cohesive devices in a text in the sense
that they contribute to the reader’s general understanding of the text and, in
particular, of the units of understanding (Temmerman 2000). As a result of this,
the occurrence of terminological variants in a given text is also functional in the
sense that these variants allow authors to express their different ways of ‘looking’
at the same units of understanding (Cabrè 2008; Freixa, Fernández Silva & Cabrè
2008; Fernández Silva 2010).
1 In (Temmerman 2000), the term ‘unit of understanding’ is used instead of ‘concept’ to empha-
sise the prototypical structure of specialised knowledge.
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Within text-linguistic studies, coreferential analysis is a method for linguis-
tic analysis that is used to study patterns of cohesion in a text (Section 2). The
purpose of this contribution is to discuss some of the benefits of applying coref-
erential analysis to a study of intra- and interlingual terminological variation
in multilingual parallel corpora (Section 3). My focus will be on three topics in
particular:
1. the possibility to support the process of identifying terminological variants
as coreferential items by means of a semi-automatic method (see Section
4);
2. the possibility to carry out quantitative comparisons of terminological vari-
ants that are identified on the basis of coreferential analysis (see Section
5);
3. the possibility to create a new type of translation resource in which termi-
nological variants in the source language are represented as a network of
coreferential links (see Section 6).
By focusing on these three topics in particular, I hope to provide research ideas
for future (quantitative and qualitative) studies adopting a textual perspective to
terminological variation (see Section 7).
2 Research background
In this section, I want tomake clear how terminological variation is defined in the
present study (see Section 2.1). Given the fact that I adopt a textual perspective to
the study of this phenomenon (see previous section), I want to briefly describe
what this perspective involves and how coreferential analysis fits within this
perspective (see Section 2.2).
2.1 Terminological variation as the object of study
A study of terminological variation can theoretically pertain to any set of terms in
a domain’s specialised discourse. In practice, boundaries will need to be drawn
in order to limit the scope of the study to a scalable subset of data. Accord-
ing to Daille (2005), these boundaries can be determined by the potential use
of the results of the study in various applications (e.g. information retrieval,
machine-aided text indexing, scientific and technology watch and controlled ter-
minology for computer-assisted translation systems), the computer techniques
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involved in studying the phenomenon and/or the types of language data (mono-
/bi-/multilingual data). The application-oriented view explains why a definition
of the phenomenon in one study of terminological variation cannot simply be
applied to another study.
Based on a review of earlier studies of terminological variation, Cea &Montiel-
Ponsoda (2012) present a typology of term variants that is based on a three-fold
structure:
1. The first group encompasses a group of synonyms or terminological units
that refer to an identical concept. The types of term variants that enter
this group are graphical and orthographical variants (e.g. ‘Kyoto-protocol’
vs. ‘Kyoto protocol’), inflectional variants (e.g. ‘introduction’ and ‘intro-
ductions’) or morpho-syntactic variants (‘greenhouse gas emissions’ and
‘emissions of greenhouse gases’).
2. The second group of variants covers partial synonyms or terminological
units that highlight different aspects of the same concept. To this group
belong stylistic or connotative variants (e.g. ‘recession’ vs. ‘r-word’), di-
achronic variants (e.g. ‘tuberculosis’ and ‘phthisis’), dialectical variants
(‘gasoline’ vs. ‘petrol’), pragmatic or register variants (e.g. ‘swine flu’ vs.
‘pig flu’ vs ‘Mexican pandemic flu’ vs. ‘H1N1’) and explicative variants
(‘immigration law’ vs. ‘law for regulating and controlling immigration’).
Examples of these types have been studied in different fields (Temmerman
1997; Resche 2000; Fernández Silva 2010).
3. The third group of variants covers terminological units that show formal
similarities but refer to different concepts Daille et al. (1996); Arlin et al.
(2006); Bowker & Hawkins (2006); Depierre (2007). Examples are terms
showing lexical similarities (e.g. ‘Kyoto-protocol’ vs. ‘Kyoto mechanism’)
or morphological similarities (e.g. ‘biodiversity’ vs. ‘biosphere’ vs. ‘biol-
ogy’).
In my study, terminological variation pertains to the first two groups of vari-
ants discussed by Cea & Montiel-Ponsoda (2012). It was stated earlier (see Sec-
tion 1) that as far as intralingual terminological variation is concerned, I applied
coreferential analysis to study this phenomenon in a collection of source texts.
This implies a textual perspective to the study of terminological variation that
I want to briefly discuss in the next section before I explain how the method of
coreferential analysis was carried out in my study (see Section 3).
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2.2 A textual perspective applied to terminological variation
Within the textual perspective, a distinction needs to be made between text co-
herence and text cohesion. Based on an extensive review of literature addressing
these two topics, Tanskanen (2006: 7) notes that there is a general consensus to
define cohesion and coherence as follows:
“Cohesion refers to the grammatical and lexical elements on the surface of
a text which can form connections between parts of the text. Coherence,
on the other hand, resides not in the text, but is rather the outcome of a
dialogue between the text and its listener or reader. Although cohesion and
coherence can thus be kept separate, they are not mutually exclusive, since
cohesive elements have a role to play in the dialogue.”
Cohesion and coherence contribute to the general texture within a text. In
other words, they are a set of characteristics that allows the text to function as
a whole. Cohesion is generally regarded as a text internal property, whereas
coherence is not. The latter can only be attributed to the text by the reader who
is thought to use background knowledge during the interpretation process of
the text. This allows the reader to create correlates between the text and the
outside world. This knowledge “encompasses beliefs and assumptions about the
world as well as language-related knowledge, i.e. knowledge about grammar and
about words and their meanings but also knowledge about how texts function”
(Collet 2004: 104). Given the fact that the focus of this study is on terminological
variation in texts, I will only be concerned with text cohesion.
Cohesion as a text internal property is created on the basis of connected text
fragments that allow meaning to pass from one text fragment to another, thus
establishing cohesive chains within the text. Collet (2004) describes these as
“chains of text fragments that refer to the same concrete or abstract reality” and
“which can be obtained with grammatical and lexical means” (ibid.). Halliday
& Hasan (1976) propose five types of cohesion: reference, substitution, ellipsis,
conjunction and lexical cohesion. Since my study focuses on terms as cohesive
devices in texts (see Section 1), I shall only focus on lexical cohesion.
Applied to studies of terminology, lexical cohesion analysis is achieved by
means of a selection of a domain’s terminology appearing in a text. Halliday &
Hasan (1976) distinguish between two types of lexical cohesion: reiteration and
collocation. They define the former as a form of lexical cohesion “which involves
the repetition of a lexical item, at one end of the scale; the use of a general word
to refer back to a lexical item, at the other end of the scale; and a number of things
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in between - the use of a synonym, near-synonym, or superordinate” (ibid.: 278).
Collocation occurs between any pair of lexical items “that stand to each other in
some recognizable lexico-semantic (word meaning) relation” (ibid: 285). In other
words, the ‘collocation’ refers to “an associative meaning relationship between
regularly co-occurring lexical items” (Tanskanen 2006: 12).
In the present study, terminological variation is clearly seen as the result of a
process of reiteration whereby the author of a text uses the same or different ter-
minological units to express the same unit of understanding. In this perspective,
coreferential analysis is a technique that is suitable for identifying those linguis-
tic items that refer to the same unit of understanding in a text. To be able to
study such coreferential items, each item first needs to be indexed or annotated
according to a referent’s corresponding identification code or label. Linguistic
items that are identified as ‘coreferential’ can be represented in a coreferential
chain, i.e. a list of coreferential items extracted from the text in which the order
of the items in the text is retained.
Rogers (2007) shows how the technique of coreferential analysis can be used
to study patterns of terminological equivalence between source and target texts.
By presenting terminological variants as coreferents in lexical chains she is able
to compare the use of terms in establishing cohesive ties in a German technical
text and its translations into English and French. Before I illustrate on the basis of
examples from my own study how this method is carried out, I will first briefly
present in the next section the research design of the case study presented by
Kerremans (2012), which forms the basis for the present study. This will allow us
to motivate the particular choices that were made with respect to the method of
analysis.
3 Intra- and interlingual variation in parallel texts
The general aim of the study described in Kerremans (2012) was to try to un-
derstand how translators of specialised texts tend to deal with terminological
variation in texts that need to be translated (i.e. source texts). For instance, a
topic such as the rise in the average temperature of the earth’s surface can be
referred to in English as ‘global warming’, ‘greenhouse effect’ or ‘hothouse ef-
fect’. By comparing such terms in English source texts with their translations in
Dutch and French versions of these texts (i.e. target texts), the overall aim of this
study was to acquire a better insight into various ways of translating English
environmental terminology into Dutch and French.
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Figure 1: Classification of texts
The corpus created for this study is comprised of 43 texts. Each text is avail-
able in three language versions - English, French and Dutch - which means that
in total 129 texts were used to study patterns of intra- and interlingual variation.
All the texts in the corpus were originally written in English and translated into
French andDutch. The texts dealt with environmental topics, such as biodiversity
loss, climate change, invasive species and environmental pollution. Texts were
collected from different organisations (mainly EU institutions) and written reg-
isters (e.g. EU directives, information brochures, etc.) in order to study variation
in relation to different situational parameters, such as text source, text frame-
work (see Section 6). Figure 1 shows how the texts in the corpus were classified
according to different text perspectives.
First of all, a distinction is made between 17 texts (69,647 words in the English
versions) belonging to the legal framework (e.g. EC communications, green pa-
pers and staff working documents, EESC opinions) and 26 texts (39,183 words
in the English versions) that do not belong to this framework (e.g. fact sheets
and booklets). Within the first category, only EU texts were added to the corpus.
Within the second category, a further distinction was made between 22 EU texts
and 4 non-EU texts. Apart from these two text dimensions, texts were also classi-
fied according to the institution responsible for the trans-lation and publication
of the texts: the European Economic and Social Committee (EESC), the European
Commission (EC), the European Environment Agency (EEA) and, finally, Green-
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facts (GRE), a non-profit organisation that summarises and translates scientific
publications on health and environmental issues for the general public. 2
As was mentioned in the beginning (see Section 1), the research data (i.e. both
intra- and interlingual variation) were collected from this corpus by applying
both coreferential and contrastive analyses. In total, approximately 9,100 ter-
minological variants were extracted from the English source texts on the basis
of coreferential analysis. By applying a contrastive perspective, the translation
equivalents of these English variants were retrieved from the French and Dutch
target texts. The combination of an English term and its translation in either
French or Dutch (i.e. a Translation Unit or TU), is stored in a separate database.
The result was a database of approximately 18,200 TUs (English-French; English-
Dutch).
Quantitative comparisons of these translation units were carried out in sub-
sequent phases of the project. Each TU is comprised of a term in the source
language (i.e. English), its corresponding equivalent that was retrieved from the
target text in combination with additional contextual information: i.e. a specifi-
cation of the unit of understanding to which the source language term refers as
well as information about specific properties of the text from which the TU was
retrieved.
Given the fact that the focus of this contribution is on coreferential analysis, it
will be briefly illustrated by means of the example in Figure 2 how this particular
analysis was carried out.
The figure contains an annotation scheme featuring 10 cluster labels and a text
sample taken from a European Commission Staff Working document (European
Communities 2008: 2). Cluster labels are ad-hoc labels that were created to fa-
cilitate the annotation of English terminological variants as coreferential items.
Each cluster label represents a particular unit of understanding (see Section 1).
For instance, the cluster label invasive_alien_species represents the unit of un-
derstanding (or conceptual category) that can be described as ‘species that enter
a new habitat and threaten the endemic fauna and/or flora’. Terminological vari-
ants that are annotated according to this label will appear in the lexical chain
or ‘cluster’ of terms denoting the same unit of understanding in the text (see
Table 1). For instance, the lexical chain drawn from the text sample in Figure 2
for the unit of understanding invasive_alien_species is: invasive alien species
– IAS – invasive species – IS – IS – IS – invader.
2 Texts from the European Economic and Social Committee (EESC) and the Committee of the
Regions (COR) were classified according to one category EESC because texts from both insti-
tutions are translated by the same translation department.
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[Invasive Alien Species]INVASIVE_ALIEN_SPECIES” are [alien 
species]ALIEN_SPECIES whose [introduction]INTRODUCTION and/or 
[spread]SPREAD threaten [biological diversity]BIODIVERSITY [...]. 
The [Millennium Ecosystem Assessment]MEA revealed that 
[IAS] INVASIVE_ALIEN_SPECIES impact on all [ecosystems]ECOSYSTEM 
[...]. The problem of [biological invasions]BIO-INVASION is 
growing rapidly as a result of increased trade activities. 
[Invasive species] INVASIVE_ALIEN_SPECIES ([IS] INVASIVE_ALIEN_SPECIES) 
negatively affect [biodiversity]BIODIVERSITY [...]. [IS]
INVASIVE_ALIEN_SPECIES can cause congestion in waterways, 
damage to [forestry]FORESTRY, crops and buildings and 
damage in urban areas. The costs of preventing, controlling 
and/or eradicating [IS]INVASIVE_ALIEN_SPECIES and the 
environmental and economic damage are significant. The 
costs of [control]BIOCONTROL, although lower than the costs of 
continued damage by the [invader]INVASIVE_ALIEN_SPECIES, are 
often high. 
Figure 2: Example illustrating coreferential analysis
Table 1: Results of the coreferential analysis
Cluster label Lexical chain
invasive_alien_species invasive alien species - IAS - Invasive species - IS -




biodiversity biological diversity - biodiversity







Co-referential analysis focuses on reformulation procedures, which according
to Ciapuscio (2003: 212), are procedures defined mainly on the basis of structural
criteria, such as “the rewinding loop in speech, the resumption of an idea that has
already been verbalized, which is linguistically realised in the two-part structure
“referential expression” + “treatment expression”, both expressions usually being
linked with markers.” The first term (’Invasive Alien Species’) which introduces
the unit of understanding invasive_alien_species in the text sample (see 2) is
called the ’referential expression’. It represents the perspective from which the
referent should be perceived. This is the reason why all coreferential expressions
in Figure 2 are annotated according to the cluster label invasive_alien_species.
The expressions that follow the referential expression are called treatment ex-
pressions because they reveal a new aspect of the referent. The choice for a
particular cluster label is determined by the referential expression, not by the
treatment expression. For instance, the term ‘alien species’ may be annotated
as alien_species or as invasive_alien_species, depending on whether the term
occurs as referential expression or treatment expression (i.e. shortened form of
the term invasive alien species).
Coreferential analysis in my study was guided by the following rules:
• Every term candidate had to be a nominal pattern in order to have a com-
mon basis for comparing intralingual variants. The focus on nominal pat-
terns makes sense in the context of terminology work, in which “the pre-
dominance of nouns is an incontestable phenomenon” (Bae 2006: 19). Ac-
cording to L’Homme (2003: 404) this focus on nominal patterns can be
justified by the fact that specialised knowledge is usually “represented
by terms that refer to entities (concrete objects, substances, artifacts, ani-
mates, etc.), and that entities are linguistically expressed by nouns.”
• Every term candidate that is part of a linguistic construction that refers
to a different unit of understanding should not be annotated. For instance,
even though the pattern ‘alien species’ occurs two times in the text sample
in Figure 2, only the second occurrence is marked with the corresponding
alien_species. This is because in the first occurrence, the term is part of
the linguistic pattern ‘invasive alien species’ which refers to the unit of
understanding invasive_alien_species.
• Every term candidate that is not part of a linguistic construction that refers
to a different unit of understanding should be annotated. This rule applied
to term candidates that are not part of a nominal construction - such as
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‘invasive alien species’, ‘invasive species’ or ‘biological diversity’ (see 2)
- or term candidates that are part of a nominal construction that did not
refer to a different unit of understanding in my dataset. The term candidate
‘control’, for instance, was annotated as ‘biocontrol’. The term candidate
appears in the nominal construction ‘the costs of control’, which did not
refer to a different unit of understanding in my study.
• Every article or pronoun preceding a term candidate should be left out.
For instance, in the nominal constituent ‘The Millennium Ecosystem As-
sessment’ (see 2), the article preceding the term candidate was not taken
up in the analysis.
• All term candidates that are linked to one another in the same nominal
pattern by means of coordinating conjunctions should be annotated sepa-
rately. For instance, the pattern ‘introduction and/or spread’ features two
different units of understanding in my dataset: resp. introduction and
spread. More complex patterns to annotate were conjunctive patterns fea-
turing different modifiers linked to one head. Consider for instance the
text string ‘invasive and alien species’ which comprises two term variants
(‘invasive species’ and ‘alien species’) that should be classified according
to two different clusters: invasive_alien_species and alien_species. The
second term candidate in this pattern (i.e. ‘alien species’) does not pose
any problem. The occurrence can be immediately extracted from the text
without any modifications required. The first term candidate (i.e. ‘invasive
species’), however, could not be directly extracted as it is interrupted by
the conjunction word ‘and’ and the adjective ‘alien’. To be able to annotate
this term candidate as occurrence of the unit of understanding invasive_-
alien_species and to add the correct form ‘invasive species’ to a separate
database containing the research data, a distinction had to be made be-
tween occurrences and base forms. The occurrence refers to the English
term variant as it appeared in the corpus. The base form is a ‘cleaned’ ver-
sion of the occurrence in which possible irrelevant words in multiword
terms are deleted. In the example of ‘invasive and alien species’, for in-
stance, the base form of this pattern referring to the cluster invasive_-
alien_species is ‘invasive species’. It should be noted that results derived
from the quantitative analyses of intra- and interlingual variants in the
corpus are based on the comparisons of base forms only (Section 5).
In Section 1, I mentioned that the purpose of this article is to discuss some of
the benefits of applying the aforementioned method to a study of terminological
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variation in multilingual parallel corpora. In the remainder of this contribution, I
will focus on the possibility to support the manual effort by means of automated
procedures (Section 4), the possibility to carry out quantitative comparison of
terminological variants in lexical chains (see Section 5) and, finally, the possibility
to create a new type of translation resource in which terminological variants
in the source language are represented as a network of coreferential links (see
Section 6).
4 Computer-assisted coreferential analysis
Amajor drawback of the method outlined above is the fact that it is very difficult
to apply if the work is only carried out manually. During the coreferential anal-
ysis of the source texts, 241 cluster labels needed to be taken into consideration
in our study. Given the fact that the process of annotating or ‘labeling’ termi-
nological variants as ‘coreferential’ involves performing manual actions which
are to a certain degree repetitive and predictable, I developed a semi-automatic
method to support this labour-intensive process.
Before I outline this method, it should be noted that different approaches have
been proposed for automatically extracting intralingual terminological variation
from texts. Some approaches are based on the search for contexts that contain
predefined sets of text-internal markers, called Knowledge Patterns or KPs. In
literature, such patterns are often used to extract two term candidates linked by a
specific semantic relation. For a survey of such approaches, see Auger & Barrière
(2008). In other approaches, terminological variants are identified on the basis
of distributional measures. The basic idea in these approaches is that the more
distributionally similar two term candidates are, the more likely that they can
be used interchangeably in linguistic contexts (Weeds & Marcu 2005; Rychlý &
Kilgarriff 2007; Shimizu et al. 2008; Kazama et al. 2010). A major disadvantage of
approaches based on distributional measures is the difficulty to understand the
types of semantic relations (e.g. synonymy, hyperonymy, antonymy, etc.) that
can be inferred from the resulting clusters of words or terms (Budanitsky &Hirst
2006; Heylen, Peirsman & Speelman 2008; Peirsman, Heylen & Speelman 2008).
In order to make sure that, for the preselected set of units of understanding,
all English terminological variants and their translations into French and Dutch
would be retrieved from the trilingual corpus (see Section 3), while retaining the
order of appearance of each variant in the texts, I decided to support my man-
ual coreferential and contrastive methods of analysis by means of automated
procedures. This semi-automatic approach allows us to ensure completeness,
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accuracy and consistency in the data obtained. The automated procedures are
implemented in a script that was written in the Perl programming language3.
Given the scope of this study, I shall only focus on the computer-assisted
method supporting themanual identification of coreferential terminological vari-
ants in the English source texts. The purpose of this method is threefold: (1)
to support the identification of terminological variants that are coreferentially
linked to a common unit of understanding, (2) to annotate these variants accord-
ing to a common cluster label (see Section 3) and (3) to extract these variants
from the text and store them as lexical chains in a separate database.
It should be noted that prior to this method, each source text in the corpus
needs to be aligned with its corresponding text(s) in the target language(s). After
that, the script developed to support coreferential analysis reads every text seg-
ment (usually corresponding with a sentence in the text) one after the other and
carries out a number of tasks. For each term variant that is manually selected in a
text segment, the script will first suggest possible matching cluster labels, based
on term variants that were manually entered in a previous stage. If no matching
clusters were found, the proper cluster label needs to be specified by the user.
After that, the new term variant and its corresponding cluster label are stored
in a dataset of ‘Clusters’. Whenever the term variant is found in the subsequent
text segments, it is automatically identified as a term candidate and its corre-
sponding cluster label is presented to the user. In case of term variants that are
already ‘known’ to the system, the user simply needs to confirm or reject the
suggestions made by the system.
The computer-assisted method relies on three resources during the analysis of
coreferential terminological variants in the source texts: i.e. ‘Clusters’, ‘Filtering
rules’ and a ‘Dictionary’ (see Figure 3).
The function of each resource is explained as follows:
• ‘Clusters’: a dataset of all the cluster labels (see above) and the term vari-
ants already encountered in previous texts. The dataset is used to automat-
ically identify and cluster term variants that were previously encountered
during coreferential analysis. This dataset continuously grows as more
variants are retrieved from texts.
• ‘Filtering rules’: a list of rules comparable to a stoplist. It contains pat-
terns that should be ignored during the search for term candidates. As the
search for term candidates was case-insensitive, for instance, the term can-




Figure 3: Computer-assisted coreferential analysis
more frequently occurred in the corpus as the third person singular of the
verb ‘to be’. Filtering rules specifying common patterns in which this form
appears as a verb were necessary to exclude the irrelevant occurrences dur-
ing the analysis of the source texts. Another example is for instance the
term candidate ‘community’ referring to the unit of understanding biolog-
ical_community. Filtering rules were created to disregard occurrences of
this string in patterns like ‘scientific community’ or ‘economic community’
which also frequently occurred in my corpus.
• ‘Dictionary’: a resource comprised of all occurrences retrieved from the
source texts, together with their lemmatised forms. The distinction be-
tween lemmatised forms and actual occurrences was necessary to be able
to deal with frequently encountered discontinuous multiword expressions
such as the term ‘control of invasive species’ in the string ‘control and pre-
vention of invasive species’. Term occurrences were stored in the ‘Clusters’
dataset (see Figure 5), whereas lemmatised forms were stored in the dictio-
nary.
The semi-automatic method is implemented in such a way that the three afore-
mentioned resources are updated and expanded with new data, any time during
the analysis. As a result, the time spent on manually extracting the lexical chains
from the source texts is considerably reduced as the analysis proceeds.
Figure 3 also visualises the different semi-automated steps to add term variants
to an index file, together with information about their position in the source text
and their corresponding cluster labels. This index file is used in a later phase of
the project to semi-automatically retrieve the translation equivalents from the
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aligned target texts. The semi-automated steps supporting coreferential analysis
are:
• ‘Term addition’: a semi-automated process that can be broken down into
the following steps: a) in every text segment, a new term variant is manu-
ally highlighted, b) candidates of cluster labels are automatically proposed
in the ‘Term clustering’ procedure and c) the new term variant is automat-
ically added to the ‘Clusters’ dataset.
• ‘Term verification’: a semi-automated process whereby text strings corre-
sponding to term candidates in the dataset of ‘Clusters’ are automatically
selected as term variants. After manual validation, potentially relevant
cluster labels are looked up in the dataset of clusters on the basis of the
‘Term clustering’ procedure (see the next step).
• ‘Term clustering’: a semi-automated process for assigning a proper cluster
label to an already familiar term variant. Candidates of cluster labels are
automatically proposed based on fuzzy matching between the new term
variant and the variants that are already present in the dataset of ‘Clus-
ters’. The proper cluster label is manually selected in case more than one
cluster candidate was found. In case only one candidate is found, the au-
tomatically proposed cluster can either be manually approved or rejected.
In case the term variant should be classified according to a cluster that
was not proposed as candidate, this cluster is manually selected from the
entire dataset of clusters, after which the ‘Clusters’ dataset and the ‘Dic-
tionary’ are updated. Finally, candidates of cluster labels are automatically
proposed based on fuzzy matching between the new term variant and the
variant clusters (see the ‘Lemmatisation’ process).
• ‘Lemmatisation’: a semi-automated process for assigning the correct lem-
matised form to a term candidate. Candidates of lemmatised forms are
automatically proposed based on fuzzy matching between the new term
and the existing lemmatised forms. Next, the proper lemmatised form is
manually selected in case more than one candidate was found. In case only
one candidate is found, the automatically proposed lemma can either be
manually approved or rejected. A lemmatised form has to be manually cre-
ated in case it does not appear in the dictionary. After this, the dataset of
clusters and the dictionary are updated and the validated term is stored in
the resulting research data file (see the ‘Term storage’ procedure).
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• ‘Term storage’: i.e. a semi-automated process for storing the validated
occurrences of semantically-structured SL term variants in the aforemen-
tioned index file (see above).
The computer-assisted approach proved to be an efficient working method for
annotating variants in coreferential chains, especially given the high repetition
of frequently occurring patterns in the corpus that needed to be marked with the
same cluster labels. Based on this method, it was possible to compile a dataset
of approximately 9,100 English term variants retrieved from the corpus of source
texts and classified according to a predefined set of 241 cluster labels.
5 Quantitative comparisons
By comparing the lexical chains in the source language with the translations of
these chains in French and Dutch that were retrieved from the target texts, it
was possible to draw conclusions on the occurrence of intra- and interlingual
variation in the corpus.
When studied at the level of the text, interlingual variation occurs when terms
appearing in the lexical chains in the source text were not consistently translated
into the target texts, such as is the case in the example in Table 2. It can be
observed from this table that in the French chain, the terminological choices
that were made in the English text are reflected. An exception, for instance, is
the translation of the English term ‘IAS’, which appears in the French translation
as the full form ‘espèces exotiques envahissantes’.
Table 2: English lexical chain and its translation into French and Dutch
English chain French translation Dutch translation
invasive alien species ▶ espèce exotique ~ invasieve uitheemse
soort (IUS)
IAS ▶ espèces exotiques
envahissantes
~ IUS
invasive species ▶ espèce envahissante ~ invasieve soort
IS ▶ EE ~ IS
IS ▶ EE ~ IS
Invader ▶ Envahisseur ~ IS
invasive species ▶ espèces envahissantes ~ invasieve soort
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Quantitative analyses were carried out on the basis of comparisons between
the English lexical chains and their translations into French and Dutch. The aim
of the quantitative comparisonswas to examine towhat extent the English lexical
chains had an impact on the choices made in the target languages. In order to
examine this, I compared the transitions between consecutive lemmatised forms
in the different chains. The transition from one form to the other is marked as ‘0’
to indicate that no change occurred (e.g. from ‘IS’ to ‘IS’). Changes in transitions
(such as from ‘invasive alien species’ to ‘IAS’) are marked by ‘1’. The result of
this analysis is a sequence of the values ‘1’ and ‘0’, which allowed us to create
a transition profile for each English lexical chain and its corresponding chain in
French and Dutch.
The example in Table 3 shows part of the transition profile for the coreferen-
tial chain of invasive_alien_species in TextID 1 (see Section 3). The transition
profile for the coreferential chain is: 1 1 1 0 1 1.
Table 3: Example of a transition profile
Order in
the text
English base forms for invasive_alien_species Transition
1 invasive alien species New
2 IAS 1




7 invasive species 1
Degree of change: 0,83
The first occurrence ‘invasive alien species’ is marked as the beginning of a
new lexical chain (‘New’). The second occurrence ‘IAS’ differs from the first. The
first transition is therefore marked as ‘1’. The fourth transition is marked as ‘0’
because no change occurred in the transition from occurrence 4 (‘IS’) to 5 (‘IS’).
The lexical chain features five changes in the transitions between consecutive
lemmatised forms on a total of six transitions. By dividing the first number by the
second, a degree of change can be created for each coreferential chain separately.
This measure allows for a quantitative comparison of the coreferential patterns
in the three languages.
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In the example in Table 4, the degrees of change for both English and French
are 0,83, whereas for Dutch the value is 0,67. A value close to 1 indicates a high
degree of change in the chain, whereas a degree of ‘0’ indicates consistency in
the lemmatised forms4 in the pattern.
Table 4: Quantitative comparison between chains
English lemmatised forms French lemmatised forms Dutch lemmatised forms
invasive alien
species




IAS 1 espèce exotique
envahissant
1 IUS 1
invasive species 1 espèce
envahissant
1 invasief soort 1
IS 1 EE 1 IS 1
IS 0 EE 0 IS 0
Invader 1 Envahisseur 1 IS 0
invasive species 1 espèce
envahissant
1 invasief soort 1
0,83 0,83 0,67
Once results of the coreferential profiles and the degrees of change were ob-
tained, two methods were applied for comparing variation in the different lan-
guages: one method was based on comparisons of the transition patterns in the
three languages, the other on examining possible correlations between the de-
grees of change (see further).
The results in the first method of comparison were classified according to two
possible ‘scenarios’: either the value was ‘0’ (indicating no change in the transi-
tion) or ‘1’ (indicating a change). General results are shown in Figure 4.
In 5,359 of the English cases, no variation was encountered in the transition
between lemmatised forms in a chain. This corresponds to 72% of the total cases
(n=7,446). A closer examination of this category shows that this pattern of consis-
tency is also reflected in the translations. For instance, for the total set of chains,
4 Note that each word in a term was lemmatised. In some cases, the lemmatisation of words
resulted in multiword terms which were ungrammatical (e.g. *‘espèce exotique envahissant’ in
French or *‘invasief uitheems soort’ in Dutch). This was necessary to make sure that variation
resulting from morphological differences could be excluded from my analysis.
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Figure 4: Comparisons of transition patterns
78% of the French cases and 81% of the Dutch cases follow the same pattern as
English.
A closer look at the cases that were marked in English as ‘1’ (2,087 cases or 28%
of the total cases) shows that the transformations between lemmatised forms in
Dutch and French also tend to be marked by this value: 88% of the French cases
and 89% of the Dutch cases correspond to the English pattern.
Although these results already give an indication that variation in English
coreferential chains is also reflected in the target languages, these results do not
show to what extent the degree of variation within a coreferential chain is also
reflected in the translations. In the first method, patterns of transition in the
three languages are compared on a case by case basis, without taking into con-
sideration the coreferential chain in which the transition takes place.
For this reason, a second type of quantitative comparison was worked out in
which the aforementioned degree of variation within each chain was used as a
basis for comparison. Given the general hypothesis that the source language has
an impact on the choices made in the target language(s), it was hypothesised
that the degree of changes in the English coreferential chains would also have
a direct impact on the degree of changes in the French and Dutch chains. A
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bivariate analysis was conducted in PSPP5, a free statistical software package, for
all subsets in the corpus to determine possible correlations between the degrees
of change in the three languages. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 5.
Table 5: Correlations between degrees of variation in coreferential
chains
N Sig. (1- tailed) En-Fr En-Nl
EC (Leg) 456 0.00 0.66 0.61
EC (NLeg) 110 0.00 0.69 0.69
EEA 256 0.00 0.80 0.69
EESC 106 0.00 0.80 0.56
GRE 106 0.00 0.63 0.58
EU 366 0.00 0.76 0.69
Leg 562 0.00 0.69 0.60
Nleg 472 0.00 0.73 0.67
NLeg (EU) 110 0.00 0.69 0.69
Total 1034 0.71 0.63
Positive correlations can be observed in all datasets. The correlations between
English and French tend to be stronger than those between English and Dutch.
This is particularly the case in the EESC subset which shows a strong correlation
between English and French (0,80) and a moderate correlation between English
and Dutch (0,56).
6 Coreferential links in a dictionary application
In the previous section, I have shown how results that were partly derived from
coreferential analysis can be used for research purposes only, i.e. to compare pat-
terns of variation between source and target texts. In this section, I briefly show
how coreferential links can also be used for visualising the relations between
intralingual variants in a dictionary application. An example of a prototype vi-
sualisation is shown in Figure 5.
The model underlying the representation of variation in Figure 3 is based on
the Hallidayan premise that each choice (variant) in a language system acquires
itsmeaning against the background of other choiceswhich could have beenmade.
5 http://www.gnu.org/software/pspp/
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<>| greenhouse gas reduction
<>| cut in greenhouse gas emission
<>| cut in emisison
<>| emission cut
<>| cut
<> | reduction in greenhouse gas
<>| reduction
<>| greenhouse gas (GHG) emission
<>| emisison reduction
<>| abatement
<>| reduction in emission
<> | reduction of carbon dioxide emission
<>| reduction in greenhouse gas emission
<>| reduction in emission of greenhouse gas
<>| CO2 reduction
<>| reduction of GHG concentration
<>| reduction of GHG emission
<>| reduction of emission
<>| GHG emission reduction
<>| reduced air pollution
<>| greenhouse gas emission reduction
<>| GHG reduction
















Monolingual view Bilingual view
Search
Figure 5: Coreferential links between terminological variants denoting
greenhouse_gas_emission_reduction
These choices are motivated by a complex set of contextual factors which, in
Systemic Functional Linguistics, are classified according to the dimensions of
Domain, Tenor and Mode (Eggins 2004).
Changing the contextual conditions or options in the model leads to direct
changes in the network of terminological options that are shown to the user.
Figure 5 shows a network of linguistic (terminological) options for the unit of
understanding greenhouse_gas_emission_reduction in the source language.
This network is activated by entering either a SL term appearing in the cluster
or the specific cluster label in the search box (at the top). The search query will
activate a number of contextual options that are associated with the search. It
will also show the results of the search in a graph representation.
Connections in this graph represent the coreferential links between terms ap-
pearing in the same texts in the corpus. Selecting or deselecting one or several
contextual or linguistic options in the filtering options, will immediately be re-
flected at the visualisation level. Examples of contextual options in Figure 5 are
text options such as those that were mentioned in Section 3 (e.g. text source).
An additional interesting aspect of the graph representation is that it allows for
a prototypically-structured visualisation of term variants referring to the same
unit of understanding. This means that terms that frequently occurred in all texts
have a lot of coreferential connections to other terms in the network. Conse-
quently, these terms will take up a more central position in the network whereas
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infrequent patterns will appear more in the periphery. In this way, dictionary
users will immediately be able to distinguish between ‘core variants’ (i.e. vari-
ants that are frequently encountered within the selected collection of texts) and
‘peripheral variants’ (i.e. variants that were only sporadically encountered). Se-
lecting or deselecting certain contextual options can potentially cause term vari-
ants tomove from the centre to the periphery or vice versa, allowing for dynamic,
customised visualisations of semantically-structured term variants.
7 Conclusion
In this contribution, I have discussed how coreferential analysis can be used to
identify term variants in a corpus of source texts, how the method can be sup-
ported by implementing semi-automatic procedures, how lexical chains in the
source language and their translations can form the basis for quantitative com-
parisons between source and target texts and, finally, how coreferential links
between intralingual variants can be represented in a dictionary application.
Coreferential chains can give us more insight in possible patterns of conver-
gence or divergence among language versions of the same document. I therefore
intend to further examine cohesive patterns in source and target texts for differ-
ent reasons. For instance, it can be expected that differences in cohesive patterns
will emerge if coreferential analysis is applied to all language versions (instead of
the drafted versions only). By comparing the resulting coreferential chains in the
different languages, it should be possible to calculate to what extent the target
language versions deviate from the source texts in terms of terminological con-
sistency and coreferential patterning. This is for instance valuable information
for translators of EU legislation who have to see to it that no deviations occur
in language versions of legally-binding texts. Differences in cohesive patterns
are thus a possible method for further exploring the notion of anisomorphism
in the context of EU translation. Anisomorphism refers to asymmetry in the in-
terlinguistic transfer process, what González-Jover & Gómez (2006: 215)refers to
as ”the losses and gains that always occur in interlinguistic transfer processes,
and which may be taken into account when comparing two different language
systems.”
Focusing on the coreferential chains in the target language versions will en-
able us to establish a new type of connection between ‘linguistic options’ in the
source text (not based on the coreferential status of terms in a text but derived
from translation similarities). For instance, the English expression ‘climate risk’
in TextID 6 (see Section 3) was not marked as part of the cluster climate_im-
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pact. However, given the fact that in the French text this term was translated
as ‘conséquences du changement climatique’ (‘consequences of climate change’),
which also appeared in the corpus as the translation of ‘climate change impact’,
a link may be established between the term ‘climate risk’ and the English cluster
of terms denoting climate_impact:
English co-text: ”[…] ensuring that long-term infrastructure will be proof to
future >>climate risks<< […]”
French co-text: ”[…] soient capables de résister aux >>conséquences du
changement climatique<< […]”
Another example in the same text is the English term ‘climate-resilient’. This
termwas not taken up in the cluster climate_adaptation during the source text
analysis but may be linked to this cluster on the basis of its French translation
‘s’adapter au changement climatique’ (‘to adapt to climate change’)
English co-text: ”[…] targeted action is needed on building codes and methods,
and >>climate-resilient<< crops […]”
French co-text: ”[…] l’élaboration de codes et de méthodes ainsi que la mise
en place de cultures pouvant >>s’adapter au changement climatique<< […]”
Although my method proved to be valid for comparing patterns of variation,
the time spent in this project on the method of analysis remains a major draw-
back. Fully automated extraction methods were not used, given the specific re-
search requirements of data accuracy and completeness to be able to compare
patterns of variation between the source and target texts. But since the work
was characterised by a lot of repetitive tasks (such as selecting and annotating
term variants that were previously encountered and thus already known) a com-
bination of automatic procedures and manual verification proved to be efficient.
Still, further reflections are necessary to conduct coreferential analyses in a way
which seem more efficient and practical from a user perspective. For instance, it
will need to be examined how themanual analysis can benefit from an automated
co-referential resolution module.
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Testing target text fluency: A machine







This research is aimed at the semi-automatic detection of divergences in sentence
structures between Russian translated texts and non-translations. We focus our at-
tention on atypical syntactic features of translations, because they have a greater
negative impact on the overall textual quality than lexical translationese. Inad-
equate syntactic structures bring about various issues with target text fluency,
which reduces readability and the reader’s chances to get to the text message. From
a procedural viewpoint, faulty syntax implies more post-editing effort.
In the framework of this research, we reveal cases of syntactic translationese as dis-
similarities between patterns of selected morphosyntactic and syntactic features
(such as part of speech and sentence length) in the context of sentence bound-
aries observed in comparable monolingual corpora of learner translated and non-
translated texts in Russian.
To establish these syntactic differences we resort to a machine learning approach
as opposed to the usual statistical significance analyses. To this end we employ
models that predict unnatural sentence boundaries in translations and highlight
factors that are responsible for their ‘foreignness’.
Maria Kunilovskaya & Andrey Kutuzov. 2017. Testing target text fluency: A machine learning
approach to detecting syntactic translationese in English-Russian translation. In Katrin Menzel,
Ekaterina Lapshinova-Koltunski & Kerstin Kunz (eds.), New perspectives on cohesion and coher-
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For the first stage of the experiment, we train a decision tree model to describe
the contextual features of sentence boundaries in the reference corpus of Russian
texts. At the second stage, we use the results of the first multifactorial analysis
as indicators of learner translators’ choices that run counter to the regularities of
the standard language variety. The predictors and their combinations are evalu-
ated as to their efficiency for this task. As a result we are able to extract translated
sentences whose structure is atypical against Russian texts produced without the
constraints of the translation process and which, therefore, can be tentatively con-
sidered less fluent. These sentences represent cases of translationese.
1 Introduction
This research is an attempt to use machine learning algorithms to identify cases
of less-than-typical syntactic structures in learner translations (syntactic trans-
lationese). We aim at developing a robust methodology, which could be used to
look into differences between standard Russian and its translated variety and to
select the linguistic features that are best in signalling these contrasts. It can be
used to test researchers’ intuitions as to the tendencies in translational behaviour
and provide data for contrastive analysis. Solutions to both tasks (establishing
typical deviations from the reference corpus and describing them in terms of pre-
dictive linguistic features) are applicable in translator training (the purpose we
are immediately after) and in designing machine translation systems to improve
fluency.
Linguistic peculiarities of translations distinguishing them from original texts
in the same language are described within corpus-based translation studies. Typ-
ical research in this domain is usually designed to test linguistic indicators that
reveal some tendencies in translations and to disentangle various factors that
can be associated with certain translational behaviour, including extralinguistic
ones. The aim is to arrive at a clearer understanding of the motivations behind
translators’ linguistic choices. While this is a possible and tempting extension
for current research we refrain from making explicit claims as to why specific
patterns are observed in our data. We proceed without a specific “universal” hy-
pothesis in mind, beyond the assumption that the two corpora are significantly
different (the argument that has been supported in our previous research on the
same data in Kutuzov & Kunilovskaya (2015). That said, we do rely on previous
work in this strand of corpus-based translation studies in selecting linguistic in-
dicators of syntactic translationese, making use of suggested ways to implement
their detection computationally and provide tentative descriptions of detected
tendencies in line with some of the well-known concepts within this theory.
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An important aspect of our task is its focus on syntactic properties of transla-
tions. On the one hand, it is due to the role of sentence structure in the overall
textual efficiency, in how easily a text is processed by the reader, how effectively
it gets its message across. It has been shown that both structural integrity, inter-
preted as cohesion, and conceptual and pragmatic connectivity of corresponding
discourse units (coherence) can be affected if target language specific (i.e. natural
and conventional) sentence patterns are compromised in translation (e.g. with
regard to failure to split sentences in translation, see Ramm 2006; Solfjeld 2008;
Fabricius-Hansen 1999; Gile 2008; with regard to cohesion means, see Kachroo
1984; Hatim&Mason 1990). On the other hand, syntactic features of texts are less
obvious to the naked eye, but are particularly informative in comparing corpora.
There is ample evidence from corpus linguistics that functional and grammatical
properties of words and surface characteristics of sentences (number and types
of discourse markers, number of conjunctions and finite verbs, PoS, sentence
length), which are typically used to operationalise syntactic or stylistic features
of texts, are useful for the whole range of similar comparative tasks (for detect-
ing translationese, see Baroni & Bernardini 2005; Pastor et al. 2008; in learner
language studies Hinkel 2001; in authorship attribution and stylometry van Hal-
teren 2007 and in text classification Koppel, Argamon & Shimoni 2002).
To achieve our goal, we use a traditional monolingual comparable corpora
set-up: we exploit genre-comparable sub-corpora of the Russian National Cor-
pus (RNC) and the Russian Learner Translator Corpus (RusLTC). The former is
a reference corpus, which contains arguably representative sample of Russian
language used to model dependencies that are then tested on translated data, the
latter contains student translations that are viewed as particularly suitable for
this task. They provide a strong case of human-produced translationese, because
novice translators are notorious for generating disfluent texts that stand out for
carrying foreign-sounding unnatural wording and structures. The corpora are
described in detail in Section 3.
Methodologically, we follow the ideas of multifactorial comparative analy-
sis of corpus data implemented within a supervised machine-learning approach
suggested by Gries & Deshors (2014). One of the important improvements on
previously used methods discussed in this work consists in ensuring contex-
tual comparability of the phenomena under study. We tried to identify syntac-
tic differences between the same corpora in previous experiments (Kutuzov &
Kunilovskaya 2015) using de-contextualised PoS n-grams, but, against intuitive
expectations and extensive theoretical evidence, failed to come up with mean-
ingful results. Therefore, we introduce sentence boundaries (SB) as a structural
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‘anchor’ to avoid over-generalisations of de-contextualised lexical and PoS fre-
quencies and to ensure comparability of these features. Sentence boundaries are
also an important linear syntactic event, which is traditionally used to gauge a
number of textual properties such as sentence length and structural complexity.
We treat sentence boundaries as a surface feature of text structure and define it
as an orthographically marked position, at which a sentence ends. It is typically
marked with one of the four punctuation marks (full stop, dots, exclamation,
questionmark) or their combinations, and followed by a space and a capital letter.
Effectively, sentence boundaries mark-off more or less independent chunks of
information to be processed successively, thus encoding procedural information
that guides pragmatic inference as to whether two informational constituents
should be interpreted as a whole or individually, and how each of them relates
to the topic and the intentional structure of the discourse (Guzmán & Klin 2000;
van Dijk 1976; Carston & Behrens 2007; Unger 2011).
A meaningful study of semantic and pragmatic processes involved with speak-
ers’ motivations to start a new sentence (i.e. the analysis of regularities behind
text/discourse segmentation into sentences per se) requires consideration of high-
level linguistic phenomena (such as discourse and information structure), which
are well beyond the scope of the present study. Instead we offer an account
of typical and unnatural combinations of surface linguistic features at sentence
boundaries as indicative of syntactic translationese.
At the same time, revealing unnatural sequences at sentence boundaries and
sentences with atypical properties in Russian translations (in the present study
limited to translations out of English) is potentially predictive of problematic
text cohesion. Unlike English, non-emphatic Russian relies on word order as a
primary means of structuring information. It has a strong tendency to place rhe-
matic, new or focused elements in the sentence-final position (Grenoble 1998).
This typological difference between the two language systems gives rise to the
well-known structural deficiency of learner translations attributed to interfer-
ence: they often contain prepositional phrases, which lack logical stress, at the
end of the sentence (such as никогда не слышал о нем ‘never heard of him’;
покарает его за это ‘will punish him for it’; не успел избавиться от них ‘didn’t
have time to get rid of them’ and adverbials (купить по дешевке в России ‘to buy
on the cheap in Russia’).
The importance of maintaining cohesion in translation in ways licensed by
the target language can hardly be overestimated. It was repeatedly stressed in
translation studies (Blum-Kulka 1986; Hatim & Mason 2005; Baker 2011) on the
grounds that faulty information structure and cohesion inadequacies can give
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rise to extra processing efforts for the reader entailed by the necessity to handle
inconsistencies in co-reference, they and also lead to inappropriate topicalisa-
tions and induce misleading interpretations of either content or the speaker’s
intentions. This claim is corroborated by psycholinguistic research, which finds
that during text processing ‘due to limited attentional resources, precedence
may be given to processes involved in building a locally coherent representa-
tion […] there may not be sufficient resources left for more global processes,
such as integrating the current sentence with information from earlier in the
passage’ (Guzmán & Klin 2000: 728). The recent trend in statistical machine
translation and natural language generation research seeks to enrich existing
architectures with text-level linguistic data in attempt to overcome their cohe-
sion and coherence limitations (Meyer & Popescu-Belis 2012). So, current re-
search can yield useful comparative information to be applied in translation
quality assessment and machine translation as well as provide insights on cross-
linguistic contrasts and translator behaviour. Teaching translator trainees about
typical translational choices that deviate from standard language can be a use-
ful consciousness-raising exercise, while linguistic indicators of possible transla-
tionese can be used to develop tools to range translations by the degree of their
‘nativeness’.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 offers a brief overview
of research on translation universals (it seems that this term is well-established
in the field despite its limitations and will be used as such further on), especially
at the level of syntax and in the area of methodology, while Section 3 introduces
multidimensional analysis as our primary approach, describes our corpus data
and comments on the principles and process of feature selection. It is followed
by the empirical results in Section 4, where we report, compare and interpret the
performance scores of the first-stepmodel on both corpora. This part of the paper
also describes how these results are used to train the second model, which effec-
tively predicts errors of the first model, i.e. strong cases of syntactic dissonance
with the reference corpus as well as informs of the linguistic features associ-
ated with them. In Section 5, we interpret our findings trying to isolate patterns
that can be explained from contrastive and translational perspectives and present
some considerations on model-fitting for future work. Section 6 concludes the
workwith some general considerations of its applicability and scalability in terms
of accommodating more sophisticated features and their combinations to target
higher-level linguistic phenomena.
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2 Related work
As stated above, our research is set in the framework of the so called translation
universals theory, which posits that translations differ from non-translations
in the same language in a number of statistically measurable ways, while bear-
ing some common features regardless of the source language. It focuses on em-
pirically assessable properties of translated language known as translationese or
third code, which are allegedly manifestations of translation universals or laws
of translation. Without going into terminological details and the history of this
paradigm of contemporary translation studies, now well-established, we merely
outline main concepts of this approach and survey some studies that deal with
the syntactic indicators of translationese and ways of their computational imple-
mentations.
Over the last 20 years or so research in this area has thrown up about a dozen
of hypotheses about translational behaviour and a number of linguistic indica-
tors to validate them. Themost widely discussed tendencies include explicitation,
interference and transfer, standardization (or levelling-out), simplification, nor-
malisation, atypical patterning and over- and under-use of items. Most of these
features can be revealed both at lexical and syntactic levels (Zanettin 2013).
In terms of methodology the study of universals is closely related to the Con-
trastive Interlanguage Analysis described in seminal works by Sylviane Granger
(Granger 2010; Štěpánek & Pajas 2010). It can be built around either of three
types of comparisons, surveyed in several papers, including Chesterman (2010)
and Xiao, He & Yue (2010), or a combination thereof (i.e. on data from complex
multi-corpora architectures, which enables the researcher to account for several
factors simultaneously like in Pastor et al. (2008); Hansen-Schirra (2011); Dai &
Xiao (2011); Bernardini (2007));
1. It can be based on monolingual comparable corpora and compare transla-
tions to non-translations in the same language (e.g. Laviosa (1998); Olohan
(2001); Xiao, He & Yue (2010));
2. a less common approach is taken in Rayson et al. (2008), where lexical
translationese is revealed as difference between texts translated byChinese
translators into English and versions of the same texts hand-corrected by
English native speakers;
3. research into universals can require a parallel corpus component to reveal
similarities and differences between sources and their translations (see an
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almost unique research based on multiple parallel corpus in Castagnoli
2011);
4. finally, translations can be compared to translations into other languages
or genres or by different translators (Baker 2004, among others).
Our research draws upon the results obtained in the pioneering work by Ba-
roni & Bernardini (2005), who apply machine learning based on text classifica-
tion to detect translationese. Their results are inspiring: they find that one can
computationally learn the difference between high quality translations and very
comparable non-translations by relying on distributions of some classes of func-
tion words. They also found out that humans are outperformed by machines in
their ability to tell translations from non-translated language (Baroni & Bernar-
dini 2005).
These findings, on the one hand, stress the objective nature of translationese
and at the same time underline the unreliability of human assessment. Transla-
tionese is not a traditional error insofar as it is not located in a specific part of the
text but is manifested cumulatively; it is distributed in the text and is not imme-
diately obvious to the naked eye. The authors present convincing evidence that
‘machine learning is reaching a stage in which it is no longer to be considered
simply as a cheaper, faster alternative to human labour, but also as a heuris-
tic tool that can help to discover patterns that may not be captured by humans
alone’ (Baroni & Bernardini 2005: 38). So, it makes sense to work towards em-
ploying computer technology in revealing and describing translationese as well
as in evaluating target text fluency.
In corpus-based linguistics it is common practice to model language in studied
corpora as PoS n-grams. This approach is implemented as part of an experiment
to attest specific indicators of simplification and convergence in (Pastor et al.
2008), where shallow-parsed multiple corpora are represented as frequency vec-
tors of PoS 3-grams. Other indicators of similarity in the same research include
sentence length in tokens and the type of sentence identified as the number of
finite verbs (and their corresponding verbal constructions) in it.
Our previous inquiry into translationese on the same data in (Kutuzov & Ku-
nilovskaya 2015), which was set on lexical level and within a more conventional
framework of statistical significance analysis, revealed opposing trends in the
frequency of discourse markers - almost the same number of items were signifi-
cantly overused or underused in translations. These findings can be interpreted
in line with the third code hypothesis supported in (Hansen-Schirra 2011). Han-
sen-Schirra used carefully designed and annotated corpus resources and proved
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hybrid character of translationese, which manifested opposite tendencies of nor-
malisation and interference for individual register features.
Finally, to the best of our knowledge translated Russian is yet to be investi-
gated in the corpus-based framework, though there has been extensive previous
work in the pedagogical and prescriptive area. There is not much research on
comparative analysis of Russian corpora either (however, see Mikhailov 2003
where a Russian-Finnish parallel corpus is described, and Kutuzov & Kuzmenko
2015, where machine learning methods are used as well, together with distribu-
tional semantics). But we can rule out frequency distribution of PoS n-grams,
mentioned in many English-based studies, as a useful indicator of differences
between copora due to the fact that word order in Russian is relatively more flex-
ible. It can hardly be used as a crude substitute for syntactic information either,
because it does not signal syntactic relations. At the same time it is crucial for
structuring information, i.e. for arranging theme and rheme progressions and
providing text cohesion (Alekseyenko 2013).
Taking the previous work on corpus-based studies of translated text into con-
sideration, in the next Section we describe our experimental set-up and define
the set of linguistic indicators chosen to represent our corpora in the machine
learning task.
3 Applying multidimensional analysis to translations
As shown above, our main research question can be formulated as follows: are
there any regular differences between translated and non-translated corpora in
the typical linguistic environment of sentence boundaries, and which linguistic
features (from the set we employ) will the machine learning algorithm mostly
draw upon to calculate this difference? In other words, we aim at achieving a
twofold objective. First, we want to detect whether a machine is able to learn
contrasts between translations and naturally produced texts on the basis of rep-
resentations of the two corpora built around the lexical and grammatical proper-
ties of tokens to the right and to the left of sentence boundary. Second, we want
to reveal the indicators that are most informative for this task.
To tackle this, we roughly follow the multidimensional analysis approach es-
tablished by Gries & Deshors (2014). They explore differences between native
speakers and learners or non-native speakers through studying statistical inter-
actions in corpus data. They establish a two-step procedure: a model trained on
native data is applied to non-standard texts in order to find cases where their au-
thors made decisions, distinct from what a native speaker would probably do in
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the same linguistic situation. This approachwas successfully applied to a compar-
ison of differences in the usage of may and can between native English speakers
and French and Chinese learners of English.
In the present research, texts translated from English into Russian are con-
sidered a kind of a specific Russian language variety that can be compared to a
standard or native language. We hypothesize that while translating, native Rus-
sians construct sentences differently, and their deviating choices can be revealed
through the statistical evaluation of the set of at-the-sentence-boundary-factors
offered below. We argue that these features can be used to predict sentence
boundaries as a formal structural event indicative of sentence structure. We use
data from two corpora:
1. the well-known monolingual Russian National Corpus (further RNC) con-
taining non-translated texts by native Russian speakers and extensively
described in the literature1;
2. the parallel Russian Learner Translator Corpus (furtherRusLTC) described
in Kutuzov & Kunilovskaya (2014), containing translations from English
into Russian and backwards done by Russian translation students from 8
different universities2. There are no reference translations in the corpus,
but one source can be accompanied by multiple translations.
The RNC represents ‘native’ Russian language, while the second corpus is ar-
guably a strong case of a non-standard variety (‘translationese’ in the current
research context). From each corpus, we extracted a sub-corpus containing texts
belonging to mass-media expository genres, so that the material is as compara-
ble as possible. Overall, our ‘standard’ corpus consists of 7 679 documents and 8
289 884 word tokens, while translations corpus consists of 1 332 documents and
586 935 word tokens.
In order to evaluate differences between non-translated and translated texts,
we employ a number of contextual features in sentence boundaries environments.
They were used to train a machine learning model to predict these boundaries.
We will now briefly describe the essential details of the process. Our training
set (a mass-media sub-corpus of the RNC) lacks manual sentence mark-up. Thus,
we first trained a Punkt model on the whole RNC (about 150 million tokens).
Punkt (Kiss & Strunk 2006) is a well-known unsupervised algorithm to learn
abbreviations, collocations and typical sentence-starters. After initial training, it
1 See http://ruscorpora.ru/corpora-biblio.html
2 Available at http://rus-ltc.org
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can then be used on raw text to detect sentence boundaries with high accuracy.
We applied the trained model to our sub-corpus to split it into sentences. This
segmentation is accepted as ground-truth and used further.
We are interested in how various linguistic features correlate with the event of
a sentence boundary. Thus, in our approach, word tokens in the text are observed
as instances with various linguistic features (attributes). Each instance belongs
to exactly one of two classes: either it is the last in the current sentence or not.
If it is, it means that its class is ‘boundary’, otherwise it is a regular token.
Then, the problem is to build a binary classifier which predicts boundary class
depending on token features. It is important to note that tokens in our case
include punctuation, but not end-of-sentence punctuation marks: those were ig-
nored during training and testing. This is because we are after linguistic features,
not trivial orthographic predictors like a full stop or a capitalized word (all to-
kens were lower-cased). Because of punctuation, the total number of instances
in our data sets is slightly higher than stated above: 9,422,955 instances for the
RNC corpus and 631,361 instances for the translation corpus.
Initially, we extracted a total of 82 features:
1. current token (instance itself);
2. lemma of the current token3;
3. part of speech of the current token (one of 19 categories, including punc-
tuation);
4. token length in characters;
5. lemma length in characters (because of rich inflectional system in Russian,
it is often quite different from the token length; also, functional words are
usually shorter than content ones);
6. accumulated sentence length in tokens (up to the current token);
7. accumulated sentence length in characters;
8. accumulated number of finite verbs in the current sentence;
9. accumulated number of Nominative nouns and pronouns;
3 Lemmatisation and PoS-tagging was performed with the help of state-of-the-art Mystem mor-
phological analyser for Russian, described in Segalovich (2003)
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10. accumulated number of coordinate conjunctions (includingmulti-word en-
tities, 26 conjunctions in the list);
11. accumulated number of subordinate conjunctions (including multi-word
entities, 56 conjunctions in the list)
12. lemmas of five tokens to the left and five tokens to the right of the current
token (further ‘neighbours’);
13. lengths of lemmas and tokens of the neighbours;
14. binary feature ‘is a coordinate conjunction’ for all the neighbours;
15. binary feature ‘is a subordinate conjunction’ for all the neighbours;
16. binary feature ‘is a discourse marker’ for all the neighbours (discourse
markers list comprises 86 elements and includes words like итак ‘thus’,
and multi-word entities);
17. part of speech for all the neighbours;
18. binary class attribute (sentence boundary or not), with about 6% of all to-
kens being boundary.
Not all features possess equal predictive power. First of all, we had to filter out
string features (lemmas and tokens themselves). Using text strings as predictors
is principally possible, but only with corpora much larger than ours, to overcome
the sparsity problem (the majority of words are rare). Also, most classifiers do
not work with string attributes: we managed to train Bayes multinomial and
stochastic gradient descent models (essentially vectorizing text attributes and
then treating them as numerical ones), but performance was much worse than
with other features (numerical and categorical/nominal). Thus, we leave this
possibility for a future work.
After removing problematic string features, we performed basic feature selec-
tion by measuring information gain (mutual information, MI) with respect to sen-
tence boundary class for each feature independently in the RNC. Below is a list
of the most promising features in descending order, with respective information
gain values and identifiers:
1. 0.031049 PoS of the current token (pos);
2. 0.022271 PoS of the first token to the right (pos1R);
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3. 0.010838 length of the current token in characters (token_length);
4. 0.010205 length of the current lemma in characters (lemma_length);
5. 0.009188 PoS of the first token to the left (pos1L);
6. 0.008043 accumulated sentence length in characters (sent_char_length);
7. 0.007313 accumulated sentence length in tokens (sent_length);
8. 0.005357 accumulated number of finite verbs in the current sentence
(finite_verbs);
9. 0.005047 PoS of the second token to the right (pos2R);
10. 0.004097 is the first token to the right a discourse marker? (dm1R);
11. 0.003592 length of the first token to the right (token_length1R);
12. 0.002896 is the first token to the right a coordinate conjunction? (conj1R);
13. 0.002832 length of the first lemma to the right (lemma_length1R);
14. 0.002556 accumulated number of coordinate conjunctions in the current
sentence (conjunctions);
15. 0.001879 PoS of the third token to the right (pos3R).
Additionally, CfsSubsetEval the (Correlation-based Feature Subset Selection)
algorithm, described in Hall (1998), was used to discover the best subset of fea-
tures. This information is important, because features may be (and certainly are)
interdependent and improve or degrade performance of each other. Bidirectional
evaluation of 621 subsets (only globally predictive features4) returned the follow-
ing set of 4 features as the best one:
1. PoS of the current token (pos);
2. is the first token to the right a discourse marker? (dm1R);
3. is the first token to the right a coordinate conjunction? (conj1R);
4. PoS of the first token to the right (pos1R).
4 It means that we measured their performance over the whole dataset. This effectively elimi-
nates features which are very predictive at some particular parts of the data (for example, in
texts by one author), but useless in the majority of other parts.
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Based on this data, we conclude that the best-predicting features are parts of
speech for both the current token and its immediate right and left neighbours,
length of the current token, the accumulated sentence length in characters and
the number of finite verbs. It turns out to be important to look at the functional
status of the neighbours: the property of being a discourse marker or a conjunc-
tion for the first token to the right ranks high as a predicting feature in our ex-
periments. On the other hand, the features manifesting the length of neighbour
tokens do not contribute much to the prediction, but slow down the training.
Therefore, these features as well as accumulated number of Nominative nouns
and pronouns were filtered out.
The last feature seemed promising initially, but did not provide enough pre-
dictive power. We believe the reason is grammatical homonymy: in Russian,
Nominative and Accusative forms often coincide for inanimate nouns, and this
ambiguity is not resolved by Mystem, not without syntactic parsing anyway. We
considered a noun to be Nominative only when it was the only possible mor-
phological interpretation, and this is only the case for animate nouns. Thus, in
fact this feature reflected the accumulated number of Nominative animate nouns.
Note that most information potentially delivered by the number of Nominatives
is probably already contained in the number of finite verbs (and this feature is
closely correlated with boundary class), so, the loss was not big.
The remaining 48 features were used to train a REPTree model (Reduced Error-
Pruning Tree, introduced by Quinlan 1987) to predict sentence boundaries in na-
tive non-translated mass media texts. Unlike regression used by Gries & Deshors
(2014), this algorithm belongs to the family of decision tree learners; we use its
implementation in the open-source Weka software package Hall et al. (2009). A
decision tree approach was chosen because it allows training on various types of
features (predictors): numeric, binary or nominal/categorical. Additionally, deci-
sion trees are more human-readable than the output of other machine learning
classifiers, though, of course, with large amount of data the model becomes more
complex, with tens of thousands branches or more, which makes it not feasible
to try to ‘read’ it directly.
In order to avoid over-fitting and improve accuracy, we used REPTree with the
Bagging meta-algorithm suggested in Breiman (1996). It essentially multiplies
training data through bootstrapping and then trains models on each of resulting
sets (‘bags’). The predictions from each model are averaged before final output.
In our task, it substantially improved performance of the classifier. Thus, we have
amodel that classifies tokens into boundary (final) and non-boundary ones based
on the above mentioned set of features. For each classification (prediction) the
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model additionally outputs the degree of its confidence in the range {0…1}. We
will comment on the performance of this model in Section 4.
Example 1 below illustrates the model’s predictions on a piece of Russian text:
(1) …но & и & алмазодобывающим. & Сейчас…
[non-boundary & non-boundary & boundary & non-boundary]
…but also diamond-producing region. Today…
The next step is to use this model to ‘predict’ sentence boundaries in our trans-
lation corpus. We expect the model to perform slightly worse, because transla-
tions (let alone learners’ translations!) are well-known to be linguistically dif-
ferent from non-translations in the same language. The results of testing the
previously trained model on translated texts may be used for two purposes: first,
to manually inspect cases of the model failing to predict sentence boundaries and
possibly gain insights on the reasons, and second, to train another model which
predicts not sentence boundaries, but inconsistencies between the first model
decisions and what a translator did in a particular context.
In other words, we try to find out which of the above mentioned linguistic
features or their combinations are associated with ‘non-typical’ (or outright er-
roneous) sentence boundaries in translations. This answers one of the impor-
tant questions in translation studies (and in cross-linguistic research in general):
what patterns of linguistic elements and their characteristics make translations
or learner speech in L2 sound non-fluent, foreign and unnatural? Experimental
results are described in Section 4.
4 Experimental results
Table 1 shows performance of the first trained model tested on the native corpus
(RNC) and on the translation corpus (RusLTC). Overall F1 (harmonic mean of
precision and recall) is a weighted value over both predicted classes, boundary
and non-boundary; boundary F1, precision and recall are the respective values
for boundary class only. Performance on detection of the non-boundary tokens
is much higher than on the boundary ones, because the first class is much more
frequent: it is easier to detect an in-sentence token than a final one. This is the
reason behind the difference between overall and boundary performance.
We report precision and recall results, not only purely statistical values like
coefficient of determination (R2) or likelihood ratio. We believe it is more im-
portant to evaluate real predictions of the model on the data rather than abstract
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Table 1: Performance of sentence boundary detection model
Overall F1 Boundary F1 Boundary precision Boundary recall
RNC 0.955 0.584 0.873 0.439
RusLTC 0.956 0.522 0.708 0.413
goodness or the regression fit: one is interested in how much noise is present in
the model’s predictions for each class (precision), and what fraction of instances
belonging to this or that class was correctly classified as such. Simply reporting
the overall accuracy (percentage of correctly classified instances) is not enough.
Quite often we deal with binary classification tasks, where instances of class
A are much rarer than instances of class B. For example, in our data, sentence
boundary tokens occur 15 times rarer than the non-boundary ones. The same
is true for usage of can and may in Gries & Deshors (2014): can is 2 or 3 times
more frequent. In this situation, a classifier can be very reliable for the major-
ity class, but though showing poor quality for the minority class. However, be-
cause of larger number of majority class instances, the overall number of cor-
rect predictions will be high and accuracy would seem to be quite satisfactory,
notwithstanding the fact that the model actually almost never correctly predicts
the minority class (and this ‘marked’ class is often the aim of the whole research).
Thus, it is very important to report precision and recall for each class separately,
especially for the minority one.
Getting back to our results, we see that despite high overall F1, the model
is not quite perfect in detecting sentence boundaries even in the native corpus
it was trained on: more than half of the boundary tokens are not detected as
such. However, precision is very high: there is almost no noise in the detected
boundary events (Baroni & Bernardini (2005) faced the same situation). It means
that not all sentence boundaries correlate well with the features we chose. This is
expected and quite natural: Russian sentence structures are highly variable due
to relatively flexible word order. Also, sentence boundaries are often influenced
by other higher-level linguistic phenomena, such as syntactic dependencies, or
semantic and pragmatic structure of the discourse.
However, quite a lot of boundaries are predicted by the formal and morpho-
logical characteristics of the elements we employed. As stated earlier, boundary
tokens comprise no more than 6% of all instances in the data set (both in native
and translated corpora). Consequently, F1 of the boundary class detection in our
model is more than 4 times better than expected F1 = 0.1 of random baseline
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(choosing one of two classes with equal probability). Thus, our features do pro-
vide some signals which are meaningful for predicting sentence boundaries. It
means that in non-translated Russian texts there are relatively stable patterns
marking such boundaries, which makes it feasible to compare these patterns to
ones found in the translation corpus.
It is also encouraging that performance does not drop significantly when the
model is applied to the translated corpus: the same regularities generally hold
in translated texts as in native ones (they are still in the Russian language, after
all). However, both precision and recall are slightly lower, which means that the
modelmakeswrong predictionsmore often than on the native texts, and thus, the
aforementioned patterns of features behave slightly differently in the translated
corpus. This also seems quite logical: as stated earlier, translated texts represent
a special non-standard variety of Russian, and sequences of items in these texts
deviate from the standard ones the model was trained on.
In order to learn which linguistic features from the general list above are asso-
ciated with these deviations, once again we follow Gries & Deshors (2014)’s ap-
proach and compile a dataset with all instances from our translated corpus, their
respective features and a new class attribute. This time, instances are divided
into two classes, depending on whether the model made a correct or incorrect
prediction.
Then, we remove all instances where confidence of the model prediction was
below 0.9 to filter out ‘weak’ decisions5. This step leaves uswith 548 231 instances,
out of 631 thousand total.
For this dataset we perform feature selection as well: from the linguistic point
of view, we look for combinations of features that typically accompany non-
native behaviour of the text producer. The following features are found to cor-







5 Studying weak predictions and correlating them with real translators’ decisions also seems
promising, but we leave it to future research.
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Additionally, the best set of features selected using CfsSubsetEval includes pos,
token_length, sent_char_length, finite_verbs, conjunctions, subconj1L, pos1R,
and subconj2R. dm4R was selected as a locally predictive feature: it predicts an
error only in some contexts, while other features do this globally.
Thus, it is part of speech of the token itself and its immediate neighbour to
the right that mostly mark non-native behaviour of learner translators in our
RusLTC corpus; accumulated sentence length (it seems that one can safely use
either token length or character length) is also among the best predictive features,
as well as the length of the current token and, to some extent, the number of
conjunctions and finite verbs in the sentence.
Note that if we look at the predictions that the model made in the native texts
(RNC corpus) at test time and try to find features correlated with correctness of
decisions made, the set of most effective predictors would be different and much
weaker. Only one feature (pos) achieves the information gain value of 0.0026,
while other features’ correlations are an order of magnitude lower and can be
considered non-existent. Thus, in native texts, correctness of our model’s deci-
sions is not directly dependent on particular features, and its errors are caused
by external factors (preprocessing or lemmatising issues, higher linguistic con-
straints on sentence boundaries, etc). At the same time, in the translation corpus
the models’ mistakes are often determined by the feature patterns found in the
data, rather than by noise or factors outside our reach.
The reference corpus is 15 times larger than the translational one, so it is very
unlikely that the model has not seen some patterns of the selected features. We
suppose that the model’s failure to predict sentence boundaries in translations
can be safely attributed to sentence boundary pattern deviations from the stan-
dard, found in translations.
Thus, applying the model trained on the comparable reference corpus to the
translated texts reveals that they possess intrinsic characteristics different from
those of non-translations. Lexical and grammatical features of tokens in the im-
mediate context of sentence boundaries are found to be stably different in cor-
6 Still 3.5 times lower than in the translations.
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pora of non-translations and translations. In Section 5 we discuss examples and
implications of these findings.
5 Discussion and future work
The analysis of the algorithm’s performance on the translation corpus and error
modelling led to several interesting insights and observations, described below.
Manual inspection of correlation between instances’ parts of speech and the
first model errors on the translation corpus indicates that some of PoS yield more
errors on the same amount of instances than the others. It means that they are
more often included in non-standard sentence boundary patterns in translations.
As shown in Figure 1, the parts of speech of the current token that are apt to defy
standard Russian regularities include nouns and pronouns in non-nominative
cases (S and SPRO) and tokens for which Mystem was not sure about their PoS
(UNKN). Other parts of speech are more conforming and cause less mistakes,
signalling that translators make more natural choices.
Linguistically speaking, it means that there are contextually identical situa-
tions, in which standard Russian texts usually feature sentence boundary, while
translated texts do not (or vice versa). This difference in sentence patterns is
most frequently associated with non-nominative nouns and pronouns.
Figure 1: Error rates for PoS values of current token
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It is quite logical that the model makes mistakes on ‘strange’ tokens with un-
known PoS (mostly they are foreign words in Latin alphabet, digits or rare ab-
breviations).
Additionally, such atypical patterns are often caused by interference from En-
glish word order. In Example 2 translators routinely reproduce the structure with
the final non-nominative pronoun, which is less frequent, but not unacceptable,
in non-translated Russian texts (see more detailed explanation below, in the de-
scription of PR_SPRO pattern).
(2) Trees rustled above him.
Деревья шумели над ним.
Note that the mistakes are rarer on the native texts (see RNC bars in Figure 1)
for almost all parts of speech where error ratio exceeds 1%, and are on par with
the translations in the other cases. Also, non-nominative nouns (S) and pronouns
(SPRO) seem to be not so variable as to their positions within a sentence in the
reference corpus as in the translation corpus: in the RNC corpus the error ratio
for them is almost equal to their nominative counterparts.
As it is clear from the precision/recall metrics and confusion matrix, most
model errors occur when themodel does not predict an actual sentence boundary
in the translated texts (false negatives). Sentence boundaries predicted in the
middle of running sentences (false positives) are far less frequent errors: they
account for only 5% of all model failures. It means that the model does cover
some real contextual patterns where sentence boundaries are typical for RNC,
but it does not observe these patterns in translated data, given our feature set.
For the purposes of this exploratory work we decided to prefer precision to recall
and did not try to cover other (numerous) cases, when sentence boundaries are
not described by our features.
Figure 2 illustrates this with the pos1R feature (PoS of the first token to the
right of the current one). Bottom parts of the chart bars represent cases where the
actual SB was missed by the model, because the observed sequence of linguistic
features is problematic for the model trained on the standard language variety
(false negatives), while the top ones represent cases where SB was predicted after
tokens that actually were not final in translations (unlikely non-boundary tokens,
false positives).
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Figure 2: Error rates for PoS values of the first token to the right; eval-
uation on translational data
Interestingly, the ratio of false positives for some PoS of the nearest neighbour
to the right is unusually high (higher than 5% of all errors, which is the mean
value over the whole corpus): precisely, for S and NUM, and to some extent for
SNOM. Thus, translators comparatively more often continue sentences with nu-
meral words (including lexical units like оба ‘both’ or полтора ‘one and a half’),
while in the same situation in the native texts we would expect the sentence to
end, and a new sentence to start with this numeral.
Similar observation can be made concerning particular binary features, which
also seem predictive of non-standard translators’ behaviour. For example, the
probability of an error is almost two times higher (2% probability) when the next
token to the right belongs to the set of discourse markers (like в сущности ‘in
fact’, наверное ‘perhaps’), manifested in the feature dm1R. These errors are dis-
tributed almost evenly between false negatives (69%) and false positives (31%),
leading to a false positives ratio that is 6 times higher than the average over the
corpus. This is because under the same circumstances in standard Russian the
sentence would end, and the new sentence would be started with a discourse
marker, but translators decide to continue the sentence, joining it with the next.
Thus, the model yields a false positive in detecting a sentence boundary token
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immediately to the left of the marker. Note that when the dm1R feature takes the
‘False’ value (the first-to-the-right token is not a discourse marker) the distribu-
tion of false negatives and false positives is quite standard: 95% vs 5%.
Despite the fact that RusLTC contains more sentences starting with one of
the discourse markers from our list (7,28% of all sentences) than RNC (5,66%,
the difference is statistically significant), it also contains sentences with atypi-
cal in-sentence position of typical sentence-initials. Thus, our strategy of reveal-
ing translationese overcomes limitations of the traditional statistical significance
analysis.
Consider the translation in Example 3 to the English source text:
(3) The findings have broken down some of the illusions commonly associated
with burglaries; with four out of five revealing burglary was not
opportunistic, instead returning to a property a number of times before
breaking in (Daily Mail, Nov. 1, 2011).
Результаты исследования разрушили некоторые мифы, касающиеся
краж со взломом, так например, четыре из пяти раскрытых
преступлений не были незапланированными, напротив, грабители
несколько раз возвращались на место потенциального взлома прежде,
чем вторгнуться в чужой дом.
The information units after the English semi-colon and after ‘instead’ are both
rendered as well-formed separate discourse units, each with their own discourse
markers, but these potential sentences are unreasonably jammed into one formal
structure.
The difference is even more striking with the feature subconj1R (whether the
next token is a subordinate conjunction or its equivalent). When this feature
takes the ‘True’ value, the ratio of false positives is close to 50%. It means that
the model expects to observe more sentences that start with a subordinate con-
junction (e.g., затем ‘then’ or если ‘if’) than is the case with the learner transla-
tions. It seems to speak in favour of the normalisation hypothesis in translation.
Traditional stylistics frowns upon starting a sentence with a subordinate con-
junction and translators are opposed to using these less standard opportunities
of the language system, which leads to a flatter, less varied expression typical for
translations and to lower frequencies of more peripheral elements in them.
Note that our specific interest to false positives is also rooted in the expecta-
tions from our previous research Kutuzov & Kunilovskaya (2015), which showed
that sentence length in translations is significantly higher than in non-translated
texts (from the same sub-corpora). Our belief was that an algorithm like the one
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reported here should return more false positives for longer sentences, especially
as sentence length is among the best predictors in both models. The experiment
indeed shows that there is a strong (0.72) exponential correlation between sen-
tence length in characters and the number of false positives; for false negatives
this correlation is even higher and reaches the value of 0.8. Thus, statistical mod-
elling approach seems to support the observation that (learner) translations tend
to over-use long sentences and this leads to a ‘foreign’ flavour of the produced
texts. In the future, we plan to conduct a more thorough investigation into how
and why error rate increases in correlation with sentence length.
Such analysis can be easily made more granular and multi-factorial: we can
test for correlation between sets of features and non-standard language usage.
For example, after ranking patterns pos+pos1R by the probability of false neg-
atives, the sequence SPRO+CONJ (non-nominative pronoun followed by con-
junction) is found on top of the list, with the model failing to predict sentence
boundary in almost 10% of its occurrences. Examples of such contexts include
sequences like ‘которые попадаются у него на пути или похожи на них. И
такие поступки бросают…’7 (boundary token is given in bold). It seems that
when preceded by a non-nominative pronoun, such a sentence start is rather un-
natural: if the first sentence instead ends in a nominative pronoun, the model
makes mistakes in less than 2% of such cases. As expected, there are no false
positives for both of these patterns.
Another interesting pattern is pos1L+pos. The top of the list is dominated by
patterns likeV_SPRONOM,VFIN_SPRO,V_SPRO (pronouns preceded by verbs)
and PR_SPRO (pronouns preceded by prepositions). 5-6 % of all their instances
produce false negative results. This can be explained by English-based interfer-
ence: typical English sentences ending in non-rhematic (prepositional) phrases
get diligently copied into Russian translations. See the following examples 4 - 7
of sentence ends:
(4) …until you can clearly define and understand what is being conveyed you
cannot hope to translate it.
…пока вы не можете ясно определить и понять то, что имеется в
виду, не надейтесь перевести это. (V_SPRONOM)
(5) …with which he identified himself.
..с которыми он ассоциировал себя. (VFIN_SPRO)
7 …which are on his way or similar to them. And such actions make…
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(6) …even sometimes obliging a Great Power to tail along after him.
…иногда даже заставляющим великие державы подчиняться ему.
(V_SPRO)
(7) It was the end of books for me.
Книги перестали существовать для меня. (PR_SPRO)
In all these cases putting the rhematic verb in the end of the sentence, after the
pronoun, would sound much more natural and close to a native text. Such cases
of translationese are detected by our approach: the model trained on the native
corpus ‘stumbles’ at these sequences and rejects to acknowledge that this is the
end of the sentence. Thus, this is another example of morphosyntactic feature
sets that are perceived by a native speaker as somewhat unnatural, and that are
computationally detectable in our approach.
There is one pos+pos1R pattern inwhich the ratio of false positives exceeds the
average over the corpus, comprising more than 6% of all errors. It is S+ADVPRO
(non-nominative noun followed by an adverbial pronoun). False positives in this
pattern are often due to translators’ punctuation errors. For example, in the frag-
ment ‘морского побережья, открытых земель, мест обитания и мест куда
художники и обычные люди могли бы’8 it would be correct in Russian to insert
a comma after ‘мест’. Without it the model supposes a sentence boundary (per-
haps, the lack of finite verbs in this sentence is another reason for the wrong
prediction).
We have also detected the tendency for learner translators to overuse pro-
nouns, such as это ‘this, it’ and здесь ‘here’, так ‘so’ at the end of the sentence,
which can be the English source text ‘shining through’.
Given above are only some examples of ‘translationese’ discovered by our ap-
proach; in fact, this list can be continued and expanded. It is, however, already
clear that a researcher can draw numerous insights analysing the output of an
algorithm modelling ‘native speaker’ (in our case, an author of a non-translated
text) applied to translations. For example, one can find translations which are
most different from native text by simply calculating the density of model mis-
takes in the given documents. Interestingly, in our material, such procedure re-
vealed several student translations which, upon manual inspection, were obvi-
ously produced by machine translation (students cheated).
We emphasize that these differences in the structure of native and translated
texts are not always the sign of ‘lower quality’ of the latter. Differences can be
caused by one of translation universals (see example with normalization above)
8 …of seaside, open lands, habitats and places where artists and common people could…
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and do not necessarily negatively impact the language of translation. However,
detecting ‘syntactic translationese’ can still be helpful in many settings.
At the same time, manual error analysis brought to our attention several issues
with the model design to be addressed in future work. First of all, the model does
not distinguish between different punctuation signs, and fails to recognize sen-
tence boundaries before inverted commas opening a sentence; a lot of mistakes
come from inverted commas used to set off trademarks, titles and some proper
names.
Much noise comes from the binary features that involved multiword discourse
markers, which were considered as one lexical unit. The latter proved to be some-
times homonymous to nominal phrases with preposition, and this led to unrea-
sonable predictions. To be a truly reliable feature, these elements need to be
disambiguated. Also, some normalization for numbers is needed: as of now, all
numbers written in figures are referred to unknown category, which makes a
good deal of instances less usable.
We believe that the model would benefit from adding at least several lexical
features as strings. As stated above, for now we excluded all string features be-
cause of computational complexity and their high dependency on semantics of
the utterance. However, a number of words typically accompanying sentence
boundaries can be selected and employed.
Thus, our future work in this area should include attempts to decrease the
noise in the output through more thoughtful formatting and add new and better-
motivated features to the corpora representation, including syntactic ones.
6 Conclusion
The work described above is an attempt to apply multi-factorial statistical analy-
sis to study a variant of the Russian language instantiated in learner translations.
We trained machine learning models that detect cases of dissonance between
translated and non-translated texts based on a set of formal and morphological
features and sentence properties. The approach is tested on traditional for this
task monolingual corpora (the reference corpus of non-translated Russian texts
and a corpus of comparable learner translations from English into Russian).
Differences between translated and non-translated texts are detected with ref-
erence to sentence boundaries, an important structural event, which serves here
as a comparability factor. We hypothesize that sentence boundaries in the two
corpora are dissimilar in terms of their morphosyntactic environments, and sup-
port this claim with empirical evidence.
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We analysed variation in sentence patterns between learner-translated and
non-translated Russian mass-media texts on the basis of surface and morpho-
syntactic parameters of sentence boundaries context. We employed a slidingwin-
dow of 10 tokens (5 to the left and 5 to the right of a possible sentence boundary)
and their associated features to train a classifier which tries to predict whether
the current token is the end of the sentence or not. The trained model was then
applied to translated texts to find out differences in typical sentence boundaries
patterns.
In our experiments, the model trained on the native texts served as a ‘mechan-
ical intelligence’ representing an average native speaker of Russian making deci-
sions about whether the sentence is going to end in this particular position or not.
Comparing this models’ decisionswith real sentence boundaries in the translated
texts allowed to automatically reveal several repeating patterns of features, fre-
quently pointing at cases of ‘translationese’ typical for learner translators. Thus,
this two-step methodology proved fruitful for our aims.
In the future we plan to enrich it with higher-level indicators, such as syntactic
dependencies, anaphoric and co-referential chains, semantic data or, maybe, dis-
course relations, to build up knowledge about sentence boundary as a discourse
structural event. Meanwhile, our approach makes it possible to detect sentence
boundaries atypical for native texts. This is another step towards an automatic
translationese spotter, widely sought in the field of computational translation
studies.
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Cohesion and translation variation:




In this study, we analyse cohesion in human and machine translations that we
call ‘translation varieties’ as defined by Lapshinova-Koltunski (2017) – translation
types differing in the translation methods involved. We expect variation in the
distribution of different cohesive devices which occur in translations. Variation in
translation can be caused by different factors, e.g. by systemic contrasts or ambigu-
ities in both source and target languages. It is known that variation in English-to-
German translations depends on devices of cohesion involved. We extract quantita-
tive evidence for cohesive devices from a corpus and analyse themwith descriptive
techniques to see where the differences lie. We include not only English-German
translation into our analyses, but also also English and German non-translated
texts, representing the source and the target language. Similarities and differences
between translated and non-translated texts could provide us with the information
on the original of this variation, which might be caused by translationese features.
1 Introduction
This contribution is aimed at the analysis of cohesion in multilingual texts, fo-
cussing on variation of cohesive features influenced by different dimensions, i.e.
text production type (original vs. translation), translation method involved (man-
ual vs. automatic), as well as systemic contrasts between source and target lan-
guages. We know from various studies that translations differ from originals,
if various linguistic properties are taken into account (Baker 1995; Teich 2003;
Ekaterina Lapshinova-Koltunski. 2017. Cohesion and translation variation: Corpus-
based analysis of translation varieties. In Katrin Menzel, Ekaterina Lapshinova-
Koltunski & Kerstin Kunz (eds.), New perspectives on cohesion and coherence, 95–118.
Berlin: Language Science Press. DOI:10.5281/zenodo.814468
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Hansen-Schirra, Neumann & Steiner 2012: and others). These properties of trans-
lations distinguishing them from non-translated texts are called translationese1.
In our own studies, i.e. Lapshinova-Koltunski (2015b) and Lapshinova-Koltunski
(2015a), we have shown that translations, regardless of the method they were
produced with, are different from their source texts and from the comparable
originals in the target language. In the latter work (Lapshinova-Koltunski 2015a),
we used a set of cohesive features and explorative statistical techniques (auto-
matic classification and correspondence analysis) to discover these differences.
In this work, we are using the same set of features, applying descriptive meth-
ods which are appropriate for a detailed analysis, zooming into concrete features,
such as reference, conjunctive relations and general nouns, as well as their sub-
types. This method is supposed to help us to directly compare the differences
that we discovered in our previous analyses, and to possibly find out the reasons
for the observed variation. Thus, we explicitly compare the feature values and
their frequency changes in German and English non-translated texts, as well as
human and machine translations from English into German.
Our previous results have also shown that we are not able to discover con-
siderable differences between human and machine translation (MT) in terms of
cohesive features if we look at the entire set of features at once. However, we are
not convinced that the quality of machine-translated texts can be comparable to
that of human-translated ones. For instance, as shown in the examples (1), (2)
and (3) ((2) was translated with Google translate and (3) was translated by a hu-
man), ambiguities cannot be resolved. And in general, translation of coreference
and other cohesive devices is poor.
(1) Alte Mönchsregel: Wenn deine Augen eine Frau erblicken, schlage sie
nieder.
(2) Ancient monastic rule: When your eyes behold a woman, beat her down.
(3) Ancient monastic rule: When your eyes behold a woman, cast them
down.
Although considerable research aimed at enhancing machine-translated texts
with textual properties achieved positive results in the recent years, see Web-
ber et al. (2013), Hardmeier (2014) or Meyer, Hajlaoui & Popescu-Belis (2015),
document-wide properties of automatically translated texts in terms of coher-
ence still require improvement, as translation models are induced from stand-
alone pairs of sentences. Moreover, target language models approximate the
1 The term was invoked by Gellerstam (1986).
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target language on the string level only, whereas target texts have properties
that go beyond those of their individual sentences and that reveal themselves
in the frequency and distribution of more abstract categories. Here we mean a
certain type of a pronoun or its function instead of the pronoun itself. A more ab-
stract category of the pronouns he and his would be personal head or personal
modifier, and for the pronoun this – demonstrative head or demonstrative
modifier, depending on the context of its occurrence.
We apply corpus-based methods to analyse frequencies and distributions of
such cohesive categories in a multilingual corpus that contains English and Ger-
man originals, as well as multiple translations into German produced with se-
veral methods, including manual and automatic ones. Frequencies of cohesive
devices will be automatically extracted from the corpus on the basis of auto-
matic pre-processing with a part-of-speech tagger. We are aware of possible
errors caused by erroneous tagger output. However, the decision for automatic
identification of categories is justified by the fact that we would like to use the
knowledge for machine translation, which requires categories that can be anno-
tated automatically with reasonable accuracy. So, we rely on the accuracies of
the state-of-the-art tools at hand. The distributions of these categories will then
be analysed in originals and translations, as well as in human and machine trans-
lations. We will also pay attention to differences between original English and
German, as theywill serve as a kind of baseline for identifying shining through
and normalisation – translationese features resulting from the language con-
trast between source and target languages.
The obtained information on the differences will be valuable for translation
and language contrast studies, and may also find application in multilingual nat-
ural language processing (NLP), especially in MT.
2 Theoretical issues and related work
2.1 Cohesion and cohesive devices
Cohesion refers to the text-internal relationship of linguistic elements that are
overtly linked via lexico-grammatical devices across sentences to be understood
as a text, and occurs where the interpretation of some element in the text is
dependent on that of another (Halliday & Hasan 1976). Cohesion is related to
coherence, whose recognition in a text is more subjective. It involves text- and
reader-based features, and refers to illocutionary relations within a discourse.
Coherence is the logical flow of interrelated ideas in a text. According to Halli-
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day & Hasan (1976), what distinguishes cohesive relations from other semantic
relations is that the lexico-grammatical resources trigger relations that transcend
the boundaries of the clause.
The lexico-grammatical devices linking elements in a text and triggering se-
mantic relationships are called cohesive devices. They include personal and
demonstrative pronouns and modifiers, substitute forms, elliptical constructions
and conjunctions, or lexical devices such as nouns, adjectives and verbs. We will
concentrate on two main types of devices: coreference and conjunction, which
represent explicit linguistic devices signalling particular conceptual relations to
linguistic elements in other text parts (see Halliday & Hasan 1976; Halliday &
Matthiessen 2013). These devices are grammar-driven, as most of their items
belong to a closed class of functional items.
Coreference and conjunction differ in the conceptual relations that they trig-
ger. Whereas coreference expresses identity to a referent mentioned in another
textual part, conjunctions indicate logico-semantic relations between referents,
and do not have antecedents, as they do not refer themselves (see Lapshinova-
Koltunski & Kunz 2014; Kunz & Lapshinova-Koltunski 2015).
Halliday & Hasan (1976) distinguish three types of coreference: personal, ex-
pressed with personal pronouns, possessives and modifiers, as in example (4),
demonstrative, expressed by demonstrative pronouns, definite articles, local
and temporal adverbs, as well as pronominal adverbs, see example (5), and com-
parative, expressed by adjectives and adverbs of comparison, as in (6).
(4) Young men on the roof tops changed their tune; spit and fiddled with the
mouthpiece for a while and when [they] put it back in and blew out their
cheeks it was just like the light of that day, pure and steady and kind of
kind.
(5) But no woman ever tried to humiliate him before, to his knowledge, and
Fevvers has both tried and succeeded. [This] has set up a conflict
between his own hitherto impregnable sense of self-esteem and the lack
of esteem with which the woman treats him.
(6) Sandy beaches, water sports and activities, evening entertainment and a
variety of restaurants make this an ideal base for an active holiday. For a
[quieter] and [more relaxing] time or perhaps a walking holiday, go
further west…
As the category of comparative reference is semantically distinct from the first
two types (it evokes the relation of similarity or comparison, and not identity, cf.
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Halliday & Matthiessen (2004)), we will exclude it from our analysis. Yet, we in-
clude another device related to coreference – general nouns. This category is
mostly referred to as lexical cohesion, as general nouns are lexical items. How-
ever, most of them are cases of abstract anaphora (see Zinsmeister, Dipper &
Seiss 2012), or extended reference, and should be, therefore, classified as corefer-
ence. In example (7), this assumption does not refer to a nominal phrase, but to a
clause in the previous sentence. This noun conceptually outlines complex pieces
of information, and could also be replaced by the demonstrative pronoun this.
(7) It is only logical to think that if some choice is good, more is better; people
who care about having infinite options will benefit from them, and those
who do not always just ignore the 273 versions of cereal they have never
tried. Yet recent research strongly suggests that, psychologically, [this
assumption] is wrong.
Following Halliday & Hasan (1976), we also distinguish five categories of con-
junctive devices classified according to the semantic relations they convey: 1)
additive – relation of addition, e.g. and, in addition, furthermore; 2) adversative
– relation of contrast/alternative, such as but, by contrast, though; 3) causal –
relation of causality or dependence, such as because, that is why, therefore; 4)
temporal – temporal relation (afterwards, at the same time); and 5) modal – in-
terpersonal and pragmatic relation (unfortunately, surely, of course). Most gram-
mars do not include devices of the latter category, which is, however, an impor-
tant component of a meaningful discourse, as events are connected by speaker’s
evaluation. Halliday & Hasan (1976) call them ‘continuatives’.
2.2 Cohesion in contrastive studies and translation
Cohesion and coherence have been analysed in a number of works on language
contrasts dealing with English and German, in which corpus-based methods
have become increasingly popular in recent years. However, most multilingual
studies are still concerned with individual cohesive devices in particular regis-
ters, see Bührig & House (2004) for selected cohesive conjunctions or adverbs in
prepared speeches, Zinsmeister, Dipper & Seiss (2012) for abstract anaphora in
parliament debates, and Taboada & Gómez-González (2012) for particular coher-
ence relations in a number of different registers. The latter, however, considers
also variation in spoken and written language. The authors state that the dif-
ferences between spoken and written dimensions are more prominent than be-
tween languages. Kunz & Lapshinova-Koltunski (2015) and Kunz et al. (2017) also
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show discrepancy between spoken and written texts, and demonstrate that the
distributions of different cohesive devices are register-dependent. The authors
show this for a number of cohesive phenomena, analysing structural and func-
tional subtypes of coreference, substitution, discourse connectives, and ellipsis.
Their dataset includes several registers, and they are able to identify contrasts
and commonalities across languages and registers with respect to the subtypes
of all cohesive devices under analysis, showing that these languages differ in
the degree of variation between individual registers. Moreover, there is more
variation in the realisation of cohesive devices in German than in English. The
authors attested the main differences in terms of preferred meaning relations: a
preference for explicitly realising logico-semantic relations by conjunctions and
a tendency to realise relations of identity by coreference. Interestingly, similar
meaning relations are realised by different subtypes of discourse phenomena in
different languages and registers.
Cross-lingual contrasts stated on the basis of non-translated data are also of
great importance for translation. Kunz et al. (2017) suggest preferred translation
strategies on the basis of contrastive interpretations for the results of their quan-
titative analysis, which show that language contrasts are even more pronounced
if we compare languages within each register. These contrasts exist in the fea-
tures used for creating cohesive relations. Therefore, they suggest that, when
translating popular science texts from English into German, translators should
use linguistic means expressing cohesive relations more extensively. Overall,
they claim that translators should use more explicit devices translating from En-
glish into German. For instance, demonstrative pronouns should be used more
often instead of personal pronouns: dies/das (“this”) instead of es (“it”). The op-
posite translation strategies are used when translating from German to English.
However, studies of translated language show that translators do not necessarily
apply such strategies. Zinsmeister, Dipper & Seiss (2012) demonstrate that trans-
lations in general tend to preserve the categories, functions and positions of the
source language anaphoras, which results in shining through of the source
language preferences (Teich 2003) – in both translation directions. Additionally,
due to the tendency to explicate textual relations, translators tend to use more
nominal coreference instead of pronominal coreference. Explicitation – the
tendency of translations to be more explicit than their sources (Vinay & Darbel-
net 1958; Blum-Kulka 1986) – along with shining through, belong to the charac-
teristics of translated texts caused by peculiarities of translation process. This
translation property forms the focus of studies on the usage of discourse connec-
tives in both manual and automatic translation (see Becher 2011; Bisiada 2014;
Meyer & Webber 2013; Li, Carpuat & Nenkova 2014b). Becher (2011) analyses ad-
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ditions (explicitation) and omissions (implicitation) of conjunctive adverbials
in business texts, focussing on both English-to-German and German-to-English
translations. The author observes more explicitation in the translation direction
English-to-German than in the other direction. On the one hand, this is caused
by the fact that German has a richer inventory of linguistic triggers for this type
of relations (see Becher 2011; Kunz & Lapshinova-Koltunski 2014). But on the
other, this is also due to translation properties: they tend towards splitting up
information that is presented in one sentence in the source text into two sen-
tences in the target text. This was confirmed by a number of studies (such as
Fabricius-Hansen 1999; Doherty 2004; Bisiada 2014). The latter demonstrates
that sentence-splitting is a frequent strategy when translating from English into
German.
We show that both human andmachine translations fromEnglish intoGerman
differ from their source texts, and also from the comparable German originals,
if cohesion and other discourse features are considered (Lapshinova-Koltunski
2015a) . This coincides with one of the features definedwithin the studies of trans-
lationese (see Gellerstam 1986; Baker 1993). According to these studies, transla-
tions have their own specific features distinguishing them from the source texts
and comparable originals in the target language. One of the features distinguish-
ing them from non-translated texts is levelling out or convergence (Laviosa-
Braithwaite 2002) – individual translated texts are more alike than individual
non-translated texts. According to Laviosa-Braithwaite (2002), this implies a rel-
atively higher level of homogeneity of translated texts with regard to their own
scores in contrast to originals, which would also mean that variation across these
texts should be lower than across non-translated ones. As already mentioned
above, we believe that translation features are partly effected by the source or
the target language involved. Shining through, which was mentioned earlier
in this section, is one of these features, and means that we can observe certain
features of the source texts in translations. At the same time, we can have an op-
posite effect, called (over-)normalisation – a tendency to exaggerate features
of the target language and to conform to its typical patterns.
2.3 Cohesion in human and machine translations
Differences between human and machine translation in terms of cohesive fea-
tures have been demonstrated in a number of studies that try to incorporate
cohesion-related properties into MT, or use them for MT evaluation.
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Li, Carpuat & Nenkova (2014a) show in their experiments that discourse us-
age may affect machine translation between some language pairs for particular
logico-semantic relations. Mascarell et al. (2014) compare translations of Ger-
man nominal compounds into English, presenting a system that helps to consis-
tently translate coreference via compounds. Guillou (2013) compares lexical con-
sistency (as a part of lexical cohesion) in human and machine translation. Meyer
&Webber (2013) analyse explicitation and implicitation of discourse connectives
in translation, comparing the occurrence of these phenomena in human and ma-
chine translations. Hardmeier (2012), Guillou (2012) and Hardmeier (2014) anal-
yse translation of pronominal anaphora in statistical machine translation, trying
to improve performance of their systems.
Most of these studies use human translations as references for evaluating ma-
chine ones, whereas direct comparison is carried out in a few cases only. In
our own study (Lapshinova-Koltunski 2015a), we compare human and machine
translations with each other, and also with comparable source and target texts,
analysing a set of cohesive features and their distributions across texts. However,
we were not able to show where the differences between human- and machine-
translated texts lie, as the observed variation seemed to be more influenced by
register than by translation method.
Therefore, in this study, we do not pay attention to the registers that a given
text belongs to, and analyse translations applying univariate techniques, assum-
ing that this would allow us to directly observe differences between not only




In our analysis we will address several questions related to cohesive devices in
English-to-German translations, involving contrastive aspects. These questions
are based on the assumptions discussed in relevant works that we described in
Section 2 above. We group these questions into three groups: cohesiveness (over-
all degree of cohesive elements), semantic relations (type of relation used) and
variation (variance in data distributions), structuring our analysis (Section 4) ac-
cording to these.
1. Cohesiveness
a) How cohesive are the texts in our data?
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b) Are there any differences in the degree of cohesion between trans-
lated and non-translated texts, and between different translationmeth-
ods?
2. Semantic relations
a) Which semantic relations are preferred over others?
b) Are these preferences language- or production-type-related?
3. Variation
a) Is there any influence of language variation onto translations result-
ing in Shining through/Normalisation?
b) What are the differences between languages, and between translated
and non-translated texts in terms of cohesive devices?
3.2 Data
Our corpus data contains both English-German translations texts and non-trans-
lated comparable texts in English and German. English originals (EO, source
texts) and German originals (GO, comparable texts in the target language) were
extracted fromCroCo (Hansen-Schirra, Neumann& Steiner 2012). German trans-
lations represent multiple translations of EO, and originate from the VARTRA
corpus (Lapshinova-Koltunski 2013). Theywere produced bothmanually (human
translations) and automatically (machine translations). Human translations were
produced by both novice and professional translators. Machine-translated texts
were produced with different systems: one trained on a small parallel corpus
within a restricted domain, and the other one was trained with a huge amount
of unknown data2.
Thewhole dataset totals 406 texts which cover seven registers: political essays,
fictional texts, instruction manuals, popular-scientific articles, letters to share-
holders, prepared political speeches, and tourism leaflets. The decision to include
this wide range of registers is justified by the need for heterogeneous data for
our experiment (as variation is often register-dependent, see Section 2.2 above).
However, in this study, we do not take register variation into account. The total
number of words comprises ca. 800.000 tokens. We annotate all texts in the
corpus with information on word, lemma, part-of-speech, chunk and sentence
boundaries with the help of the TreeTagger tools (Schmid 1994).




As already mentioned in Section 2.1 above, we concentrate on the analysis of two
major categories of cohesive devices: coreference and conjunction. We present
these categories in Table 1.
Table 1: Features under analysis
device type realisation
pers.pronoun he/er, she/sie, they/sie, her/ihr, his/sein,
their/ihr, it/es
coreference dem.pron this/dies/das, that/jenes, this/diese(r/s),
that/jene(r/s),




additive and/und, for example/zum Beispiel
adversative however/allerdings, in contrast/im Gegensatz
conjunction causal that is why/weshalb, therefore/deswegen
temporal then/dann, first/erstens
modal interestingly/interessanterweise, of course/
natürlich
The first column denotes the category, the second represents their subtypes,
and the third illustrates their linguistic realisations (operationalisations) in both
English and German. For the extraction of the frequencies of these feature pat-
terns, we use CQP, a corpus query tool (Evert 2005), allowing definition of lan-
guage patterns in form of regular expressions. These expressions can integrate
string, part-of-speech and chunk tags, as well as further constraints, e.g. position
in a sentence.
In Table 2, we show examples of the queries for the extraction of personal pro-
nouns (query 1), demonstratives (query 2) and conjunctions (query 3). Queries 1
and 2 contain part-of-speech restrictions only. To further classify them accord-
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ing to their functions (modifier vs. head), we use additional queries with such
restrictions as (a) position: before a noun phrase⇒modifier vs. no noun phrase
following⇒ head (b) lexical restrictions, especially in case of personal pronouns
( he/him vs. his). Query 3 directly includes lexical restrictions – extracted items
should be members of the predefined lists, i.e. additive or adversative conjunc-
tions. An example of the lists is given in Table 3.
Table 2: Examples of queries and extracted examples
QP query example of extracted pattern
1 [pos=”PP.*”] sie, ihr, es…
2 [pos=”PD.*”] dies/das, jenes, diese(r/s)…
3 [lemma=RE($additive)] darüber hinaus, im Weiteren…























For the extraction of general nouns, we use queries containing morpho-syn-
tactic restriction such as the one shown in Table 4. We assume that only general
nouns within definite noun phrases are cohesive (cf. this assumption in example
7 above). Line 1 in Table 4 allows for a definite article. Alternatively, it can be a
demonstrative modifier (defined in line 2). The noun itself is defined with lines 3
and 4, where line 3 specifies the part of speech of the searched element, and line
4 redirects the query to the list of predefined lexical items.
Table 4: Example of a query for general nouns
QP query explanation
1 [pos=”ART”&lemma=”d_art”]| a definite article OR
2 [pos=”PDS|PDA.*”] a demonstrative modifier
3 [pos=”NN.*”& followed by a noun
4 lemma=RE($general)] whose lemma is a member of predefined list
We illustrate the list of predefined general nouns with an excerpt in Table 5.
Table 5: An excerpt from a query containing a list of general nouns
Part of QP query
[pos=”ART”&lemma=”account(.*|s)| action(.*|s)| advantag(e|es)| advice|
debate(.*|s)| decision(.*|s)| definition(.*|s)| description(.*|s)| discussion(.*|s)|
hypothes(i|e)s| idea(.*|s)| issue(.*|s)| matter(.*|s)| message(.*|s)| method(.*|s)|
notion(.*|s)| object(.*|s)| observation(.*|s)| opinion(.*|s)| possibilit(y|ies)|
problem(.*|s)| scenario(.*|s)|…
With the help of such queries, we collect distributional information on fre-
quencies of cohesive devices per text, and also per subcorpus (e.g. representing
a translation variety).
3.4 Methods
For our analysis, a number of visualisation and statistical techniques are applied
to investigate the distributional characteristics of subcorpora in terms of occur-
rences of cohesive devices, described in Section 3.3 above. These descriptive tech-
niques will allow us to observe and explore differences between groups of texts
and subcorpora under analysis.
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We use both parametric and non-parametric tests. The latter, also called dis-
tribution-free tests, do not assume that your data follow a specific distribution.
We use box plots, which are non-parametric, to see if there are any differences
between the subcorpora under analysis in terms of the overall cohesiveness (Sec-
tion 4.1). They display variation in samples of a statistical population without
making any assumptions about the underlying distributed data (e.g. that it is
normally distributed). Box plots are median-oriented graphics used to visualise
a summary of the distribution underlying a particular sample. They conveniently
depict groups of numerical data through their quartiles (the three points that di-
vide the data set into four equal groups, each group comprising a quarter of the
data). Box plots have lines extending vertically from the boxes (whiskers), which
indicate variability outside the upper and lower quartiles. We use notched box
plots to reveal if the differences between variables under analysis are significant.
According to Chambers et al. (1983), if two boxes’ notches overlap in the box
plot, then there is no ‘strong evidence’ that their medians differ. Alternatively,
the difference between the medians could be described as statistically significant
at the 0.05 level3.
Turning to the analysis of concrete features, i.e. semantic relations and those
of identity, we use bar plots and line charts for visualisation.
Bar plots present grouped data with rectangular bars to show comparisons
among categories. The lengths of the bars is proportional to the values that they
represent. One axis of the chart shows the specific categories being compared,
and the other axis represents a discrete value. We use bar plots for the visuali-
sation, when not more than two features are involved, e.g. relations of identity
vs. logico-semantic ones (Section 4.2), or for the subcategories of the identity
relations (Section 4.3.2).
Line plots are used to show frequency of data along a number line. They con-
nect data points of a continuous dependent variable across the levels of an inde-
pendent variable, illustrating differences across the subcorpora. If the lines are
horizontal, there is no difference between the measures compared. Conversely,
if there is a slope in the shape of the lines, the subcorpora under analysis show
a difference. We use line charts for the analysis of differences based on the dis-
tribution of logico-semantic relations, since we have more than two variables at
once.
In addition, we apply significance tests to test if the observed differences are
significant. For this, we calculate the p-value, which indicates the probability
of error or chance in the correlation in our data. The default p-value for the
3 p-value of 0.05, which is commonly used as a bias for significance measure.
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difference to be seen as significant is 0.05. So, if the p-value is lower than or
equals to 0.05, the probability that the difference between our variables is due
to error or chance is lower than or equals to 0.05, so the difference is significant.
For the calculation of p-value, we use Pearson’s chi-square test and Student’s
t-test (Baayen 2008) depending on the number of variables in the test set under
analysis.
In the following section, we discuss the findings for each of the questions
raised at the beginning of Section 3 above.
4 Analyses
4.1 Overall cohesiveness
We measure the overall cohesiveness of the text in our data as the proportion
of cohesive tokens (within cohesive features described in 3.3 above) in the total
number of tokens per text. Table 6 gives an overview of the minimum, maximum
and median values in the four subcorpora under analysis.
Table 6: Overall cohesiveness of EO, GO and translations
HU MT EO GO
min. 9.78 10.05 9.86 7.95
max. 28.96 27.94 27.57 24.94
median 16.33 15.85 17.44 17.42
As seen from the table, the English and German originals seem to be similar
(if the median values are taken into account) in terms of the overall cohesiveness.
This contradicts the findings by (Kunz et al. 2017: 22), who observe more cohe-
sive devices in the German texts than in the English ones in their data. On the
one hand, the discrepancy in the results can be explained by the definition of the
features under analysis. While we use automatically induced cohesive devices,
Kunz et al. (forthcoming) operate with manually annotated data. On the other
hand, we believe that the cohesiveness values can strongly depend on the texts
in a dataset, i.e. cross-lingual cohesiveness in Kunz et al. (forthcoming) varies
depending on the text registers involved: it is higher for English, if fictional texts
and those published on corporate websites are considered. The influence of text
variability is also reflected in the minimum and maximum values in the subcor-
pora, see Table 6, with German originals revealing the lowest ones. The highest
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maximum value and the lowest minimum value are observed in both translation
varieties. However, they also demonstrate a lower proportion of cohesive items
in terms of the median value, which means that in general, we observe a reduc-
tion of cohesiveness in translation, with machine translation showing the low-
est values. This contradicts the phenomenon of explicitation – tendency to spell
things out rather than leave them implicit. Assuming that cohesive devices help
to explicate coherence relations in a text, we would expect translated texts to be
more cohesive than non-translated ones. However, we believe that in this case,
we would not need to pay attention to all devices taken together, but to distri-
butions of individual phenomena, e.g. conjunctions expressing logico-semantic
relations, or proportion of head vs. modifier functions of pronouns. Moreover, a
direct comparison of concrete source texts vs. target texts is also required.
Overall, the median values in Table 6 suggest that the difference between the
four subcorpora in our data is not big. We test its significance producing boxplots
illustrated in Figure 1. As explained in Section 3.4 above, if two boxes’ notches
do not overlap, we can observe a significant difference between their medians.





Figure 1: Overall cohesiveness of EO, GO and translations
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Analysing notches for the four subcorpora in our data, we see that there is
no significant difference between EO and GO, as well as between HT and MT
in terms of cohesiveness. Translations (especially machine ones) do differ from
non-translated texts, which conforms to the insights from other studies on trans-
lationese.
4.2 Semantic relations
In this section, we analyse the distribution of cohesive relations in our data. We
start by looking at the distributions for the two main categories: devices signal-
ing identity and devices signaling all types of logico-semantic relations taken
together, see Figure 2.



















Figure 2: Logico-semantic and identity relations in EO, GO and trans-
lations
Figure 2 shows that most of the extracted cohesive data in our corpus is rep-
resented by items expressing logico-semantic relations. English texts are char-
acterised by the highest number of logico-semantic devices and the lowest num-
ber of linguistic means expressing identity. This contradicts again the results by
(Kunz et al. 2017: 25). This discrepancy can be explained by the difference in
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the definition of conjunctive devices. Ours also include subjuncts which were
excluded from the analysis described by (Kunz et al. 2017).
Both translation varieties tend to be similar to German texts. Significance
analysis with Pearson’s Chi-squared test confirms this observation. The only sig-
nificant differences (p < 0.05) are observed for the pairs EO vs. HT (p=0.01) and
EO vs. MT (p=0.004).
In terms of specific logico-semantic relations, we observe a preference for ad-
ditive and causal relations in English texts, and for additive and temporal rela-
tions for all texts in German (including translations and originals). In this way,
our results show that preferences for semantic relations observed in our data
are rather language-specific, as translated texts show similarities to comparable
non-translated originals in German.
4.3 Variation
In the following, we concentrate on linguistic means expressing cohesion, and
their variation across subcorpora under analysis.
4.3.1 Logico-semantic relations
We calculate type-token-ratio (TTR) for cohesive expressions of logico-semantic
relations (note that we understand a single occurrence of a conjunctive phrase
as a token in this case), see Table 7.
Table 7: Cohesive types expressing logico-semantic relations
types tokens TTR
HU 340 29669 1.15
MT 266 27411 0.97
EO 180 36904 0.49
GO 592 32709 1.81
Although English texts demonstrate the highest number of cohesive items ex-
pressing logico-semantic relations, they do not contain many types of conjunc-
tive words. This coincides with general observations on English and German vo-
cabulary, as well as our previous findings (Kunz & Lapshinova-Koltunski 2014),
where we also show that the TTR in the German originals exceeds that of the
English ones, thus finding a higher degree of variation in the German data. Not
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surprisingly, both translation varieties reveal a lower degree of variation with a
lower TTR. Significance analysis with the help of Student’s t-Test shows that the
difference between the four subcorpora in terms of TTR is not significant.
Table 8: Ranking of frequent cohesive conjunctions
HT MT GO EO
7601 und 7939 und 7601 und 12031 as
1225 um 1100 oder 1317 auch 898 because
1162 als 1097 um 1120 als 575 since
995 oder 1004 als 942 oder 459 although
844 wie 879 wie 849 wie 237 but
If we take a look at the five most frequent types (see Table 8), we can see that
one main cause for the variance between English and German texts is the high
number of occurrences of as in EO4. Interestingly, the German lists of conjunc-
tions demonstrate discrepancy between non-translated and translated German
(um in translations, and auch in the original German texts). The top three con-
junctions in English also explain the preferences for causal relations that we
observed in Section 4.2 above.
We must admit that application of fully automatic procedures to extract the
data leaves us at the mercy of the tool and the tag set. The TreeTagger does not
distinguish between prepositions and subordinating conjunctions which might
seriously distort the results concerning conjunction. However, we have to accept
these results provided the fact that extractions from all subcorpora under analysis
were performed automatically.
4.3.2 Identity via coreference
For identity relations via pronouns, we compare the distributions of their gram-
matical functions (as a modifier or a head) in all subcorpora under analysis. Fig-
ure 3 illustrates functional preferences for coreference with demonstrative pro-
nouns in English, German, and both translation varieties5.
German texts show the lowest number of modifiers out of all analysed sub-
corpora, whereas both translation varieties demonstrate a declining number of
4 Please note that our list can also contain cases of non-cohesive as, since all features are ex-
tracted with automatic procedures.
5 The numbers are given in % normalised per total number of tokens.
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dem.modifier
dem.head











Figure 3: Functional preferences of demonstrative reference
heads6. At the same time, we find the highest number of modifiers in translations
(with human translation on the top). We assume that this tendency in translation
follows from the process of explicitation (see Section 4.1): modifiers that precede
a noun or a noun phrase are more explicit means for expressing identity relations
than demonstrative pronouns as heads, compare (8) and (9).
(8) Etwas gerät in Bewegung, und diese Bewegung hält an. (“Something gets
set in motion and this motion continues”).
(9) Etwas gerät in Bewegung, und diese hält an. (“Something gets set in
motion and this continues”).
At the same time, it is surprising that translations in our data also demonstrate
the highest number of personal heads, as seen in Figure 4.
Analysing variation in the subcorpora with Pearson’s Chi-squared test, we
find a significant difference between all subcorpora in terms of both personal and
6 Note that we did not take into account pronominal adverbs, e.g. darüber, which also function






















Figure 4: Functional preferences of personal reference
demonstrative reference. The only exception is the distribution of demonstrative
modifiers and heads in both translation varieties: human andmachine translation
apparently do not differ significantly.
In the last step, we compare the type-token-ratio of general nouns. The values
for both translation types turn out to be higher than for non-translated subcor-
pora.
Table 9: General nouns expressing identity relations
types tokens TTR
HT 65 280 23.21
MT 55 191 28.80
GO 99 601 16.47
EO 122 575 21.22
This is surprising, as translations are supposed to have lower TTR than orig-
inals (as stated by Hansen-Schirra, Neumann & Steiner 2012). Apart from that,
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general nouns belong to the most frequent words of the vocabulary. Thus, their
higher number in translations might be an indicator of simplification (tendency
to simplify the language used in translation).
In Table 10, we present the most frequent general nouns occurring in our data.
It is interesting to see that translations share the most frequent general nouns
with both source texts (markedwith light blue) and comparable texts in the target
language (marked with dark blue). We also observe some cases that are common
in both English and German texts (marked with light green), as well as words
shared by translations only (marked with dark green).
Table 10: Most frequent general nouns
HT MT GO EO
Ziel Ziel Frage system
Weise Bereich Ziel area
Bereich Problem Entwicklung information
Grund System Möglichkeit case
Problem Ergebnis Weg result
System Frage Fall message
Veränderung Weise Geschichte story
Weg Schritt Bereich problem
Ding Bericht Prozess thing
Frage Punkt Art point
Interestingly, human translations share the same number of frequent general
nouns with both English and German, whereas machine translations contain
more nouns occurring in the English source texts. This is interpreted as a sign
of stronger shining through in MT. The word Weise shared by both translation
varieties is semantically related to Art (Weise and Art are synonyms), one of the
most frequent general nouns in German originals texts.
5 Conclusion and discussion
In this paper, we have analysed cohesive properties of multilingual texts that
contain both translated and non-translated texts using descriptive techniques.
The results show that these properties vary depending on the languages and text
production types involved. Languages, even such closely related ones as English
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and German, have different preferences in the usage of cohesive devices. The ob-
served variation in translations is also influenced by the method involved. Both
human and machine translations have constellations of cohesive devices differ-
ent from those of their underlying originals, and from comparable non-translated
texts in the target language. Comparing texts in two translation varieties with
original texts in the source or the target language, we found that differences
between the two translation varieties are smaller than between translated and
original texts. This is not surprising, as parallel data used in the MT develop-
ment contains human translations. This intensifies levelling out or convergence.
We observed this tendency for various features, e.g. for the overall cohesiveness
of texts, logico-semantic relations and partly for the relations of identity.
Translations seem to demonstrate explicitation as well, for instance in terms of
grammatical functions of cohesive reference via demonstrative pronouns. At the
same time, we could not find this for all cohesive devices under analysis taken
together. Here, we observed signs of normalisation instead. We could also detect
shining through effects, i.e. in terms of general nouns, especially in machine
translation.
Overall, our results partly coincide with the observation in our previous analy-
ses: for instance, in our study on shallow features (Lapshinova-Koltunski 2015b),
in the one on register-based features (Lapshinova-Koltunski 2017) or the study
in which we used discourse-related feature set (Lapshinova-Koltunski 2015a) but
applied automatic classification techniques.
At the same time, we realise that there are some limitations of our approach,
especially in terms of features under analysis. The frequencies of the cohesive
devices were obtained in a completely automatic annotation and query approach.
Therefore, on the basis of our findings, we cannot conclude that the processes
observed are specific for English and German in general. However, this approach
is sufficient for the analysis of differences between the subcorpora at hand, since
the features were automatically extracted from all of them.
In the future, it would be interesting to see if the differences between trans-
lated and original texts affect perception of the quality of the text as received
by humans, for which experiments involving human judgements are required.
Moreover, we would like to apply the knowledge on the discrepancies in cohe-
sive devices between human and machine translations, as well as between En-
glish and German texts to machine translation, including both MT development
and MT evaluation.
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This paper presents a preliminary study of lexical coherence and cohesion in the
context of multiple languages. We explore two entity-based frameworks in a multi-
lingual setting in an attempt to understand how lexical coherence is realised across
different languages. These frameworks (an entity-grid model and an entity graph
metric) have previously been used for assessing coherence in a monolingual set-
ting. We apply them to a multilingual setting for the first time, assessing whether
entity based coherence frameworks could help ensure lexical coherence in a Ma-
chine Translation context.
1 Introduction
We present an exploratory study which represents our early research on how
lexical coherence is realised in a multilingual context, with a view to identify-
ing patterns that could be later used to improve overall translation quality in
Machine Translation (MT) models.
Ideally a coherent source document when translated properly should result
in a coherent target document. Coherence does vary in how it is achieved in
different languages. Moreover, unlike a human translator, who translates the
document as a whole, in context, ensuring that the translated document is as
coherent as the source document, most MT systems, and particularly Statistical
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Machine Translation (SMT) systems, translate each sentence in isolation, and
have no notion of discourse principles such as coherence and cohesion.
While some research has indicated that MT frameworks are good at lexical co-
hesion (Carpuat & Simard 2012), in that they are consistent, others have reported
different results (Wong & Kit 2012), since MT systems can persist using with a
particular translation which is incorrect. We believe that investigating entity-
based frameworks in a multilingual setting may shed some light on the issue. In
particular, we also hope to ascertain whether they help in the disambiguation
of lexical entities, where in an MT setting the translation of a particular source
word, e.g. ‘bank’ in English, could be translated as either ‘la rive’ or ‘la banque’
in French, depending on the context. Currently most SMT systems determine
which word to use purely based on the probabilities established at training time
(i.e. how frequently ‘bank’ equated to ‘la rive’ and how frequently it equated to
‘la banque’). While, this should be determined by context, the problem is that
most systems translate one sentence at a time, disregarding the wider context.
Greater insight into how multilingual lexical coherence is achieved could lead
to improvements in current translation approaches. This improvement could take
the form of features based on the entity transitions, guiding the lexical choice.
Alternatively, we could use coherence models to select the option which leads to
a higher translation score when reranking results from a decoder.
In the following (Section 2) we describe entity based coherence. We briefly ex-
plain the grid model (Section 3) and the graph one (Section 4). Then we detail our
experimental settings (Section 5) for the two main parts of this research. Firstly
(Section 6), we constructed a multilingual comparative entity-based grid for a
corpus comprising various documents covering three different languages. We
examine whether similar patterns of entity transitions are exhibited, or whether
they varied markedly across languages. Secondly (Section 7), we applied an en-
tity graph in a multilingual context, using the same corpus. We assess whether
this different perspective offers more insight into crosslingual coherence pat-
terns. Our conclusions are set out in Section 8. Our goals are to understand
differences in lexical coherence across languages so that in the future we can es-
tablish whether this can be used as a means of ensuring that the appropriate level
of lexical coherence is transferred from source to machine translated documents.
2 Entity-based coherence
There has been recent work in the area of lexical cohesion in MT (Xiong et al.
2013a,b; Tiedemann 2010; Hardmeier 2012; Carpuat & Simard 2012; Wong & Kit
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2012), as a sub category of coherence, looking at the linguistic elements which
hold a text together. However, there seems to be little work in the wider area of
coherence as a whole. Coherence is indeed a more complex discourse element
to define in the first place. While it does include cohesion, it is wider in terms
of also describing how a text becomes semantically meaningful overall, and how
easy it is for the reader to follow.
Xiong et al. (2013b) focus on ensuring lexical cohesion by reinforcing the choice
of lexical items during decoding. They subsequently compute lexical chains in
the source text (Xiong et al. 2013a), project these onto the target text, and in-
tegrate these into the decoding process with different strategies. This is to try
and ensure that the lexical cohesion, as represented through the choice of lexical
items, is transferred from the source to target text. Tiedemann (2010) attempts to
improve lexical consistency and to adapt statistical models to be more linguisti-
cally sensitive, integrating contextual dependencies bymeans of a dynamic cache
model. Hardmeier (2012) suggests there is not much to be gained by just enforc-
ing consistent vocabulary choice in SMT, since the vocabulary is already fairly
consistent. While there is indeed a case for arguing that MT systems can be more
consistent than human translators for using a set terminology (Carpuat & Simard
2012), that would only be valid for a very narrow field, perhaps a highly techni-
cal domain, and an SMT system trained on exact data. Wong & Kit (2012) study
lexical cohesion as a means of evaluating the quality of MT output at document
level, but in their case the focus is on it as an evaluation metric. Their research
supports the intuition we found, i.e. that human translators intuitively ensure co-
hesion, which in MT output often is represented as direct translations of source
text items that may be inappropriate in the target context. They conclude that
MT needs to learn to use lexical cohesion devices appropriately.
Lexical cohesion is only one aspect of coherence, however much of the work
on computationally determining how lexical cohesion is indicative of coherence
refers to ‘coherence’, therefore we retain the term ‘coherence’ here, as we are
looking at how lexical cohesion contributes to coherence as a whole. In partic-
ular, the focus, or the ‘attentional state’ (Grosz & Sidner 1986) in a discourse is
one major aspect of coherence. Entity-based coherence aims to measure the at-
tentional state, formalised via Centering Theory (Grosz, Weinstein & Joshi 1995)
(more below).
The entity-based approachwas first proposed by Barzilay & Lapata (2005) with
the aim of measuring local coherence in a monolingual setting, focusing on ap-
plications where multiple alternatives of a system output are available, such as
the ranking of alternative automatic text summaries by their coherence degree.
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As detailed by Barzilay & Lapata (2008), the entity-based approach derives from
the theory that entities in a coherent text are distributed in a certain manner, as
identified in various discourse theories, in particular in CenteringTheory (Grosz,
Weinstein & Joshi 1995). This theory holds that coherent texts are characterised
by salient entities in strong grammatical roles, such as subject or object. The
focus of their work (Barzilay & Lapata 2008) was in using this knowledge, via
patterns in terms of prominent syntactic constructions, to distinguish coherent
from non-coherent texts. In our research the focus is on differences in the general
patterns, particularly across languages. As long as a syntactic parser is available,
this approach is fully automatic and avoids human annotation effort. We see
it as a means of extracting additional linguistic information for use in rich fea-
tures to guide lexical selection in MT, as well as potentially in the problem of MT
evaluation.
Previous computational models for assessing coherence have been deployed in
a monolingual setting (Lapata 2005; Barzilay & Lapata 2008; Elsner, Austerweil
& Charniak 2007; Elsner & Charniak 2011; Burstein, Tetreault & Andreyev 2010;
Guinaudeau & Strube 2013). We report on our findings for applying the entity
grid (Section 6) and entity graph (Section 7) to a multilingual setting, using data
and settings as described in Section 5.
Our initial experiments will take all nouns in the document as discourse en-
tities, as recommended by Elsner & Charniak (2011), and investigate how they
are realised crosslingually. The distribution of entities over sentences may vary
from language to language (more on this below). The challenge from anMT point
of view would be to ensure that an entity chain is carried over to from source
to target text, despite differences in syntax and sentence structure, and taking
account of linguistic variations.
3 Entity grid
Entity distribution patterns vary according to text domain, style and genre, which
are all valuable characteristics to capture, and attempt to transfer from source to
target text languages where appropriate. They are constructed by identifying the
discourse entities in the documents under consideration and representing them
in 2D grids whereby each column corresponds to the entity, i.e. noun, being
tracked, and each row represents a particular sentence in the document in order.
An example can be seen in Table 1, where the lines represent consecutive sen-
tences, and the columns (’e1’, etc.) represent different entities. In this example,
’e7’ represents ’Kosovo’, which was repeated in sentences ’s2’, ’s3’ and ’s4’, in the
roles of subject (S), other (X), and subject (S), respectively.
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Table 1: Example of entity grid
e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 e7
s1 - - - - - - -
s2 - - - - - - S
s3 - - - - - - X
s4 - - O - - - S
s5 S - - - - - -
s6 - - - X - - -
Once all occurrences of nouns and the syntactic roles they represent in each
sentence (Subject (S), Object (O), or other (X)) are extracted, an entity tran-
sition is defined as a consecutive occurrence of an entity, with given syntactic
roles. These are computed by examining the grid vertically for each entity. For
example, an ’SS’, a ’Subject-to-Subject’ transition, indicates that an entity occurs
in a subject position in two consecutive sentences. An ’SO’, on the other hand,
indicates that while the entity was in a subject role in one sentence, it became
the object in the subsequent sentence. Probabilities for these transitions can be
easily derived by calculating the frequency of a particular transition divided by
the total number of transitions which occur in that document.
4 Entity graph
Guinaudeau & Strube (2013) projected the entity grid into a graph format, us-
ing a bipartite graph which they claim had the advantage both of avoiding the
data sparsity issues encountered by Barzilay & Lapata (2008) and of achieving
equal performance on measuring overall document coherence without the need
for training. They use it to capture the same entity transition information as the
entity grid experiment, although they only track the occurrence of entities, avoid-
ing the nulls or absences of the other (tracked as ’-’ in the entity grid framework).
Additionally, the graph representation can track cross-sentential references, in-
stead of only those in adjacent sentences (Guinaudeau & Strube 2013).
The graph tracks the presence of all entities, taking all nouns in the docu-
ment as discourse entities, as recommended by Elsner & Charniak (2011), and
connections to the sentences they occur in. The general form of the coherence
score assigned to a document in this approach is shown in Equation 7.1. This is a
centrality measure based on the average outdegree across the N sentences rep-
resented in the document graph. The outdegree of a sentence si, denoted o(si),
is the total weight leaving that sentence, a notion of how connected (or how cen-
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tral) it is. This weight is the sum of the contributions of all edges connecting si















The coherence of a text in this model is measured by calculating the average
outdegree of a projection, so by summing the shared edges (i.e. of entities leaving
a sentence) between two sentences.
They define three types of graph projections: binary, weighted and syntactic.
Binary projections simply record whether two sentences have any entities in
common. Weighted projections take the number of shared entities into account,
rating the projections higher for more shared entities. A syntactic projection
includes syntax information, where syntactic information is used to weight the
importance of the link by calculating an entity in role of subject (S) as a 3, an
entity in role of object (O) as a 2, and other (X) as a 1. These are projected
between any two sentences in the text, as sets of shared entities.
We projected the entity relationships onto a graph-based representation, as
per Guinaudeau & Strube (2013), experimenting in various settings. Our objec-
tive was to assess whether the graph gives us a better appreciation of differences
in entity-based coherence across languages. This representation can encodemore
information than the entity-grid as it spans connections not just between adja-
cent sentences, but among all sentences in the document.
5 Experimental settings
For our multilingual experiments, the entity grid approach was applied to par-
allel texts from the WMT corpus,1 with three languages: English, French, and
German. In particular, we used the test data, comprising news excerpts extracted
over various years. The direction of translation varies for different documents,
as discussed in Section 6. For comparison, we also take the French and English
documents from the LIG corpus (Potet et al. 2012) of French into English trans-
lations. These form a concatenated group of 361 documents, which are news
1 http://www.statmt.org/wmt10/
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excerpts drawn from various WMT years. In all these corpora, translations are
provided by human, professional translators.
French to English is generally regarded as a well performing language pair in
MT, whereas German to English is more error-prone due to compounding, word
order and morphological variations in German. Of particular interest here are
the compound words prevalent in German, and how these affect the entity grid.
To establish general tendencies, entity grids were compiled for three different
sources:
• The newstest2008 datasets in each language comprising 90 parallel docu-
ments.
• The LIG corpus in French and English comprising 361 parallel documents.
In our experiments we used version 3.3.0 of the Stanford Parser2 to identify
the noun phrases in each language. We set the salience at 2, i.e. recording only
entities which occurred more than twice, and derived models with transitions of
length 3 (i.e. over 3 adjacent sentences). We computed the mean of the transition
probabilities, i.e. the probability of a particular transition occurring, over all the
documents.
While previous work for English, a language with a relatively fixedword order,
has found factors such as the grammatical roles associated with the entities affect
local coherence, this varies across languages (Cheung & Penn 2010). Cheung &
Penn (2010) further suggest that topological fields (identifying clausal structure
in terms of the positions of different constituents) are an alternative to grammat-
ical roles in local coherence modelling, for languages such as German, and show
that they are superior to grammatical roles in an ordering experiment.
For this set of experiments we therefore apply a slightly simplified version of
the grid, recording the presence or absence of particular (salient) entities over a
sequence of sentences. In addition to being the first cross-lingual study of the
grid approach, this experiment also aims at examining the robustness of this ap-
proach without a syntactic parser. While the grammatical function may have
been useful as an indicator in the aforementioned work, this does not necessar-
ily hold in a multilingual context. Simply tracking the existence or absence of
entities allows for direct comparison across languages. Indeed, as Filippova &
Strube (2007) reported when applying the entity grid approach to group related
entities and incorporate semantic relatedness, “syntactic information turned out
to have a negative impact on the results”. While Barzilay & Lapata (2008) argued
that “the proposed representation reveals entity transition patterns characteris-
tic of coherent texts”, we would also suggest that these patterns potentially vary
2 http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/corenlp.shtml
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In order to illustrate the differences between the distributions of entity tran-
sitions over the different languages, we computed Jensen-Shannon divergence
scores for French and English, and then German and English, both displayed in
Figure 1.
Paying attention to the scale, it is clear that theGerman and English divergence
is greater overall than the divergence for French and English. For example the
entity transitions which showed the highest variation were XX−, which was
0.045 for the difference between French and English over 0.1 for German and
English, also transition XXX where the difference over the same was 0.02 and
0.08. This indicates that for the German-English pair it was less likely that the
same entity showed up in 3 consecutive sentences than for the French-English
pair.
Table 2: Multilingual entity transitions (mean of 90 documents)
Transition German French English
’XXX’ 0.001445 0.002382 0.000441
’X-X’ 0.006240 0.006917 0.003184
’XX-’ 0.005905 0.008853 0.003130
’-XX’ 0.004142 0.006155 0.001672
While German is more nominal in structure, and one might expect higher
entity transition probabilities in general, these are often compound nouns, which
are then counted separately in our setup. This variancemerits more investigation
to gain a fuller picture of the reasons behind it.
There is a clear pattern across the entity transitions over the three languages
studied. In this instance we are comparing the same texts, on a document by
document basis, so the same genre and style, yet there is a consistent difference
in the probabilities. This would appear to indicate, amongst other things, that the
manner in which lexical coherence is achieved varies from language to language.
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De-En
Fr-En

























[X,X,-] [-,-,-][-,X,X] [-,-,X] [X,X,X] [X,-,-] [X,-,X] [-,X,-]
Figure 1: Jensen-Shannon divergence over distribution of entity transi-
tions (length 3) for German-English and French-English (WMT news-
test2008)
While this is just a preliminary study with a small dataset, this is supported by
other research findings (Lapshinova-Koltunski 2015b).
On closer analysis, it would appear that there are various issues at play. Firstly,
there is the matter of sentence boundaries, which affects the transition probabili-
ties. Across many of the documents in the newstest2008, the French version had
fewer sentences within segments than the corresponding segments in German
or English. This potentially increases the number of transitions from sentence to
sentence. French also exhibited on average fewer entities per document. So the
transitions are more concentrated. Both of these factors potentially account for
some of the higher levels of entity transitions in French over English and German
in the WMT newstest2008 documents.
The tendency in the WMT newstest2008 documents was for English and Ger-
man to have more, shorter sentences. So elements of discourse which were in
one sentence in French were occasionally split over two sentences in German
or English, and thus an entity transition was over two consecutive sentences in
French, but had a sentence between them in the other two languages. As a re-
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sult, the XXX transition count was typically higher for French. Interestingly,
French also exhibited a higher count ofXX− transitions, often over sentences 1
and 2. Of course, we can enforce the constraint of strictly parallel sentences, but
it is interesting to see the natural linguistic variation.
6.2 Linguistic trends
Interestingly, another reason for the variation across languages may be the fact
that in French there is a tendency to use a noun in the plural as well as singular.
For example, in document 37 of the LIG corpus the French used 2 separate entities
where the English had one: ‘inequality’, which occurred at positions: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4,
12, 13, 14, 17, 18, 19, 21, 31, was rendered in French by 2 separate entities: ’inégalités’
at 0, 1, 2, 4, 12, 14, 17, 18, 19, 31 ’l’inégalité’ at 2, 3, 13.
This phenomenon occurred elsewhere too: ‘effort’ in English occurred in the
following sentences of document 24: 8, 9, 10, 11. In French we actually find 3
separate entities used, due to the way the parser dealt with the definite article:
‘l’effort’ at 8, ‘effort’ at 9, 11 and ‘efforts’ at 9, 10. While we can adapt our models
(via lemmatisation) to account for the linguistic variation, it is important that we
appreciate the linguistic variation in the first place, if we are to ensure appropri-
ate lexical coherence.
In addition, sometimes an entity in English is actually rendered as an adjective
in French, and therefore not tracked in the grid, such as document 5, where the
source text, i.e. French, has ‘crises cambiaires’ rendered in the English as ‘cur-
rency crises’, and while ‘currency’ is identified as an entity in English, it is an
adjective in French, thus not identified as an entity. Apart from affecting the tran-
sition probabilities, it would seem that some form of lexical chains is necessary
to fully capture all the necessary lexical information in this multilingual setting.
In the same document, ‘currency’ occurs 8 times as an entity in the English, yet
in the French besides being rendered as an adjective twice, is rendered 4 times as
‘caisse d’émission’ and only once as ‘monnaie’. This is reflected in the fact that
for this document the English had 127 entities where the French had 152.
Another interesting point to note is that in general German exhibited a higher
entity count. This is to be expected, as German is more nominal in structure
than, for example, French. This count is also affected by the amount of compound
verbs in German, and how we decide to model them. Thus, for example, from a
document on cars, the word ‘car’ features as a main entity, but whereas it appears
4 and 6 times in French [‘voiture’ at sentences 6, 8, 23, 31, 32, 33] and English [‘car’
at sentences 5, 7, 22, 31, 32, 33] respectively, in German it only appears twice
[‘Auto’ at sentences 7, 22]. However, ‘car’ is part of a collection of compound
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words in German, such as ‘High-end-auto’ at sentence 31 in the document, [31=X]
and ‘Luxusauto’ at sentence [32=X]. As it occurs in a different form, it is, in this
instance, tracked as a different entity altogether.
Similarly, German exhibited a high ratio of X − X transitions, where an en-
tity skips a sentence, then reoccurs. This is explained by the occurrence of more,
shorter sentences, as described above, and also by the compounding factor. With
shorter sentences there is a greater chance that entities are split between two sen-
tences, where the Frenchmay have had one. This also leads to lower likelihood of
a transition to the next sentence; the transition would instead skip one sentence
(appear asX−X transition instead ofXX− orXXX). Plus a particular entity
may not appear in three consecutive sentences, as it may have done in the French
or English versions, because in the middle sentence it is part of a compound verb.
This illustrates the linguistic differences that need to be taken into account
when examining comparative coherence in a multilingual context. This could
lead to a decision to lemmatise before extracting grids or graphs, but in that case
they are no longer strictly entity grids. We can apply linguistic processing to
make the different grids comparable, but that should be sensitive to the linguistic
variation, as overly processing to make them comparable will lose the natural
expression in a particular language.
6.3 Source language implications
In some cases the quality of the text was also an issue. WMT data (fromwhich the
LIG corpus was also derived) is generated both from texts originally in a given
language, e.g. English, and texts manually translated from other languages (e.g.
Czech) into that language (say English). And in some cases the human translation
of the documents was not particularly good. This was the case for some of the
English documents translated fromCzech in the newstest2008 corpus. This has a
direct influence on the coherence of the text, yet as noted by Cartoni et al. (2011),
often those using this WMT corpus fail to realise the significance of whether a
text is an original or a translation.
What also has to be taken into account is the language of the source text, and
the tendency for it to affect the target text in style, depending on how literal the
translation is.
6.4 Entity realisations
It is interesting to trace how the main entities in a given text are realised across
the languages. See Table 3 where each numbered column represents a sentence
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in that parallel document. We have cut the last few sentences from the table, in
order to fit it in.
Table 3: Occurrences of ’Brown’ in various sentences of parallel docu-
ment (dropping last sentences of document due to spacing)
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
DE x - - x x x - - - - - x - - - x - x
FR x - - x x x - - - - - x - - - x - x
EN x - x - x - - - - - x - - - x - x -
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
DE - x - x - - - - - x - - - - x x - -
FR - x - - x - - - - - x - - - - x x -
EN x - - x - - - - - x - - - - x - -
We can clearly see how the main subject is realised through the document, al-
beit not at identical positions. On occasion, this is affected by differences in sen-
tence breaks. In this case the French and German entities were closely matched
in position at the start of the document, and then the English and German by
the end. However, the point is that in general, there are the same number of
occurrences, as the thread of discourse is traced through each document with
exact positions dependent on sentence breaks. This pattern of occurrences is
valuable information which among other things can potentially be used to im-
prove anaphora resolution in the target text. Centering Theory has been used
(Kehler 1997) to resolve referents by working out the backward looking centre
for a sentence. Thus one of the entities referred to in one sentence may well be
referred to in a subsequent sentence by a reference (Clarke & Lapata 2010). This
study in entity grids has the potential to be useful in this domain too.
7 Multilingual graphs
7.1 Compound splitting
We also analyse the graph framework in a multilingual setting to try and garner
additional insight into variations in coherence patterns in different languages.
The intuition is that this framework could be more informative than the grid as
it spans connections between not just adjacent sentences, but any subsequent
ones.
Our initial experiments take all nouns in the document as discourse entities, as
recommended by Elsner & Charniak (2011), and investigate how the projections
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are realised by lexical items. As discovered during experiments for the entity grid,
the entity spread over sentences may vary from language to language (more on
this below).
We used the weighted projection, which considers the frequencies of the vari-
ous entities in the documents, which we determined was more appropriate than
syntax in a comparative multilingual context. As regards incorporating syntax
for other models, Strube & Hahn (1999) suggests that for freer word-order lan-
guages, “We claim that grammatical role criteria should be replaced by criteria
that reflect the functional information structure of the utterances”. This is partic-
ularly relevant for German. Our intuition is that the weighted projection gives
the best appreciation of the cohesive links between sentences, as it gives a higher
weighting where they are more frequent, unlike the unweighted one which sim-
ply logs the sentences which an entity occurs in.
We used the same WMT dataset as for the grid experiments. The graph coher-
ence scores were computed for all parallel multilingual documents and results
are displayed in Table 4.
Table 4: Number of documents (out of 90) for a given language which
scored the highest among the 3 languages




On closer analysis we encountered the same issue with German compounds
as for the grid, whereby the entities in the German grid were more sparse, and
more discontinuous in nature, due to the fact that compound words accounted
for several entities. To establish just how much difference this was making, we
also tried applying a compound splitter for German3. So for a given entity, we
check if it decomposes into several entities, and if so each is entered separately
in the graph. This resulted in a more uniform coherence score over the 3 lan-
guages. Whereas German had the highest coherence score for only 4 out of the
90 documents when no compound splitter was applied, this figure rose to 17 with
a compound splitter. This is perhaps more meaningful when doing crosslingual
comparisons.
3 http://www.danielnaber.de/jwordsplitter, Licensed under the Apache License
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7.2 Crosslingual similarity
Interestingly, looking at the coherence scores for all 3 languages, they exhibit
remarkably similar graph profiles (Figure 2). As in the documents which result
in a low score for English are similarly low for French and German. So it would
seem that it is possible to assess lexical coherence as judged by this metric in a
crosslingual manner, albeit as one aspect of coherence, not as sufficient to alone
judge the overall coherence of the document. As Tanskanen (2006) point out,
“cohesion may not work in absolutely identical ways in all languages, but the
strategies of forming cohesive relations seem to display considerable similarity
across languages”.
The English documents had the largest proportion of high coherence scores,
scoring highest more often than French or German. This could be a general char-
acteristic that English involves more coherence as expressed via simple entity-
based coherence and that in German coherence is possibly achieved through
othermeans. Lapshinova-Koltunski (2015a) illustrate, that languages tend to vary
in the way they use discourse features.
It certainly supports our findings in the grid experiments, where English had
the highest number of entity transitions. From this it would seem that out of
these three languages, German exhibits the least entity based coherence, while
the highest scores are exhibited by English, followed by French. As Wong & Kit
(2012) note, the lexical cohesion devices have to not only be recognised, but used
appropriately. And this may differ from the source text to the target text.
7.3 Source language implications
As mentioned already, it is important for this data set to realise what the source
language is, and this is marked up on the documents within the WMT data set.
This is relevant because it indicates which languages are original texts and which
are translations. The first 30 documents are originally Hungarian and Czech (so
documents 0-29 in our code). The subsequent 15 ones are originally French (docs
30-44), the next 15 are Spanish (45-59), the next 15 are English (60-74) then Ger-
man (75-90). This is interesting, as we can then see patterns emerging of naturally
coherent texts. It also means that for a number of documents, our French, Ger-
man and English versions are all translations. One point to note is that ideally
this should be extended over an additional corpus, to gain more data, as other-
wise we just have 15 texts of each original language. In the meantime, we can
see from Table 5 how these affect the scores assigned under this metric. While it
is tempting to consider whether having an original German text means that the
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Figure 2: Multilingual graph coherence scores, displaying the score (y-
axis) for each document (x-axis)
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coherence is higher for German and more evenly scoring in general, or whether
an English source text results in less coherence for the German, the number of
documents in this preliminary work are not representative enough. This could
be worthwhile pursuing as a corpus study, however.
Table 5: Breakdown of highest scoring documents
French highest English highest German highest
French original (docs 30-44) 3 8 4
English original (docs 60-74) 6 8 1
German original (docs 75-90) 4 6 5
Although the projection score is normalised in that the sum of projections
is multiplied by 1/N where N is the number of sentences, there is an inevitable
bias in favour of longer documents, for example, document 65 in our experiment
using the WMT data has only 3 sentences, and reads as a coherent one, yet due
to the shortness has a low score.
Yet document 29, by comparison, scores a high score yet reads incoherently -
it is originally Czech, and the translation is clumsy in parts. The high score is
due to repetition of words like ‘millions’, ‘krona’ or ‘year’ or their equivalent in
French and German. French scores the highest, but seems to also be poor quality.
7.4 Lexical coherence
Intuitively, it would seem that this different perspective, i.e. the graph model,
offers more insight into crosslingual coherence patterns, in that it captures all
the connections between entities throughout the entire document.
8 Conclusions
We observed distinct patterns in a comparative multilingual approach: the prob-
abilities for different types of entity grid transitions varied, and were generally
lower in French than English, with German behind the two, indicating a different
coherence structure in the different languages.
The standard format of the grid does, however, need to be modified for a mul-
tilingual context. It is clear that there are divergences between languages, as
regards entity based coherence. As before, French will still have multiple repre-
sentations for what would potentially be one entity in English: the use of singular
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and plural forms of the noun as noticed in French, or adjectival forms represent-
ing the entity. We have also detected differences in implementation due to the
compound structure of German; in German while compound nouns affect the
coherence score considerably, even with a compound splitter (as for the graph)
the coherence score is still generally lower. Possible extensions to this research
include expanding the grid to include lexical chains, in place of simple entities,
or incorporating a vector of similar terms which would potentially take account
of these issues and allow for crosslingual variance in the semantic coverage of an
individual lexical item. This would potentially better account for the compound
structure of German, and the use of singular and plural forms of the noun as
noticed in French, or adjectival forms representing the entity. It is valuable to
register and identify the differences and bear them in mind for future develop-
ment, particularly for crosslingual transfer.
We have seen that the graph leads to a clear picture of entity-based coherence
scores. This is perhaps more useful than the grid for comparative studies. We
can also see better how entity-based coherence is achieved in different languages.
Here the exact sentence breaks do not matter so much, and the score is based on
how cohesive the document is as a whole. In future research we will note the
significance of whether a text is an original or a translation, filtering our data
based on the original language.
Our next step will be to use the graph metric as part of the reranking process
within an MT system, to try and assess its ability to disambiguate entities.
The challenge from anMT point of viewwould be to ensure that the correspon-
dences are maintained, so an entity chain is carried over from source to target
text, despite differences in syntax and sentence structure. However, this is insuf-
ficient to ensure that the document is fully coherent – more linguistically based
elements are necessary to do that.
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